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2 CHAIR M BECHHOEFER: The proceeding will comedW

davidl 3 to order. This morning we will begin with the further

4 cross examination of Mr. Pratt.

5 We would like to, for the benefit of Mr. Heile

6 at the beginning of the afterne'sn session hear argument on.

7 his contentions.
.

8 We would like to get as far -- in fact, we would

like to finish 14 if we can.9

10 Ara there any preliminary -- and I also would

like to announce that we are going to adjourn at. 1: 00 today.33

12 But are there any preliIdnary matters?

' *8' 'Y" 8 ## * "#* "*
13

object to taking up heating time with argt2ents on contentions

That's something that t'le lawyers could do in Washington.

CIIAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We have some questions to

ask --
17

MR. CONNER: Yes, but we have these witnesses

from GE and Sargent Lundy on radiation controls that haveg

been sitting here for two weeks, and if we spend the

afternoon arguing about some contention we are wasting time-

with the se witnesses.
22

And I would hope we could certainly get our

evidence in chief in and the cross examination on it
24

h ecmpleted on contentions 15 and 16.
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1

david 2 If the board is saying forget about conrentions
2

15 and 15, I guess we'll just have to send these peoplc
3

home. And I would say that Mr. IIeile's contention, of
~

4
course, may be argued, and of course the board can

5
ask questions when it uants to, but I think it is very

O*

had practice to waste the time of these expert witnesses who
7

have, as I say, been sitting here for two weeks now. '
:,

i
8i

CHAIRMAN BECIIIIOEFER: Mr. Heile has also been
9

waiting for several weeks for us to ask these cuestions, but
10

I also Liqht add that if wo don't ask -- if we should --

11
I assume that your plans would be worse off if we should

12
tako up the contentions in Sept 2mber than if we do them in

I3
July.

I#
1s you pointed out in your own papers, a certain

15 amount of delay might be involved, and I think the board
I6 would like to be prepared to rule on those contentions in
17 the near future.

18 MR. CONNER: The.:. may I request that the witnesses

.
19 on 15 and 16 be excused so they can try to get out of town?
20 (Board conferring.) ~

.

El MR. BARTII: Mr. Bechhoaf7z79 it makes a bad --
22 the lawyers spend more time arm its M,u getting things done.
23 Why don't we -- this can be secenas flat instead

'

}
24

.

of us sitting here aruging about who's soing to argue.
k

'

E3 CHAIRMPS BECHHOEFER: Yes. I think riaht aftsr
9
!'

I
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david 3 1 lunen ve will hear those contentions.

2 I don't think it will take that much time; I

3 really don't.

4 I also don't have any very -- I guess we ought to

5 hear what rebuttal witnesses Miami Valley would 1.ike to offer

c and the subject so that we could determine whether er not.

7 the witnesses on 15 and 16 could be excused or released for
.

O the day because it depends on the --I don't imagine we'll be

9 spending very much more time with Mr. Pratt, but it depends

10 on what else will follow on 14.

;3 liR. CONNER: A second matter is this: that I

12 want the record to refl2ct that as a result of the board's

13 rder or the staff's subpoena or all of the above, a search

34 was laade of the Husky files for these two memoc that were --

15 that Mr. -- that somebody referred to in terms of Mr. Pratt

1G writing to Mr. Hofstadter about reassignment.

They cannot be found; a search has been made ofg

all f the places where they were likely to be found. They8

could not be.
.

gg

Let the record also reflect that although the20
- subpcena was served only on Mr. Pratt, Husky made a search

of its files, although the subpoena was not served on it.

In any event, . neither Mr. Pratt nor Husky can produce

copies of these menos, nonexistent memos.

CHAIRMA1 BECHHOEFER: We also signed a subpoena,54

t

I
.
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david 4 i directen to Mr. Hofstadter.

h 2 MR. FELDMAN: If the board please, l'n wondering

3 if Mr. Conner is now representing Mr. Pratt as well as the

'

applicants and Husky?4

5 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Well, the board will accept

6 Mr. Cozmr as representing both Husky and Mr. Pratt. If.

I

7 Mr. Pratt wants another representative, he may so state.
|-
.

t
a MR. CONNER: Just for the record, as is already i

9 shown -- I guess this particular counsel for the intervenors

10 wasn't here that day when Mr. Reiter, counsel for Husky, did

11 in fact state that he is here representing Husky.

g I don't know if it matters, but that is a fact and

wald be on the record. If Mr. Feldman --g

@ !
g fir. FELDMAN: I realize that. That's why I wondered

i

15 why Mr. Conner was speaking for Husky.

ftR. BARTH: Can we quit the personal jibes and16

get down to business?g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'll accept :fr. Conner's;g

representation on the file search, but I do note that weg
.

have another subpoena outstanding.
.20

- MR. CONNER: That's the next matter.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.g

{ MR. CONNER: Mr. Hofstadter informed Mr. WetterhahniU!
i

' >this morning' that he has no such documents. '

24|
h MR. FELDMAN: If I may address that --

;

: :
, i

i.
.
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david 5 i CHAIRMAN BECHECEFER: Yes.

2 MR. FELDMAN: Mr. Hofstadter has represented to

3 me that he has gone through all of the documents of every
_

4 kind of description that he has in his possession and has

5 not been able to find the documents that were subpoenaed.

6 (Board conferring.)-

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Feldman, I wanted to
.

8, inquire: what do you propose to offer by way of rebuttal

9 witnesses _and the subject a s we discussed yesterday.
-

10 MS. FICHTER: Our witness is unavailable right

11 now because of a previous commitment.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, we expected to have

13 the witnesses here today.

14 MS. FICHTER: I ask that he be able to testify in

15 August.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We would like to wind ur

17 this contention.

18 MR. BARTH: We don't know the qualifications,

39 who's going to rebut --

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Could you give us the

-

substance of what you want to put him or her on for?21

22 MS. FICHTER: I will proffer --

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Could you get the microphone,23|
I E1"*8*224

MS. FICHTER- I'll just speak loud. I'll proffer
|25

1

!
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david 6 1 the evidence that he will testify to, if you would like.

2 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Yes, and give us -- identify

3 the witness also.
-

4 MS. FICHTER: Okay. His name in Donald Blanch.

5 MR. CONNER: Donald Blanche? B-1-a-n-c-h-e?

G MS FICHTER: C-h..

7 (Counsel distributing documents)
.

8 I'd like to have this marked aa E:chibit 5

9 for Mian.i valley for identification purposes.

10 MR. WETTERHAHN: Hold on. E :cuse me. Could

1; we finish reading this and could you use the microphone

12 when you talk, pleace?

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Have the other counsel
O

9 been given copies?

15 MS. FICHTER: (Mods in the affirmative.)

10

17

18

1

19
.

20 _

21
!

22

23

!

24

0 25 t

i
i
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1 MR. BARTH: Mr. Bechhoefer, we're ready to continua.

2 CHAIEMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, we would like some furthe.r

3 explanation of the relationship of some of these allegations to

4 the particular contention. It's not that cicar. Eefore we

5 hear from the Applicant and Staff on this and Cincinnati, I

- 6 would like to have you explain how some of these things are

7 connected -- this is rebuttal now, so it has to relate to the
.

8 natters that cama in earlier.

9 MS. FICHTER: First of all, I'd like to have this

10 affidavit marked as Miami Valley Exhibit 5 for identification

11 purposes.

12 MR, BARTH: I have extremo difficulty in hearing

13 counsel.
.

14 HS. FICHTER: I would like to have this affidavit

15 marked Minmi Vallay Exhibit 5 for identification purposee.

16 As to the relevance --

17 MR. BARTH: Are you granting the motion?

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, it will be so marked.

19 (Whereupon, the document referred to

20 was marked for identification as -

21 Miami Valley Power Project

22 Exhibit No. 5.)

23 MS. FICHTER: As to the relevance of this affidavit,

24 , there was some testimony from rebuttal witness Borgman as to the

25 fact that the cable tray was not overicaded and this affidavit

i
i
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2

I specifically refutes that statement, number one refutes that.

o
~

Do you want a page number in the testimony?

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you refer to the

4 paragraphs that you're talking about.

O MS. FICHTER: Paragraph one in the affidavitris that

. 6 what you mrar? Paragraph one. On page 1828 of the testimon;,

7 Mr. Borgma:2 states that they are full to overflowing.

8 MR. CONNER: I can't hear. She's not using the

9 miko again,

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Could you try and use the

11| microphone. It's difficult to hear you.

MS. FICHTER: Okay. Pages 1828 and 1829. His>-

|

13{ entire testimony is that the cable trays were not overloaded.
!

14 ! On page number 1829, line 20, "Is there any voluma beyond which
i

15 | the cable tray cannot be loaded in order to meet its design

16 capncity?" "No, not to meet its design capacity." "So then the

17 cablr4 tray cannot be overloaded by volume; is that correct?"

18 "The design critaria is such that looking at a loading, a

to physica2 loading on the cable tray volume per se does not equate

20 to overloading the tray." -

21 Then, as to paragraph three in the affidavit --

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Let's go to paragraph two.

23 MS. FICHTER: Paragraph!; two, four, five and six,

24 j they do not relate at this time to any rebuttal witness, but I

25 just put it there for the Board's infor:'ation.
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Two, four, five and six?

2 MS. FICHTER: Two, four, five and si:c cannot be

3 s'aparated out of the affidavit and Mr. Blanch's testimony will

4 relate only to paragraphs one and three of the affidavit.

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: What is throo about?

, 6 MS. FICHTER: Eo you want an exact page number of

7 the testimony?

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, you could explain la

9 general. The exact page would be better, but you could explain

10 it in general.

jg MS. FICHTER: On page 1837 of the testimony the

12 question uns asked Mr. Borgman, line 23: "Is it not true that

13 the volume of cables which are presently in the trays at Zimmer

14 have made it impossibla to install the original specified

15 insulati n material at the point where the cables penetrate a

'vall?"
10 And later on, ha says, on page 1838, line 21: "Not to

my knowledge."
37

MR. BARTH: May I ccmment on that, Mr. Bechhoofer?la

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, you're both going to begg
.

ven a dance.20

MR. BARTH: It's the only thing she's got.21

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Wait until she's through.g

DR. HOOPERa Mr. Barth, I can't hear you half theg

ti;ae. >Will you speak a little more distinctly and slower sog

g I can hear what you have to say?
,

I

!. !
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MR.BARTH: We'll give it a try.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I want to wait until she'a

3 through and then I want to hear frcm Mr. Conner and you.

MS. FICHTER: Thath all.

0
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe Mr. Conner is next.

'

MR. CONNER: Well, I don't think this should taka

7
.

very much time. In simple terms, we consider this to be

3 ridiculous.

9 In the first place, if there's anything here in the

10 form of evidence, it's direct evidence not rebuttal evidence.

II In the second place, there's nothing here that gives

12 any suggestion that a Mr. DonalG Blanch has any qualifications
13 whatsoever to interpret dynamic loadings or the National

14 Electrical Code. In any event, as the Board knows, the National

15 l Electrical Code is not applicable to a nuclear plant which goen
16 by the design specifications. So even if it were true, it would

17 be irrelevant.

18 I believe that this is more of a delaying tactic tharl

19 anything else, that there is nothing here that is proper
20 rebuttal testimony, and certainly this is z., thing but

21 ,generalirios without any support. It's opinion evidence without

22 any foundation to sustain it.

23 The third paragraph having to do with penetrations

24 and so forth being cut has absolutely nothing to do with this

25 so-called overlomding. It's simply not clear what is meant
,

i
'

t,
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1 but it has nothing to do with everloading by weight even if

2 true or even if - I don't know how cut cables would be left

3 in a plant even if they had been cut. They certainly couldn't

4 function if they had been cut. Obviously thay would have to be

5 replaced and be in working order.

6 Miss Kosik has admitted that the rest of the.

7 affidavit is irralevant.
.

8 MR. FELD!AN: I'd like to reflect that Liss Kosik

9 is not hera this morning.

10 MR. CONNER: I'm sorry. Miss Fichter. I do net

;; accapt the fact that she would make a proffer of proof as the

12 Board had required in the form of an affidavit. To us it's

13 an ther opportunity simply to provide publicity.

g Furthermore, we would say finally, that obviously

.g this represents the next step in the deliberately delaying

tactics now obvious on the part of MVPP. Apparently it is their16

intention to dribble in affidavits of things like this in ang

e n delay he case. We certainly object h all ways to18

allowing this to go over until August, as she requested. Thatg

w uld certainly be improper. It should not be accepted in the20
- first place, but having this or anything else go over to August21 e

after the Board said it would be done today is totally improper

and we object.,

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEF3R: Mr. Barth.

h MR. BARTH: Sir, in regard to paragraph one, this is

,

i 345 178i
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1
nothing more than cumulative direct evidence. It does nothing

2
except say that Mr. Hofstadter's testimony as to ovarloading is

3
correct and it's not in any kind of w..y rebuttal of testimeny

4
given by the power company or by the staff.

5
Going to the other paragraph, paragraph three, I

. 6
think you have to remember the context of paragraph three. This

7 was on cross-examination by Miami Valloy of Mr. Borgman. This

0
is not parc of their direct case, not part of the Applicantc'

9 direct casa, and not part of the Staff's direct casa, and out

10 of ncwhere they start asking hin about small penetrations through
I1 a wall. It has nothing to do with contention 14 ..nd is com-

12 pletely irrelevant.

i

13-| Furthar, it was irrelevant cross-examination and

14 | it's improper. Therefore, I am opposed to the alleged proffer
!

15 ' of proef. I view it as just another one of these many affidavits

10 we have had of workmen who say everything is bad. We are aware

17 of what tha workmen say. We have had this before. It does not
i

10 relata to contontion 14 in any kind of way, with ona small

19'I exception, and that is that the first paragraph is a continuation
|

20 | .md affirmation of Mr. Hofstadter's previcualy given testimony
i
!

21 that he walked through and saw wires and thought things were
i

22 : overloaded without having measured it or going about it. There't
!1

23 I no basis for the allegatica here except the naket statement, !
!

24j 'I see them overloaded."
$ i

V 25 ' The Staff will stipulato, if it makes people happy, ;
:
i
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1 that Miami Valley can produce a worker who will back up Mr.

h 2 Hof stadter's statement about overload.

3 We are opposed to the proffer of Mr. Blanch in any

4 shape, form or manner, sir.

5
.

- 6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

1! .-*

20

21

22

23

24

@
z5 :

I
I
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1

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Estopp? I want to
g 3 DB-1 g

hear from all of the parties.

3
MS. ESTEPP I don't think I should raally say ;

4
anyth.ing, becanse I wasn't here for the major part of this

5
tastimony.

.

G '
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Holla?

. MR. HEILE: Mr. Chai1 Tan, as Mr. Barth indicr dad, at
0

least paragraph i butrescos the testimony of Mr. Hofstadtar.
0

Now we hava heard that tastimony on cross-examination, wo
10

have heard that testimony on the Company's side, attempting
II to discredit Mr. Hofstadtar's testimony. I think if this man
12 is going to butress it, I would lika to know whether in fac-.
13 he has the capacity to do so through my. cross-examination.
i4 But I do believe that tha data that ha is bringing up is
15 extremely ralevant in rebuttal to the issues that have been
16 raised in the contaxt of this proceeding on contention 14.
17 As far as paragraph 2 goes, I think that we hava
18 had quito a bit of testimony on seismic hangers. I would
19 like to know a little bit more about that. If the witness,

20 has something to say about it, I would like to haar it. It is

21 idifficult, I realica, for the Board to accept a new affidavit.
22 By tha name token, thora are cartain things raisad in this

23 .itffidavit that I am afraid we can't afford to turn our backs
24 |pn. I feel we ars going to have to entar into sono kind of

h
23 discussion on it, bring the witness in to find out if f his is

1 !
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DB2 true or not. I am a little concerned about mantioning

monitoring cables. This is the first time I have caen

3 anything about monitoring cables can exhibit a falso signal.
4

Ultimataly I am cert ninly going to want to know about this.

5 I am auggesting that the man be brought in and

. G let's find out what the man has to say and sua whether or not
7

.

in fact his credentials back up his. credibility. I don't think

8 we can cast it out of the case at this point.

9 MRo CONNER: Mr. Chairman, I move tha remarks of

10 Mr. Heile be atricken with regard to paragraph 2. It was

11 not even offered. Mr. Helle obviously believes that thase
-t-

12 hearings must never end and anything that he thinks about

13 might bo intsrasting to talk about can take up the tima of
14 the NRC and the parties, while he conducts his happy scarch.

15 But that is not proper and his arguments have no legal
.

10 basis and I move they be stricken from the record.

17 MS. FICHTER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to offe.:

18 ragraph 2 of the affidavit as rebuttal also.

is CHAIR MN BECHHOEFER: Explain why paralfraph 2 is
.

20 rebuttal if you are offering i't.

21 MS. FICHTER: ''"here has been a lot of testimony

22 as to the seismic hangers rnd that in what paragraph 2 sp 9

23 to.

24 MR. HEILE: Mr. Chairman, I want to clarify my3 elf.

25 If I am not mistaken, I taought we heard testimony that.

! 345 182
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DB3 1 tho seismic hangers would help hold up the cable trays,

2 or at least keep the cables up if the trays fall apart or

3 ' disappeared. It seems to me we have had testimony on tho

a seismic hangora in this case, have we not?

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I would like to find ont first

- 6'that a seismic hanger is.
,

7 MR. CONNER: Tho seismic hanger is somothing that
.

8 holds up cable trays or other things. It is not even made

9 by Husky in the first place. M I ihink is probably in the

10 FSAR, I don't knew, becausa it has naver come up. But it la

33
not even m;sde by Husky. This is just another attempt to delay

12 and delay and dalay by interjecting new matters.

13 Yastarday I said facetiously we would probably

get to the cracks in the concrete in the road in front of theg

plant and I think that is exactly whore the Intarvenors
15

"# 9 * "8*
16 i

MS. FICHTER: I would like to have all tast.imony

as to Seismic hangars struck from the record thus far.

* * # "*

10 ;
bring iti up, it was brought up by the Intervonors on cross-

- examination.
21

(Board conferring)

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board believes that all
| |

24 i ' of the paragraphs except 1 and 2 are not relevant to contention |
'

h | 14. We also believe that the Staff should investigate some
25 :

! of these mattsrs and ascartain whether there is any problem
i

io
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DDB4 1 with them. This is for the Office of Inspection and the

_
2 Staff to determina whether thora are any problams hara.

3 These other paragraphs do noi relate to the contention or the

4 matter before this Board at this timo. I might say that that

5 includes paragraph 3. That relates to some cross-ex eination.

6 But really it wasn't a part of the Applicant's case or the-

7 Staff's ".ase. It was at best paripheral and we don't
.

8 think that relates to the contantion.

Now as to 1 and 2, wo see some relationship at loast9

10 of 1, and 2 is ambiguous. But in order to liston to this

witness, we would want him here today, because we do want to
33

finish these mattars today. Now if you can bring him in in the
12

early af ternoon or late this corning, or any timei during
13

the day, we would hear him. But we dont think that paragraph
14

paWMady b 1 hah 6 be mulah. We 6 Hsh
15

'' Y Y " *#" ' "Y"16

MS. FICHTER: It is impossible for Mr. Blanch
,7s

to be hora today becuase of a prior court commitment, today andg

the two previous days.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You know this yesterday,

that we were going to finish this today. I maan you knew wa-

were progressing on contention 14 and that we can't just

postpone it forover.

MS. FICHTER: He is in court today, and I maan --

h | MR. BARTH: Mr. Eochhoefer, as a professional

cattar, I think it is absolutely disgraceful to como in at

i 345 184
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5 1 the lith hour and 59th minute with this kind of stuf f.
2 Over and 7bove that, the Agency has I think a death wish

3 malicy of self-flagellation. 7 think to not permit him to

4 testify because of the atrocious way these peopla presented

3 the matter presents a bad oya for my agency. I roccmmand wa

. 6 come back in August,and lot this man come in and speak on his
,

7 first and second paragraph, so the record is full and adequate.
.

8 I must say as a lawyer, I think this is a disgraceful

9 presentation I am making, but I don' t think un should throw

to this man out because tahse people are so irresponsible. This

y; is nothing more than additional direct testinony to support

Mr. Hofstadter. I think we should let tha man come in12

in Augu t and let him speak, rather than throw him out on13

14 the basis of h.4.s half-day notice to us.

MS. FICHTER: Mr. Chairman, we just roceived thisg

informationon June 26, ao there is no way we could have

kncwn about this before. *

MR. CONNER: If the Board please, if-yhu are

considering this further, I would like to be heard on it.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOBFER: Yes.

MR. CCNNER:
21 We cortainly do not agroo to letting.

this go over to August. Mr. Barth, I think, is corract in

the Agency's self-flagellation attitude. But I co not

holieve that the Applicant has to agree to be beaten by sucn

g really improper approaches as these Intervonors try to inflict

upon the procese

i
'
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6 1 The Administrative Proceduro Act is still

h 2 controlling law. The Atcmic Energy Act is still controlling

5 law. The law does: not say we must band over backward to

4 accommedata everybody who wants to come in off the street

5 with a now idea.

I
- 6 Now the rules are propor. This Board told these

7 People to have their man here if he was going to be hora
.

8 ._^ day. You said yesterday, and they said oh, he can't ba
"

9 hare yestarday, ha can be here today. Well, he is not

to here today. I haar he has a court appearanca. I don't Pm that

that means. They have not given any suggestion that this;;

12 man is performing any kind of essential function in court.

I

g Absent a vary strong shcwing, it is not proper. We, of course, |
l i

I

14 restate our objection to this tastimony in the first place,

33 because even if it is conceivably rolavant, it certainly

16 | is not probativo, and it cartainly is not rebuttal.

(Board conferring)
37

i

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Could you identify the

court that is involved and the subject?g

" #8 **#"# ""~* *20
-

exactly what court it is. But he has been involved and been -

21 i
t

testif'ying for the last two days in court, and it was continued i
24 i

,

i
into today. -g

CHAIRMAN BECHEOEFER: Well, could you find out for

'

25 ;. . us before the mornning is through what the court is and whaJ.
L

i
L the subject of the testimony is, becauso -- I will withhold

,
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DB7 1 ruling at this time, but I think this person should be

h 2 here by this aftornoon if at all possible, Mr. Blanch. And

3 we would like to know tha specifics.

4 MS. FICHTER: I understand Mr. Bleach is the

5 plaintiff in this case and I believe it is absolutely

6 necessary he be there. He in tactifying in his own case. But-

7 I do not know what court it is. We will try to find out.
.

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Try to find out before the

9 and of the morning.

10 .'IR. BARTH: I might address ths second point

you mado, when you asked the Staff to look inM the otner
33

12 matters, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The other matters we view13

@
as not within the contantion at issue now.34

MR. BARTH: I understand, sir. One of these15

says "c attol devices in many instances are very poor quality."
16

Mr. Dright is a nucicar angineer. He has the background.
;7

This kind of allegation is the worst slop in the world. Thereg

is no way the Chicago office can go cut and say look,gg

follows, the control devices are of poor quality. There is,,0c

- no way to investigate this kind of garbage. Thora is a limit

to which as an attorney for the Staff I will tell these people

in Chicago to spend manhours diging around to find a control

device of poor quality. I just will not do it. If the Board

h wants to order the Staff to investigate those particular.

2_a

aspects, I suggest you issua such an order in writing and wo
,

;

i !
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DDB 1 will comply. But I won't ask these people to spend timo

2 and effort on such things as components for jobs are somatimas
1

3| orderad three years in advance. I am well auara of that.
!
'

4 Seven years in advance is not unusual. You can not spent the

5 time of thase nuclear people to go and look into that garbago.

. 6 If you wish something investigated, issue an order and

7 I will have it done.
.

8 CHAIR N BECHHOEFER: I think the Office ought to

g interview the man and see what he has in mind. If it is a

10 serious matter, then they - can investigata it. If it is not

determinable what he had in mind, that would and it.
;3 |
12 MR. BARTH: If ho comes up with something specific,

I will hava the people su out.13

14 I reiterata, if you issuo an order, I will comply.

* * " " "# ""8" " "#15

specify the detail of every item. It was- just Yo ganara11ygg

stato the problems he thought wera at Zimmar. Whaa he testifios

9 " * ** "*18

(Board conferring)gg

OUER: The h d does M ave dat20

- the Staff should sand someone to intervie:s this person,

! some from I & E. We are not necessarily asking that a full

investigation be parformad, but what we would like is to

find out if thera is any substance to any of theso charges.
24

h And if the Staff finds out that thora may be a problem, they
,5 ,2

I
i
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DB9 1 can investigate furthar. But I think an intarviaw with

2 this man is in order.

3 So the Board crders that the Staff at least intervi5w
.

4 this individual and they can procond from there.

3 MR. BARTH: Wo will comply, Mr. Chairman..-

and 93 6

7
.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

10

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We will withhold our |2 david
i

2 evaluaticsnatilwefindoutmoreaboutthecourtproceeding.|
david 1 i

'3 We'll withhold our decision on the gentleman appearing later --
take 4 |

4i or this afternoon.

5 (Board conferring.)

. 6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Again, we would remind you

7 that yesterday -- we stated that if we allowed these witnesses'

8 to appecr at all -- this witness to appear at all, iti

9 would be today, and we were not advised until this time

10 that he might not be available.

jg I urge you to inquire whether his presence at

12 that other court this afternoon is necessary; if he's

13 g ing to be just sitting out another afternoon, he can be

k
34 here just as well.

15 Mill ycu -- y u mentioned yea +.erdefthat you all --

16 you mentioned that you were considering asning Mr. Hofstadter

37 ' to further testify; is that -- do you still intend to do that"

MS FICHTER: No, we don't intend to have18
_.

Mr. Hofstadter testify.39

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Pill you have any other
.

witnesses on contention 1021

| MS. FICHTER: Yes. We have Mr. Spiovack tog;

testify.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: And is he here?
.g a,,, )[

MS. FICHTER: Not at this moment, but he will be.
,

p .

,\ i
'

I
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DAVID 2 1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER. He will be here?

2 MS. FICHTER: Yes.

3 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: At the time --

4 MR. CONNER: Your Honor, we've already spent

5 an hour on this. We may as well, while we have the intervenor 's
- 6 counsel focused on a point, we will object to c. Spievack

7 delaying hearing time unless he is in fact a rebuttal

9 witness, and I think you told her to make a proffer of

g proof as to what he would show as a condition precedent

to to them bringing him in.

11 And I want -- if I have these GE and Sargent Lundy

12 witnesses, if we inew we're going to be into one of these

13 round robins again, just exploring everything in Robin

14 Hood's barn, I want to kn,w whether this fellow is going to

15 be put on.

16 If it's not rebuttal, we certainly would object

17 to it and suspect that he will be out. But if there's

10 s mething there, pretty obviously by the time Mr. Heile

19 and others get through asking him questions, we will not

20 be able to get to 15 aad 16, and I think I owe that to -

-

my witnesses.
21

22 (Board conferring.)

CHAIRfWI BECIHIOEFER: Could you explain what23

24 xactly Mr.SPieva k is going to provide?

(h 3G . FICHTER: Mr. Uhrig . yesterday testified5
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'david 3 yesterday that Husky welders P erely were training in the

technique of test taking, and. Mr. Spievack will - who !

3
has observed th-aa ausky velders, will testify that they

4
needed training h the uciding techniques themselves, not

5 just test taking, and that Husky welders lacked the

6 technique and skills to make good quality welds.
7

MR. CONNER: If the board pleast:, that is on its

8 face not rebuttal. What Mr. Spievack's opinion is has

9 nothing to do with wht Mr. Uhrig testified to.

10
Mr. Uhrig said that's what he did> he trained themi

11 inthe techniques of welding. The evidence that they want to

12 now put in the record has nothing to do with that polnt.
13 On its face it is ridiculous.

!14 (Board conferring.)
1

15 MS. FICHTER: I believe Mr. Orig was also

1G , stating his opinion when he made that statement yesterday.
17 MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, normally a proffer of

18 this type would include the professional and educational
19 I experience and background of the witness to show that what

20 he may have to say may be probitive. It would include !

21 circumstances under which he was able to formulate his
22 opinion. That is, it wouldhave to show some kind of

23 relevance: how he was in Husky, what he observed; ',so

24f that we could have some kind of weight to evaluate his

h 25 evidence or whether it's just hearsay.
<
!

i i
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david 4 1 I'll talk louder, Dr. Hooper. ,

2 You're going to have to consider in Mr.

3 Spievack's testimony also that he has something to contribute:

4 his background, how he known about Husky and the special

5 relationship to the people that welded on the Zimmer project.

6 So far we have none of that, so the staff is opposed to the

7 proffer of Mr. Spievack.

8 MS. FICHTER: I can give that information if --

9 (Board conferring.)

10 MR. BARTH: One of the reasons I bring this up,

11 Mr. Bechhoefer, my concern so far is Mr. Spievack has been

12 presented as a man who went into Husky for half a day or

13 a couple of hours to try and sell them a trainit, .agram.

14 and they didn't buy it.

15 And I think in view of this we need a very

16 careful delineation of why he might have something to

17 contributs beyond his failure of salesmanship.

18 (Board conferring.)

to CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, the board believes

20 ' that we will listen to the testimony of Mr. Spievack. I

I think for tha record -- well, his qualifications could be21

|
22 something that he's cross examined on in the record.

23 Prima facie, it shows that he has some

24 qualifications; he does run a weiding school, or at

(h least it appears from the record that he does. Whether he in25

.
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ldavid 5 qualified to do so, that's something that can be brought cut,

2|
| on cross examination.

3 But the boe.rd requires he be here when we get
_

4
to the po12t that -- that there's no delay.

O INow, with respect to your witnesses, I would -
\
'6 t.he board is w'lling to release them from the day, but if

7 there should be several hours that are wasted the board

B5 does not want. any of ';ke onus for that delay layed to ,

9 the board.

10 The board is willing to release your witnesses on

11 15 and 16.

12 MR. CONNER: In our view, we have wasted most of

13 the last two weeks by unnecessary and irrelevant questioning,

14 but. nothing that the applicant will ever do will result in !

15 being accused of delaying the case. And we will keep'the

16 witnesses here.

17 But I hope that this discussion may prompt

18 i other - sple in the hearing room, including even the board
s

19 | members, to try to focus more sharply on the issues and.
.I
1

20 ;| not broadon everything out on the basis of curiosity. -

1

! !
21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay, well, as I say, |

22 ! the board thinks that a all probability there will not

23 be more than onn or twotours at most to consider 15 and !
!

,

I

g4 [ 16 and there might not be that. So that -- but - !
4

$ i{ (Board conferring.) '

3
q ,

I! '

3 -
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david 6 1 CIUIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Now, do we understcnd there

g 2 will be no other witnesses proffered on 14 -- oh, I haven't
3 asked the staff: are you going to have rebuttal on 14?

4 MR. BARTH: Staff will have no rebuttal, sir,

5 on 14

. G CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: All right.

7 Mr. Feldman?

8 MR. FELDMAN: Those are all the witnesses that
g we will be proffering on 14, your Honor, the ones that we've

10 just mentioned; there will be no others.

31 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, as I said, the board

will not require that your witnesses on 15 and 16 just12

13 hang around. I car't predict when we'll be through with

14 14-

15 MR. CONNER: On the basis of your statement that

16 wenight be accused of wasting some time in this --

37 CHAIRMAN BECHECEFER: The applicant will not

jg be accused of wasting time; the board just does not want

;g to be accused by the applicants of wasting time. If we --
.

if we come to a point where 15 and 16 could be taken up and20

21 we adjourn because of the witnesses not being here - as
long as the onus is not put on the board, the board isg

g willing to release your witnesses.

g MR. CO2 2R: The applicant is ready to sit in

g continuoas session beginning now until completed, includingg
!
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Idavid 7 Saturday and Sunday, to complete 15 and 16.

2
CHAIRMMI BECHHOEFER: Right. Well, the board is

3
not going te do that. We're going to adjourn by 4:00

_

4
o' clock, so I say -- if you want - vish to release

5
your witnesses, you may do so.

- 6
I think at this stage we'll proceed with further

7
cross examination of Mr. Pratt.

8
MR. CONNER: We have one other prelimina.''.f

matter, which I wi.11 mention later in the day. I don't want

10
to mention it now. We've alundy taken an hour and 10 minutes.

II
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Fine. I believe that --

12 I think we got around to -- Ms. Estepp, do you have any
13 questions of Mr. Pratt?

14 MS. ESTEPP: No questions.
!

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Heile?

16 MR. HET"2 : Yes, sir..

17 Whereupon,

18 RMIDOLPH PRATT

19
, was called as a witness, and having been previously duly

20 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:
.

EI CROSS EXAMINATION (Resumed),

I

22| BY MR. HEILE:
,

23 0 You may recall yesterday when the board asked
|

24 you a question on the exhibits -- Applicant's Exhibit 3-A

25 ! 3-Z that some reference was made to te date on the lower
i
I
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1 :lefthand corner of those exhibits.

david 6 ^

2 MR. CONIIER: I'll hand this to tha witness.

3 (Counsel handing document to witness.)

4 BY MR. HEILE:

C Q Would you, sir, look in the lower lefthand

6 corner of Exhibit 3-A and yeu*ll see a data, November 11,.

7 1974. 3-A should be on the top.

8 A Mine is out. of order. Yes.

9 Q Now, that's been printed in timre by hand. Is

10 that your writing, sir,- that November 11, 19741

11 A Yes, it is.

12 Q And above that there's a thing that says: "'ns t

13 conducted by Gladstone Laboratory, test number 4-848 per
.

14 T. Williams."

15 Is tha*. -- do you know Mr. Williams?

gg A Mr. Williams works for Gladstone Laboratories.

Q Do you know him personally?17

A I've met him a few times through business.gg

0 Do you know if that's his signature?39
.

A The reports came to us from Gladstone, so I20

-

21 assuma it is his signature.

Q You don't know who "JH" is?22

A N, I do not.23

Q S y u signed the report that says that it was24

Q conducted in this fashion and then you sent it over tog
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i

david 7 I Gladstone and then they make the certification based f
I
i

||| 2 upon what you have certified to be in the document; is i

3 that right?

4 MR. CONN 3R: ' Objection, your Honor; there's

5 no testimony to that effect, and certainly that would not

6 be surrebuttal or -- recross examination, whatever this is.
,

7 MR. REILE: Your Honor, I'm just trying to find outt
.

8 I see those signatures and I'm not entirely sure

9 what's being certified by Mr. Williams here on November 11.

10 MR. CONNER: There's no testimony in the record

it that Mr. Pratt nigned anything befoer they were sent over

12 from Gladstone or that somebody signed them afterwards.

13 There's absolutely nothing in the recorde

14 MR. HEILE: That's what I'm trying to find out.

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I guess you'll have to lay

16 further foundation. That question assumes facts that

aren't in the record.37

For that question, the objection is sustained.
18

SY MR. HEILE:39
.

20 Q Mr. Pratt, referring to your signature on this

document, did you sign this on November 11, 1974, sir?-

21

A Yes, I ad.22

f23 | Q Was that before or after Mr. Williams or "JH" --

Mr. Williams signed the document?24
|

A It was after. i(|) 23

! i

'l ;
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david 8 1 Q After?

2 A yes.

3 Q So when it ccmes back from Gladstone Laboratories,

4 then you sign it?

5 A Yes.

6 Q How does it go out of Gladstone Laboratories,.

7 no signature?
.

8 A Yes. Gladstone Laboratories is the one that

9 fines the piece of paper.

10 Q Then they make it up and then it's taken and

11 then it comes back to you for signature later.

12 A Yes.

13 MR. HEILE: I see. Thank you. That's all.

14 (Board conferring.)

15 CHAIR!!AN BECHHOEFER: At this point, the board

16 won't have any questions of Mr. Pratt, but we would like to

37 inquire whether the staff has any further questions based on

18 the memos that weren't produced.

29 We had understood the staff wanted to go further

20 into certain areas, and before we release Mr. Pratt, would

y u have anything further in the areas which were covered21

22 by the memoranda which did not turn up?

MR. BARTH: We have no questions of Mr. Pratt,23

eir.2,

h CHAIIUIAN BECHIICEFER: Anything further?3
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david 9 1 (No response.)

2 MR. CONNER: May the witness be excused?

3 CHAIRMAM BECHHOESSR: Yes, the witness may be

4 excused.

5 MR. CONNER: May we start on 15 and 16?

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Is Mr. -- is Mr. Spievack,

7 here?
.

' '
8 MS. FICHTER: He's not here right now. He's on

9 his way, though.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, despi.te --

11 MS. FICHTER: If we could have a break or sometting,

12 he'll probably be here by then.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He'll be here within the

14 next five or 10 minutes?

15 MS. FICHTER: Yes, he should be.

16 MR. BARTH: Maybe we could addreas Mr. Heile's

further contentions in this five minutes so we won't lose;7

further time,
18

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Do you have any problems39

20 talking about your contentions now?

MR. HEILE: NO, just a moment while I find the-

21

documents that I need.g

MR. BARTH: I have them.g

MR. HEILE: I have them here.g

hnd 4 g

i

!
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1 MR. HEILE: Mr. Chairman, are you ready for me to

2 proceed?

3 CHAIRMAN DECUHOEFER: Well, we were trying to decide

4 whether we ought, since we know what the Applicant position is

3 and nobody knows what the _ Staff position is --

6' fir. HEILE: I can address that, I believe, at least*

7| in part.
,

8 MR. BARTH: Ba my guest.

9 MR. HEILE: Wall, I have something relating to it. I

10 can't say what the Staff _x sition is. I have something related

jg to that in the form of an amended contention to present to the

12 Board today.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: All right.

34 MR. HEILE: Mr. Chairman, I have had some discussicns

15 with the Staff attorney, Mr. Barth, on the Cincinnati City's

1G contentions and as a result of those discussions and as a result

of the meeting with tho City Council for approval, I would likag

gg to submit to the Board today an amended City contention --

39 amended City contentions in actuality one and two. I believe
.

the Staff has cenios. I will provide copies for the Board.20
-

Perhaps it might be easier to read it into the21

g record since all we have is a typewritten copy identifying these

as amended
2,3 City contentions without the form of the captioned

case on it.

h MR. CONNER:
-i May the record reflect that though this
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1

matter has been pending for lo those many months, w2 have yet

to see or haar about a copy of tho amanded contentions. So we

3f may want to reserve tae right to filo semothing claa en tha:.

4
MR. HEILE: This was developed just in the last

week.
~

, MR. CONNER: Well, wo have been hero all the laut
i

-I
, ' j' week.

Fo

*| MR. HEILE: I believe that you did rcceivo a copy

9 of this, although not from ma. Are you comparing then?

10
MR. CONNER: May I respond directly to Mr. Heilo?

II { CHAIRMAN 3ECHHOEFER: Yes.

12 MR. CONNER: I'm cc:aparing a copy that he just
i

13 |9 handed me which I will mark today with something elaa that I
!

14 ' undcratood to be the latest version of the City's anonded
15 contention.

10 MR. HEILE: They chould be substantially identical.

17 Mr. Chairman, if it pleaso the Court, I'd like to

10 read this into the proceeding in lieu of just supplying you
19 with a copy, or we could have it marked an an c:chibit, atatsver,

20 you prefor.
.

21 CHAIRMAN SECH30EFER: I think a copy of the conton -

22 tions normally are not put in as exhibits. Could you give a

23 copy to the reporter?
:

I 1

24 6 MR. HEILE: Yea, I will be able to give her a ctpy.,I
'i
1

25 ' although this accma to be my last one. I vill be abla to give '

i i

i i
" '
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3
I

a copy to the reporter before the day is out.

@ 2
MR. CONNER: If Your Honor please, this is a p12ading,

not an exhibit.

'

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's right. I just said wa

5
are not going to accept it as an exhibit. I just thought a copy

6
could be given to the reporter so Mr. Heile can read this

7
contention into the record and it will help the repxter if sha

8 has a copy.

9 MR. CONNER: May I make a suggestion? Why don't wo

10 call these 18 and 19 just for conMmtity?
11 MR. BARTH: 17 and 187

12 MR. CONNER: There is a proposed 17.

13 MR. BARTH: The Board hasn't ruled on it.
14 CEAIRMAN BECIIHOEFER: We have not ruled on any of

13 these. Why don't we consider these two as proposed 13 and

16 proposed 19 and the other will be proposed 17 and if we don't

17 accept 17 we'll just have a gap, if we should c.ccep these. You

10 may continue your statement. Are you telling us that the Staff

19 agrees to these revised contentions?

20 MR. HEILE: What I will do is read them into the
.

11 record and let the Staff speak for themselves.

M At this time, Your Honor, the City proposes to amer.d

23 its proposed contention on air to read as follows: ' Amended City

24 Contention on Air" -- we'll now call them prsposed contentions

25 | 18 and 19. " Adequate regard for the health and safety" --
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1 MR. WETTERHAHN: Can't this just be copied into the

2 record. instead of just reading it?

3 MR. HEILE: I have no objection.

4 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: That's fine with us as long as

5 the reporter has a copy.

- G MR. HEILE: She does. Fine. Then there's no need

7 to road it into the record. If you would like, I would defer
.

8 to the Staff now as to their position.

9- MR. BARTH: I think, Mr. Helle, that there was a

10 word changed and I think also, Your Honor, there's an audience

11 and perhaps it might be redundant but if ho could read it the.

12 audience might know what he's talking about because the lawyern

13 have a copy of it but they don't. It's not that long.

14 (Board conferring)

15 MR. CONNER: If the Ecard please, we have examined

! this and it appears on a quick reading that this is significantly10
I

g| 9.ifferent from the contentions that we replied to. I don't
I

think that it rould be particularly fruitful -- I mean, there
la

39 are scme changes hero that make a difference in our arguments

20 and I'm suggesting that as a procedural matter we simply provide
.

everybody the oppor. unity to file replies to this after the
21

svidentiary hearing in the long gap we're going to have and not22

taka up evidentiary time with it becauno we certainly feel weg

aave a right to file something more. This goes way beyondy,
I

h [anything previously -to file with appropriate city agencies.,

:
! that don't even havo jurisdiction over Zi;=ner - a bunch of neu

i t
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1| information -- that's a wholo new ballgame.

2 We would, of course, like to hear the Board's

3 questions so they could he addressed in the pleading.

4 MR. BARTH: Sir, largely that goes to the merits od

3 the proposed contention without regard to its admissibility.
. c, I would suggest you permit Mr. Hoile to read his 18 and 19 and

I
'

.

you take the views of the people here who are willing to giva7

a their views, and we certainly will, and if you will allow

g them to submit their views in writing, do ao. Let's get on to

10 the substance of the thing.

11 | CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I taink the course of action
i

12 | Mr. Barth just proposes is most frLitful. Well, you could read

13 , it into the record, but if you were able to give a shorter
i

g!, ammry, that would be acceptablo also, giving the reporter a

15
c py so she could put the exact words in. If you prefer just to

i

i
'

;g read it, you may do so. Then we will hear whatover arguments

the parties have here. We will give parties a further chances
37

!

g| to respond to these contentions if they wish to do so. We
'

j won't require then to do so.jg

20 : 3. E : T M you.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You may proceed.g
,

j iMR. HEILE: Thank you.

g: The preface reads: "Adequato regard for the health {
!

., , and safety of the citisens of Cincinnati requires that the !
_4

|h Zimmer Nuclear Power Station not be licensed for operation

s. -

:
Ii
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|
I without an early warning and detection system which provides
2 for:

3
1. The continucus transmittal of monitoring data capablo

4 of showing releases from the plant in excess of Appandix I
5 levels, with the capability of making a permanant record

G thereof, to the appropriata city agencies frcm the Station'u

7 already provided for continuous stack monitors and frem any
.

8 such other known paths of radioactive emissions into tha air
'

I9 from the plant.

10 a2. A system of continuous air monitors to be bituated

11 in such a nanner as to have the capability of detecting the
4

12 discoction and radioactive content of airborne radiation or

13 radioactive plumes from plant releases in excess of the limi-

14 tations prescribed by the NRC which monitors shall have the
|

15 capability of making a permanent record of the monitoring de.ta

10 .rrx:eived and analyzed on a continuous basis, and the data from

17 which can be uransmitted continuously to appropriata city
i

Ib ' agencies.

19 "The data sought in those contrintions is needed in order i
.

20 that the city may develop a cetwork of qualified persons to

21 interpret the monitoring data received from the Zimmer Station

22 and develop procedures for acting appropriately upon that data.

This monitoring in intanded to be in addition to the emergency23 I

i

24 communications radiological monitoring requirectents, evaluation I

h
25 ) procedures and othm emergency plans required by tha NRC of the

.

|

'
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I . Applicants pursuant to the granting of an operating license, and
2 shall not be construed to limit or modify ths Applicant's o-her.

3 obligations in this regard to notify the city or other publici

4 agencies in tha event of releases or potential releases or othar
5 accidents or incidents at the Zimmer Station which may involve

'

6| radioactive contamination in excess of prescribed NRC limitations
7

, for releases."

O
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The contention itself are

9|eachoneparagraph. Tha rest is purely erplanatory.

10 MR. HEILE: The rest la explanatory, although you
11 will see we are also saying at the and that the reason the city
12 is requiring or seeking this is in order that it may develop a
13 network of qualified persons to interpret the monitoring data
14 received frcm the Zimmer Station and to develop procedures for
15 acting appropriately upon that data.

i

1G ! CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: But the contentions themselves
17 are just one paragraph each, the numbered paragraphn?

18 : MR. HEILE: Yas, although they each refer to the

19 preface I read or they wouldn't make any sense without that.

20 At this point I will defer to the Staff.

21 CHAI1U(AN BECHHOEPER: At this point we would like to

22 { hear the Staff's position.
i23 MR. BARTH: Sir, as I stated at the pre-hearing

24 3. conference held here some time ago, Staff feels we shculd daferg 'l

25 Ucontentions regarding emergency planning and monitoring. There ' Et,el

i;|
;
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1 no question in our mind but that the city's contention was

g 2 around and could have ccme in earlier. At the same timo, we

3 feel in view of the problems involved in Three Mile Island and
'

the Staff'a fecling that we shou'ld put off emergency planning4

3 and monitoring until a later dato, wo feel that this contention

G should be admitted within the framcwork of the Staff's.

7 reassosament of emergoney planning and monitoring. We feel that
.

8 this will impose on tha Staff no substantial additional burdens

9 to respond to this contention. We feel that the prosent

to situation of public concern requires the Staff address it. Wo

11 would prefer that it be in and that it he addressed by the Staff

12 and the other parties at the hearings hopefully in Ncvember.

13 This is in the general context of emergency planning

14 and alert or emergency monitoring, and therefore we feel it in

15 well within the ambient of what the Staff fcols should be
usse c. a no point of law. I car W ly feel1G

the povar ccmpany is correct in citing 10 CFR 2.714. This is

late. I understand that. But as far as the lateness, you must;g

thear in mind that the 2.715 and therefore the five criteria ofg
.

to Jood reason and the West Valley criteria do not apply to the.

. city. So the city's lataness I think we can techalcally gotg

ircund if you want to.

I think a more important matter, Ycur ITonor, is that

j to will discuss emergency planning. We will discuss monitoring.,

'

|Shis is well uithin the framework and the Staff feala that tan|
i25 I
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I contentions should be ad.titted as read with tho background of
2 profatory material provided Pf Mr. Heilo wo have been anaured
3 by Mr. Haile that the city will make an active effort to

4 .:levelop the ebility and capability to deal with this monitoring
5' equipuent chould it over come to pass.
6 C3 AIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Barth, just to clarify a

7 few things. Am I not correct that the city is in under 2.714?,

8 I don't believe that the city has admitted that 0.715 permitterl
9 interested cities to intervene as such. My impression is that

to .it this point in time they could be admitted as an interested

11 city, but it was my imprersion that they carlier admitted

12 that was not possible.

13- MR. BARTH: I think ycu may technically have a
,

14' point. I do think that the regulation does cover the city and |
|

15 g:t think this is merely looking for some kind of a section in a
0| code to let these people in on this.10 I think this is a frill

17~ un can get rid of. It's the substance that's important. I

18 think you're correct, they are presently in under 2.715. This

19 is what would be appropriate under 2.715.,

'

20 C3 AIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Do the Applicants want to make
~

.

21 !tny statement on this contention? I might add that we are,

1

22j going to permit you to have further filing. I would hope that

23 that filing is not a rehash of lengthy -
1

<

24| MR. CCNNER: If the Board please, we are obligated
'

1

iIho file under 2.714 under its own terms, under the appeal25
G '
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1 board's decision. We'll be glad to follow yccr rules as long as

2 it's clear that's the way you want it.

3 CHAIRMAN BEC2HOEFER: What I'm saying is that you

4 have already filed a paper which does point out sa::ts of the

5 lateress probisms. I did want to inquire of the Applicants with

G- respect to your filing whether you believe - you seemed to say-

7 that Dr. Fankhauser couldn't represent. the city in this respect.
.

8 Hy question is, could the Commission draw a distinction in Host

9- Valloy between citics and counties and other parties and didn't

10' the Cor:: mission imply that other parties could not represent

11 a public body's intersat equally to the way they could represent

12 themselves?

13 MR. CONNER: I'm not aware of that decision. I'm

14 sorry.

15 i CHAIRMAN 3ECHHOEFER: West Valley.

16 MR. CONNER: I am aware of West Valley, but I didn't

17 know that another party could not represent the city, for

laj example , or citias' intorest or state interests.

.
19f Well, do you want us to respond?

20 CHAIRMAN BLT.HHOEFER: Yes. Also, I want to

'

clarify ono point also. You mentioned in your response that the21

22 city's contantions are not submitted under - I'd like to find

'

23 ut where there is currently any such requircznont.

yj MR. CONNE:1: I'd have to look it up, but I think

it a still in 2.714.25
;
,
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I CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: My impression is that it's

2 no longer there and hasn't been for about a year.

3 MR. CONNER: The rules have been changed so much

4 either by decision or amendment that I can't quita keep up with

5 it. My point on Dr. Fankhauser's contention I'll state very

6 simply, particularly with the liberality the Board has accorded

7
.

' cross-examination and expansion of pointn already in this pro-

8 conding, I think emphasizes the fact that probabl:t anything Mr.

9 Heile wanted to ask under the Prairie Island rule under

10 ~ contention 2 would cover anything that would be othm wise

11 appropriate urder proposed 18 anc 19. That was all that meant,

12 'although, of course, they were not called 18 and 19 then. Our

13 basic point on this is --

'

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: If we hypothetically should

15 say that the city's contentions are encompasseri in Dr.
~

16 Fankhauser's contentions, would Applicants have any objection

17 to the city introducing its own witnesses?

18 MR. CONNER: Certainly. That's not what 2.714 eays

19 for late filings. I mean, I still +hink this is a hearing under
.

20 the Addinistrative Procedure Act whero issues are litigated, not

.

debated, not turned into town meetings presentations and things21 !

22 'like that. I think this is something that is governed by the

23 rules of law and I feel my position is getting more and more

24| lonely, but nevertheless, I feel that is the correct legal

23 position and I will continue to so advocate. But I don't want

I i
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1 to take any more time on this than necessary. I don't know if

2 Mr. Spiovack is hero or not, but I don't want to waste any
3 timo.

4 MR. FELDMAN: Mr. Spiovack is bore.

5 MR. CONNER: All right. If I may speak very

G quickly to this, this amended proposal on contentions 18 and 1S

.

is certainly a different thing than we responded to.7

8 Essentially, among othar things, the old contentions,

9' if you will, talked about the alleged inadequacy of the Zimner

10 air station air monitoring program. These new contentions tal:

11 about the establishment of a network of data supply syste'us to

12 be given to the city agencies. It has nothing to do with the

13 adequacy of tho31mmer system. Apparently this is something thu

14 city wants to say. Zimmer should not be allowed to operato

15 until the city, the federal government, the State of Missouri,

10 scmebody has set up an adequate monitoring system to satisfy

37 the appropriato city agencies, whatever that may mean.

yg This is certainly changing the ground rules of their
original contention. It is also not clear what they are talling39

about.20 I can't tell whether they are talking about emergency
plans or routino releases or both. But in any event, if they21

22 are talking about emergency plans, the thing is rather

obviously defective if it suggests that releanos in excess ofg

a the limitations proscribed by the NRC - certainly the NRC does,

h not liconso accidents, unless that rule has boon changed
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1 recently, and there are no such linitations, so I have no idea

2 shat they are talking about on that one.

3 Otherwise, the Commission's rules have absolutely

4 nothingcbout establishing an air monitoring system, whatever

5 may be in mind here, to notify all city agencies and so forth,
- 6 particularly ones which are 20 miles away and have no juris-

7 diction over the plant. So we want to respond to this i- scue
.

3 | depth because I believe this is a totally nsw proposal and I

9 suppose it would help to sa1, *ine in the long run if we had

to . sone idea of what was really incended hero to remove sema of

3; the vagueness and ambiguity frem the city's contention.

12

13 |

14

15

10

17
,

20 |
:

19

20

21

22

23

24 i !
@

'
i

2s! i

!
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Tp 6 1

DB-1 CHAIRM1LN EECHHOEFER: I would be interosted in
2

1:nowing whsther thn City had in mind accident situations or
3

routine releases, which might exceed the Appendin I level.
4

It might simplify things if the City would specify this.
5

MR. HEILE: The City is prodominantly concarned
- G

with accident situations, obviously, and particularly in
7

- light of Threo Milo Island. Howevor, we also beliove
8

that there ought to be an independant observation of the

9
Company's conitors, which would give us the capacity to know

10
when they do encaed Appendix I levels.

11

So if Mr. Connor would profor that we say Appendix
12

I lovals in each of tha two contentions, I wculd be satisfiad

13
with that.

14
In the second one, NRC limitations, wo are

'

concerned that an independent agency, and I think in this

case the City of Cincinnati has the largest population zono
17 within close proximity to the plant, ought to hava in.liou of
IO the intarpratation of tha data from the plant, an actual
I

copy and continuous readout of monitor,ing data which is being
0

delivared from the plant out of tha air stacks. I think
.

21 it would be most appropriata if the h.nstrument we.s sophisticat:3d'
22

anough to give un data which would indicate a release

23 in excess of' Appendix I, that wo keep that per:aanently on
/24 '

.racord. '

.

@ 2a-
In that context we would knmf the durhti$n of ant

'
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DB 2 1 release over a certain level and wo would have the capacity

2 in developing the network to take the appropriato stops,

3 in the event such a release provides a health hazard.

4 So, yes, we are asking fer the instrumentation that

5 would give us data on anything over Appendix I lavols. I think

- '6 that is a mattar of how sophisticated the instrument has to

7 be. We ara principally seeking an early warning syntam.
.

8 However, ws think that it is additionally helpful to have an

9 independent overview of tho monitoring data that coman out

10 of the plant. I think we have saca enough from Three Milo

j3 Island to know the probabilitios are there is a <Jreat deal of

12 hassle and concern at a plant if something does or could

13
g wrong, and I think it is rather critical to have the data

de m ed m ecMy to someone else.
14

S if y u are asking do we want , App =M v I,15

Y ""8""# 8 * " I Y"8*10

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I take it that you want

the data transmittad directly to whatever the appropriato
18

city agency is?gg

MR. HEILE: Yos, that is correct, sir.20

- MR. CONNER: I gather from that last answar then

thaso two contentions have nothing to do with accident

situations or amargency plans. That simplifies it a littleg
'

bit. So this in Appendix I.

h CHAIIBIAN BECHHOEFER: They want to be able to

i detect anything over Appendix I levels. I suppose that includas
:
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DB3 1 accidents, but it includes more than an accident So I would

2 consider any reloanos over Appendix I.

3 MR. CONNER: I am trhing to evaluata what Mr.

4 Heile said about his contentina. I am not aura your intnrpre-

5 tafients what ha sa'id.
-

G - CHAIRMAN DECUHOEFER: I basically thinic it is

7 routino releases.~ % ..

8 MR. CONNER: If it is only routino ra".casos, thes

9 there is no point in delaying anything, as Mr. Bu-th

to suggested, for the TMI investigation. In other words,

33 this is something the City wante, it wants a new system

for Appendix I, routine roloasos. There is no point, if12

13 the Board sees fit to grant this contantion, of waiting, as

14 Mr. Barth suggestad, until tha cc-4 anion's TMI lessons-

learned report comes out and so forth. I think that is one
15

point forward.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think mr. Barth was

' ' 9 " " U " " "18

admitted.
19

* * 8 9 * " " "20
'

grant these contentions, but in the hypothetical ovant thatg

they might, I believe this is something that could be

resolved immediately, rather than having to wait until aftar

tha TIM task group reports. This is my only point. That

h is what I believo-- this language is so ambiguous, you can't

tall, but Mr. Helle nas clarified it as limited to routine
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DB4 1 reloaces and thereforn I think we have made a little

2' progresa. But we will filo very shortly a responso addresced

3 to this.

1- MR. IARTH: Hay the. Staff have a minuto or so,

5 . air?

6 CEAIRMAN BBCHECBFBRa' Yos.
,.,

7 MR. BARTH: Wo do not interpret the City's

8 contantions to ralata to accidental relsaces, nor do wel.

9 interpret it to relate to routino rolcanes. Wo interpret it

to to relato to all releases.

33 Seccad of all, there is no question that Thrso Mile

12 Island makas a new ballgame. The Staff, on its own motion,

13 will in tall 40 dosimeters around this plant, which will be

g operated by our Inspection and Enforcement peoplo to monitor

15 e plant, over and he what CM may do.ro cases m

fe will do this at every plant in the country as acon16

as wo got this game rolling.g

The City's previous contentions are we want tog

monitor the radioactivity in the water, and this says we want;g

to monitor the radioactivity in the air. If they can find20
- another way, let me know. But there is no question that this

dona cover both routine and accidantal releases in our mind
.

and is definitely within the tramework of the Commianion'a

, reasonsamont. of what la necessary for a power plant in this,

h day and age of Throo.Mfla Island. The first impismantation2a, |

'
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DBS 1 by the Co=. mission of Three Mila Island lessons-laarned

2 is that we will install our own 40 monitors around the plant

3 which we will operate. We may well go further. This is the

4 first stop and I think wo should address it. It is vnry clear

inourmindsitisallrolsanosMr.Heileiscobcornedabout.5

- G MR. CONNER: We might have saved a ICet of time,

Mr. Heilo talked about how he conferred with tio Staff about7
. f

8 all of this, but if the Staff is going to d6'this a.0yway,

g I guess the only question is is the City satisfied. I think

to we ought to haar from the City on that, or why they think the

13 Staff's plan is inadaquato, and then I object to Mr. Barth

12 restating Mr. Hollo's contention. The Chairman, I think,

has just said he interprots it as aiming at routina, and I13

14 thought that t.as what Mr. Heilo said, and if we are going

respond 6 it, we ought to know what it is supps sed to15

say, whether the words are hero or not.
1G

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I had interpreted Mr.
97

e as combg ro@a, but dMUnt' Mght econd
10

Appendix I invals. Whether you call that an accident or not,
.

39

I think his contantion deals with the quantity of raleases,20
'

whataver the source.g

Unless thoro is so=sthing further that should be,

addedr I tnink normally the Applicant gets ten days to repond

to contantions. I s that satisfactory?

h MR. HEILE: Mr. Chairman, excuno ma. If there ia

any question about whathar I meant all releasca, I did. I

! 345 218
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1 think Mr. Barth undcratood to correctly. Also tra want
DB6

2 all releases continuously. I am not entirely sure that the

3 instrunanta being installad by the Staff givo a continuous

4- readout. Nonetholons, I -think what we are looking at

5 is continuous transmittal directly of data to the City of

6 Cincinnati. Thank you. I just wanted to make aura that-

7 was clear on the record.
.

8 MR. CONNER: I think in view of the lateness of

g this, the City should - and obviously in view of the

10 , research they have dono - they should specify exactly what

jj system they have in mind to sea if such a thing is

12 technically feasible.

13 CHAI N BECHHO E R: I thM that gocs more M

the marits. Is tan days satisfactory?9,3

MR. COMER: Ton days f u % day? Yes.15

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You can have more if you wish.1G

MR. CONNER: In view of all of the delays anyway,37

Wyn a it M we e , so we have time to study it.10

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We will give you tho timo19

y u need to adequate raspond. Two weeks is fine. .20
-

MR. CONNERS Maka it Monday the 16th.g

CHhIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The 16th of July,1979.

The Applicant may raspond by Monday July 1i. Does the Staff

wish to filo something?

h MR. BARTH We would lika to reserve the opportuni W
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1

DB7 to filo after ua have scan what the Applicant filas. At
2

the moment I see no reason why we would want to fila anything .
3

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Can you respond -
4

MR. BARTH: We will ranpond within five days of
5

receipt . of the Applicant's filing, sir.
6

CHAIR N BECHHOEFER: Fine. I think bafore we
7

- go to Mr. Spievack, we will take a short break. Let's be
8

back by 11.

9
(Short recess)

10
end 16

11

12

13

1A

15

16

I
17

18

19

20 _

.

21 ,

22

23

24

@ zs

1
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3 david 1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Fichter, are you

$ david 1 2 ready? Do you want to put Mr. Spfovack on now?

take 7 3 MS. FICHTER: (Nods in the af firmative.)
4 Will the board pleas 2 owear him?

5 Whereupon,

G LEE SPIEVACK

7 was called as a witness,~and having been first dul|r .

.

8 sworn, was ex.,mine<1 and testified as follows:

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. FICH*ER:

11 Q Would you please stato your namo and address for

12 the record?

g;. A 1,ee Spievack, 3651 Traskvood Circle, Cincinnati,

14 45208,

15 MS. FICHTER: Mr. Spiovack has informed me he'd

16 like to make a brief statement before testifying.

37 MR. CONNER: Objec. ion, your Honor. This is rebuttal

18 testimony, not - this looks like an attempt to try to get

39 in Mr. Spievack's letter or something like that. If

20 he's going to be asked questions on rebuttal, ho should be

21 asked -- she should point to a page in the transcript^

g and ask what he has to say about it as rebuttal, not to

make some general statement.g

MS. FICHTER: He , , wanted to make a brief'g

h statement as to neutrality. He wanted to make the statementg
1
1

!

!
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david 2 1 before testifying.

2 It was under that condition that he vould testify.

3 MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor; let the

4 witness testify to the facts. It has to be in response

5 to questions.

- 6 (Board conferring.)

7 CHAIRIGN BECHHOEFER: I'd like to find out

3 whatthe nature of the statement is and whether it's going to

9 be relevant to this contention.

10 .MS. FICHTER: It's not relevant to thin

11 contention; it's merely something Mr. Spievach personally

12 wanted to say before he would agree to testify-

13 It is not related specifically to the centention.

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, is it related to his
|

15 credibli'ty or -

16 MS. FICHrER: Yes. It's rela'.ed to credibility,

17 I think.

33 .4R. CONNER: Your Honor, they adtuit it's not

gg relevant. I don't see why we should burden the record

20 with it.
.

~

21 MR. BARTH: I don't think we need a self-serving

22 statement of credibility, your Honor. I think we ought
'

23 to get along with the questions.

y (Board conferring.)

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The board believes that25

,

i
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david 3

1 you should just proceed with your questions. If later a

2 question is raised by any of the cross examination about

3 credibility, then some of this material may be in order,

4 but it would -- why dca': you just proceed with Ehe

5 questions.

6 DY MS. PICHTER:

7 Q Mr. Spievack, what is your occupation?
_

8 A I'm owner-director of a vocational school in

9 the City of Cincinnati, by the name of Technichren Vocational

10 Institute.

11 Q Could you speak up, please?

12 How many years have you been the owner and

13 operator of this school?

.

14 A 18 years.

15 Q What experience or contacts have you had in the

IG welding profession?

17 A Well, I've been involved in, as I say, the welding

10 profession for 18 years.

19 Ihave operated a training institution that has
.

20 trained over 5000 welders in the Cincinnati area in the

21 i last 18 years.

|
22 I have been very involved with the American

|

23 Welding Society, Cincinnati Section, and I have held every

office in that organization.34

(|h ** * "8" #" **** # " '25
a ;
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david 4 1 evaluation of the welding programs at the public institutionn.

2 The vocational school -- I have had experience

3 in not only operating a welding operation or the uelding

4 trade school, but also in operating a metal fabrication

5 business for seven years where it was necessary to quality

a welders'.P -

7 My educational background, if you wish to have
.

8 that, is based on -- I attended two different colleges:

9 Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio, and the University of

to Cincinnati uhere I majored in liberal crts and electrical

engineering and architecture.
33

0 And were you the past chairman of the Juaerican12

Welding Society in Cincinnati?.
13

A Yes, I was.14

0 Now, Mr. Spievach, did u have15

occasion to Visit Huky in 1974?

A Yes, I did.

MR. CONNEl: Objection, your Honor.. This is rebuttal

testimony; nless it relates to a specific question, it isg

not proper rebuttal.
a.0 .

,,

.Joard conferring.)

MS. FICHTER: Your Honor -

(Board conferring.)

CHAIPJfAN B2CHHOEFER: You will have t;o connect .t.

h , MS. FICHTER: Your Honor, I'm laying a foundation

! 345 224
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david 5 for rebutte,1 f Mr I'hrig ~~ I believe was his namo -- I'.nI

2 trying to establish that Mr. Spievack was uhere and observed
e

3 the weldars at Husky.

4 HR. CONNER: The record already establishes

5 that Mr. Spievack was there one afternoon, au the result of

6 which he wrote a letter, which is already .i.n evidence.

7 There's no argument about that.
.

3 MS. FICHTER: Thereis an argument as to that.

9 First of all, that he wrote a letter; second of all thau

10 he was just there for the afternoon, whatever the " afternoon"

gg means.

12 MR. CONNER: This appears in the attachments

to staff's cvidence.33

14 (B ard conferring.)

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, the letter 1.1 in

the evidence. I believe it is signed by an individual "J."16

I guess you could connect up the fact that Mr. Scievack isj7

individual J.to

MS. FICHTER: Well, Mr. Spievack wrote a report,39

if.that's what you're referring to.20
~

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:. Yes. His name waA linkedg

to that report, but I believe.. you're en2itled to try and
' 'connect that.

23
,

MR. BARTH: Staff would stipulate that the J who

signed the letter which in Exhibit 1, page 4 of 7, attached

to the s taff's profiled testimony is Mr. Spievack, ir.

'
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david 6 j CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFEP: Will the applicant so agree?

h 2 MR. BARTH: It would be difficult for them to do
3 so because they didn't write the report.

4 MR. CONNER: Yes, that's right. That's what I

5 just said.

6 CHAIRMAa DEC_IIROEFER: So that at the mcment tha

7 record doesn't e<-tablish Mr. Sp'evack wrote that report and
.

8 that he did visit Husiy.t

9 MC. " CP 1 want to find out hoW .Long he

10 was at Husky, .chet bn eb. served. This will all go to his

opinion as t1 t! e + sining of the welders.j3

12 MR. GL44R: How we have it, your Honor: his

opinion of thetraining of the wolders has nothing to dog

g with rebuttal testimony. There are three references in
ur case to Mr. Spiovack: on page 1882 and on cross15

eKaInination on 1885 and 1914, according to my reading of

the transcript.

This has absolutely nothing to do with any of

our witnesses or anybody else. The suggest of Mr. Spievack's

opinion -- of his opinion on thatpoint would be tetally
- irrelevant and certainly not rebuttal,

, MS. FICHTER: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Uhrig testified
$

23 1 it was his opinion that the widers at Husky did not need
I

training in technique, but only in the technique of test.

24 | ,

@ !| taking. t

!25 e
; :

o I
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david 7 1 The did not need training in weldiny techniquas. |
1

2 And he gave his opinion as to the quality of the welders [
o

3 at Husky.

4 MR. CONNER: It would not be rebuttal testimony,

S whatever Mr. Spievack may or .say not have thought of

- 6 Mr. Uhrig's opinion. The fact is that Mr. Uhrig gave

7 that opinion;
.

it has no connection with Mr. Spievack, so

8 it would be improper rebuttal.

9 I mean, if this is going to be a parade - if

to we have to - if they are allowed to bring in a parade of

gi people that say: "My opi ion is the welders could have

12 done something," then we have to -- if they bring in 60,

13 I suppose 'we have to bring in 100.

14 - But it is not rebuttal testimony.

15 MS. FICHTER: Mr. Spievack - excuso me.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that the -- the

g record -- Mr. Uhrig did tesfy as rebuttal evidence. I

don't think he has testified as to anything about Mr. Spiavack.TG

3g I think Mr. Spievack can rebut what Mr. Uhrig staced, whether

20 or not Mr. Uhrig actually referred to Mr. Spiavack or not.
*

3 I think the question - this line of21

g questioning is proper at this stage.

DY MS. FICHTER:g

24 Did you have occaison to visit Hucky in 19747Q

h A Yes, I did..g
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david 8 O When was it -- what month?
k 2

A It was October 1974; I don't remember tho exEct
3

date.
4

Q Would you please describe the circunstances
5

which brought you there.
- 6

A I received a phonecall from Mr. Morris Bollinger,
7

~

Jr., of Gladstone Laboratories, asking if I would be willing
8

to visit the Husky Products Company in order to determine
9

why they were having prchlems getting their welders qualified;;
10

wit the thcught that Mr. Bollinger led me to believe
11

that there would be -- possibly some training that we could
12

provide.

13
That was my intention for goig there in the

14
first place.

15
0 Did you ever see anyone from Husky befora

16
you went there? Did anyone from Husky invite you there?

17
A Yes, I did receive a phonecall from somebody, but

18
I really cannot remember the gentleman's name who set up --'

19
ASKED ME IF I would come to the company and also to set

20 -

up a time that I was to come to the company.,

21
Q Did this individual from Husky give a reason es

?2
; tu why he wished you to come to Husky?

23
A I believe -- and this is just trying to remembar --

ôs , ,

|(h it was in reference to the conversations that they had had j

25 4 I
i

lj uith Mr. Bollinger indicating that I was willing to come to ~

h
a
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Idavid 9 t' sir company.

2
Q Now, was ic. your understanding, Mr. Spievack, than

3 you were supposed to evaluate the welders at Husky on the

4 day that you visited Husky?

5 A No, ma'am.

O
'

C What was year understanding?

7 A My understanding was to go there and see why,

8 they were having problems qualifying.

O Q Would you please describe what you did when you

10 were at Husky alone -- first of all, Mr. Spievack, how

11 long wero you at Husky?

12 A I remember thatI arrived fairly early ir

13 the morning. I don't knw where the afternoon came from.

14 but I was there approximately, a -- I would say 4 to 4-1/2

15 hours.

16 O Could you please describe what you did at Husky?

17 A Generally, initially I just observed some of the

18 welding processes and what was betg done. At the time I

19 had no idea that this had any involvenant with any nuclear --

20 or the Zimmer Power Plant. -

21 I was there just to see why welders could not

22 qualify.

23 I observed, I would say - I'm trying to remerrber

24 because I never thought I'd have to testify for thia

25 sport - I would say I probably observed somewhere between

i
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david 10 t 10 to 12 welders in a four hour period.

2 I was observing many different areas and types

3 of welding, the different procedures, the different typea

4 of metals cs well, as - such as steel and aluminum

5 operations.

'

6 Q So you watched the welders while they wre

7 welding?
.

8 A Yes, ma'am, I did.

9 Q Did you observe the test pieces?

10 A Yes, I saw several test pieces that had been

11 gone through what's called non-destructive testing and

12 several test pieces that had not been tested yet. I

13 did not see these tests administered. I -just

14 observed the test coupons, and I found a multitude of

15 pr blems, which - such things as porousity, crystalization

f widst many of these test coupons were broken. They16

had broken in the wold area.g

Q Now, did you speak to any of the welders with18

, gg regard to the welding techniques while you were there?

20 I unf rtunately made some suggestions to welders -A
.

that I was talking to, ard I think there was a great deal -g

a great mistake, because I did not get any courtesy

from the welders at the time.,

23 !
! O Now, after your observation of these welders and24 ,

. their welds, did you come to the conclusion as to the qua?.ity
,- ,

f
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davidll 1 of the welds being performed at Husky.

2 A Yes. It's a personal conclusion, but the

3 conditions that I saw at the company which are typical

4 conditions and I have to say this: I have no axe to

5 grind here as far as Husky Products - ror or against this

-

6 whole thing.

.
I'm not saying that I'm against nuclear power7

8 or for it. But the problems I observed there, I observed

'
9 in many different companies that I've gone into for the

10 same purpose: to observe problems that they're having and

j; make suggestions in a compan- that has an incentive type

12 Program wherethe welders are paid on the basis of numbers

of units out the door.g

14 Machias were being run at too high amperages

gg and voltage settings which is a condition which is impropar

f r welding because it usually creates a situation where16

you vaporize metal rather than weld it.g

18 "I E# " "' " * * 9"

.
gg solid to a liquid and returning it to a solid through a

freesing process; in this particular endition they were20
'

taking parent metal from a solid to a liquid to a vaporg

or gas.

g I observed a great deal of scrap, bad welds,
.

holes blown in welding and mainly the conditions were -- I

O even oese=ved e we1 der who was we1aing withoue eny eye,
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1

david 12 protection, which I made reference to in my report, which
2

I didn't understand.

3
But basically I found a condition that was not

4
good welding procedure, adn therefore I found a lot of

5
problems in welding such an undercutting, porousity,

- 6
certain welding cracking, surface cracking, vaporizing

7
of. metal and very, very serious conditions in what's called-

8
the heat effective zone, which is the area of parant

9
metal outside the weld.

10
0 Mr. Spiavack, you mentioned that yn saw weldera

11
without safety glasses; did you see these welders because

12
they weren't wearing their safety glasses weld welds without

13
even looking at the weld they were welding?

14
A It's not a matter of safety glasses when you

15
weld with the type process that's used at this particular

16
companies and in most companies you are supposed to use

I eye protection, which is a very dark lens. It's called in

18 the industry a welding hood or a welding shield.

I8 I observed one man who actually probably had the

best welding techniques of any individual there. In fact,
~

.

II he was the only person who had the machine set at the

22 prcper amperages for the size and type of metal they were

23 working on.

M He was not wearing anything. He actually put ' s --i
@ U

,
it was a semi-automatic process; he would put his gun in

i
t
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.

david 13 1 the area of thrs weld; he would turn his head away and

2 weld, I assurs you he would have gotten what's callad welder's

3 . eye flash, which is a very painful injury.

4 ''U ' ~ Are you'srying that this weld was made without*~-

S even looking at the weld? He just turned away wnile working

- 6 on the weld?

7 A Absoluto1y.
,

B Q Is it your opinion that a quality weld could ba

9 made in this manner?

10 A I wouldn't say any weld should be made in that

t1 manner-

end 7 12

13
.

14

15

16

17

18

.
19

20 -

.

21

22

23

24

0 23
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I

8

2 !|
| Q I did not hear that.

DB1 ii

; A Any type of weld should not be mado in that manner. ;

. ;i

| Q Now you mantioned the amparage aattings of the |
ti !

| welders. In your opinion how much greater than they should !

S!
j . have been in ordor to maho a quality weld woro the ampmagn *

- aw - \

~ 7 ![}
, settings of *.haso uniders?

| A That is really difficult to say. Thase machines
9 1

wara set to their maximum amperages and voltagos, which !

0
, 3probably wou~d be the kind'of setting you would make if

10 | !

|you were welding matarial in the neighborhood of T2 De two :
t

]tothreainchasinthickness.
l' '

i The ee:act settinga for the
!?'"

particular operations, becauso a walding satting can depend,

13 l
i on the structuro you are wolding, tho thickness of tho -

14 I

material, whother you are walding in a cartain position or j

! not. I would say tho avorage ;:.=rperago sotting shculd have !

1
'

1G

:|been
botwcon 110 amps to possibly 150 amps. I say. machines

hrunningat300to400smps.$
,

u <

i O Are you saying that tha amparaga was thras times f
m' ! !

greatar than it should have been?
[

.

'

"O .'-
A Appro.timataly.

os i
~' ~

MR. CC NNER: Objection, your Honor. This hypothcticali
.

'

19- q discussion is nico, but charactorizing the tesi-imy and '

;
.

|then asking the sama question again is improper.
M '

(Board confuring)

..

!.J

r
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DB2 1 MR. CONNER: I withdraw the objection, so we can

2 got on.

3 CHAIRMMI BSCHHOEFER: We were about to grant it.

4 MR. CONNER: Let the witness answer tho quetion

5 again, if it will speed things up.

~

6- MS. FICHTER: I will just go on.

.
7 BY MS. FICHTER:

8 Q Considering the amparaga settings that you observed
.

g being used by thoso Husky waicars, what would you se.y the

10 possibility wits that the parant material would fail e.2 these

wolds?
33

A That la a difficult question to answer. The parent12
i

metal is always weakar than a weld, so it doesn't matter
13

what typo of natorial you are doing, the wold is the strongest34

part of a woldmont or product.
15

I observed a situation of very severo proble=s
16

in tha heat affected zone, but the problem is as as .failing,g

there is no way for ma to, you know, observa that by visual,
18

it would have to be done through tasting, eit'ter tensile or
. 19

guido band Lauts to soo achm11y what is happening in that
.20

~

area. The only thing you can see in a hsat affected zone is
21

the metal changos color and by changing color, it is changir.g

# * * * *
23

O I realiza you wouldn't be able to know while you

h were thoro whether the parant matorial was waakened. What

I am asking iu what possibility do you believa thoru is that

1
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1 the parent matarial would fail near the wold?

2 A Again, I say it is a difficult quastion. I saw a

3 lot of material that was set aside because they had actually

4 blown holes in the metal, which wara just too great a siza f

5 in order to repair. But to say axactly what the effect -

'

6 I would say under the conditions, with theso high anparages,

. 7 certainly you are going to cause a condition, prcbably, which

8 I did observe in some of their tests, of crystalisation of the
i

9 weld end matal. C2:ystalisation will causo fracturo under

10 test.

11 Q Mr. Spiavack, you mentioned somsthing about the I

12 thichess of the parent material affecting your amperago.- .

I

13 If you waro using a thinnor parent metal whilo welding, |

14 should the amperage bo higher or lower thi_n if you uera using

E ""D8#1812
-

15

16 Tho amparaga will always be lo'sor, in mostA

situaticns.g

Q e nne a matar , W e h er h amparage18

should be for a quality wald?
, jg

A n nt h co m e.20
'

Q Is it yov.r opinion that the use of h ghor amparages,
21

i

the welders you observed, would maan that the uSidarc werey
i

g| more skilled than if they used lower amperages?

| t-

i A The roanon for the use of higher amparagas in'-this ,

24 | :

f particular cane - as I said, I obserm this in many plants,,y
_ . , .

!
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DB4 1 '2y using highor amperagos, you can weld much faster and turn

2 out mors of a cortain product. In the condition you have here,

3 it is not the best conditions, 3t will not be acceptable if

4 there was a procedure by which these welciments had to bo

5 weldad by, because they would have to stay in the realm

6- of the procedure. It is primarily done for one purpose and one-

7 purpose only and that is to turn out the mu inum production.

8 Yen, it does tako seco skill by the welders to

g control that nmount of heat on the thickness of materini

10 that I observed. And it is a pretty hit and miss typa thing

11 which I observed on that particular day, that somo welders

12 wara able to control it fairly well, some woro not cble to

control it 'vory well.13 .

Q Now you mentioned the incontiva program. Do you14

15 have an opinion as to whether there is any 66nefit of an

16 incentive program as far as producing a quality wold is

concerned?
37

14R. BAP2H: Sir, tir. Uhrig gave no tasticony on18 ,

incantivas, disincentives, or whatavar the programs a)a.
.

3g

go It is a little beyond the scopo.

~

MR. CONNER: They have gone through a whole linag

g of hypothetical discussions and generalities but now a ganaralit:;
Ion incentive systems is absoluta1y irrolavant. 'g

, MS. FACHTER: Your Honor, the incentive system'has

h _ a lot to do with a quality weld, and that is what Mr. Spiovick
|contands in hia report, the incentivo program does affact j
:
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t

!

DB5 1 the quality of the weld, and that is what wo ara rebutting. |
t

2' MR. CONNER: It has nothing to do witn rebuttal

. 3 testimony.
t

4 (Board confarring)

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board isn't sure that

- 6 this doesn't duplicata what is alraady in Mr. Spiavack's

.
7 report. I think Mr. Banta was r_sked questions on this, |

3 but I can't roca11 at what stago. For tha mcment, ua will

9 allow it, but it should not duplicate what is in his report.

I

10 MSo FICHTER: It is a foundation for a fur % er
'

11 question. which is sot in the report.

* CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You may answor the question.12

MS. FICHTER: WOuld you read the quostion?13
,

14
(Question read) ',

THE WITNESS: That is a personal opinion. I have15 3

been to many companies, wo servios probably over 30C16

companius in the Cincinnati arca. I have seen incentive37

programs work. In mact cases I havo not seen them work as18

far as producing quality velding. In the type product that I39

saw or buerved being mada at Husky Products Campany, normally20

1-

I would say if cortification of weldars was not nocessary,
i21 i

probably the incantivo program would work. Because they wara.,

trying to qualify wolders, the incentive program or piece workg
|

programa do not work with cortification of wolders. I have i
.4,,

,

h never noen it work with cariification of weldor:s, and I
m_ !, .

probably he.va boon in the last 18 years to at least 50 or 60

1
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D56 1 companies wharo I have been called in mainly for the sama

2 reason, problems with qualification of weldars.

3 BY MS. FICHTEd:

7 4 0 Mr. Spiavack, in your opinion would a disincentiva

5 program countsract the detriments of an incentito program?

-

6 A .Would 2cu repeat the question?

e

O If a company had a disincantive program, would
.

7 '

a this countaract tha detrinents which you baliava occur with

9 an incentivo program */

10 MR. BARTH: I object to the question, ycur Honor.

tj I don't know what a disincentiva is versus an incentivs. Tha

, 12 vords are vagua, it is jargen. I move to strika the quostion.

MS. FICHTER: It was used -13

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the word "disincontive"

was used. itybe you bstter sco if the witness undarstands
'5,

it.,
16

THE WITNESS: I understand what it means, but I
17

18
.just don't iha Go word.

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Could you use anothar word?
_ 79

H R.20
'

Q D y u understand the term?
21

A Yes.g

Q What is your understanding of the term?. g

A A.non-incentive program.

Q Would this countaract the detriments of an

f incantive program? i

I
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DB7 1 A It can, and it may not.

2 Q Do you know whethar Husky had this kind of progra.m,

|
3 a disincantivo program, at the time you visited Husky? i

4 A I knew they had an incentiva program. But keep

5 in mind I was thoro to find cut how I could help the.m qualify

'

6 weldars._I mada tha statement in my report because I

t

,
7 thought it wars a suggostion on what one of tha problems was

8 for qualifying welders. I had no intention of talling that

9 Company how to run their programs, yod know. As .Iraultl, I

10 am hero primarily to report on what I had in that report.

jj I have no axes to grind here. So makin a staknmant should Husky-

# 12 Products got rid of an in u2ntive program to qualify weldars:

I would any that is thei.c businass.13

14 Q How yent =a.-14 Wtt spok.a to the walt. tors when you
-.

.
15 warar there. Did they indicate to you whether they ware in any

16 way punished dinancially or in any othar way for poos 'solds

that they madn?
37

Mn. COIRTER: Objection, your Honor. That would be18

truly irralovant and it is cartainly not rebu'. ting anything.
.

jg

(Board conferring)20
'

MS. PICHTER: I am ta m ng about iho disincontive
21 ,

|
program. I thulk you already ruled on that. |3

t

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I tisanac ti is rolavant !23
l
,

to that. Why don't you ask, to mako it clear,~mt;.nther that '

h is what he understood the disincentivo system maant. f
i

i
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I
1

Dna MR. CONNER: Mr. Chairman, I object to '.his. This
* 2-

is proffered under the pretense of rebuttal. Now we e.ra
3

getting into areas, talking to wcrkers abt ut their opinions
4 .

3f the disincontivo program certainly giras beyond anything
5

in rebuttal. And that is what the qvastion is leading to.
'

G
MS. FICHTER: I believe the Board alraady ruled on

'
7

this issuo.

8
(Board confarring)

9
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board belicves it is

19
rolovant.

11
BY MS. FICHTER:

12
O Is it your undersatading a disincantive program

h would bo that the weldar is in soms way punished for a bad

14
wald, eo that he will not make further bad welds undar the

15
disincontivo program?

16
A In this particular case, I did not go into Husky

Products and talk about working conditions. I was thara to

18 observe why they vare having problems qualifying welders.
~ E did not discuss with the welders how they were paid, or how

they wors not paid, or if they were penalized for bad welds,
,

I
'
or any of utose typo things.

22 The only reason I know there was an incentivo program
,

1

23 I is becausa stateants wara made <1out, you know we aro
|

24 paid on the basis of how many parts go out the door, and I

bellave those statemer.ts were made by management, nct ' y !25 a

s

I
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DB9 wolders, because I did spend approximatoly I would say
g

a half hour or 45 minutes, I believe either with the Vice !
2

President or the President of the company beforo I left
3

their plant. I don't ramamber tho gentleman's naca, but
4

I was in there to help thace people to try to got trai.2ing from
5

my a hool. When I heard no Icore of- them, I forgot about the.

6

' matter entirely.
7

0 Now you stated that you spoke to managemast when
8

:

you loft. tihat did you indicate to management at that timo?
g

i
MR. CONNERS Objection. Tha lettar speaha for i

10

~itsalf.
11

MS, FICHTEE: I am asking what, his oral indications

t

were to management the day he went there,

ond88
14

15

16 |

!
'

17

la i
i

19 i

!

20 |

- i

21 i

i
22 i

23
!,

14 I

.g

:
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1 MR. CONNER: In this case he would be rebutting hiu

2 own testimony.

3 (3oard confarring)

4 C3,h p BECHHOEFER: I think he'3 explaining his

5 own testimony. I think ho referred to after the fact I thought
- G he said he talked to raanagement when he first arrived.

7 MS. FICHTER: No. I believe Hr. Spiovack -
.

g B7 MS. FICHTER:

9 Q Mr. Spiavack, an I correct in saying you spoke

10 after you observed the wolding to management? Maybe I mis-

33 understood your tastimony.

A It was primarily afterwards. I remember I met12

g somebody and they took me through the plant. I was with some-

34 body at all times when I was in the plant. Afterwards I

15 * E""I ~

g going to swear to it because I don't remember names - I'm
~

lousy at ramenbering names. Do you want me to answer the

original quGStion?

Q
.

Do you remember what you indicated to this persong, *

who you believe may have been the vice president?,,40
- A Yes. I told him basically I had what I would-

icall an exit i.atarview and told him some of the things I had

, observed and mainly told him what I saw'as sone of the probJ.ams,

why their people were not certifying, which is indicated in m'i

$ .s j eport, and I told him within a weekb time or less I would haver
,
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1
'

rt report in his hands. I left, thanking chem for their

2 hospitality, and I left the plant.

3| Q In your opinion, can you accurately visually incpect
!

4 j a weld for imperfections after it's been galvanised?

S MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. The witness has

- 6 not shown r ty qualifications in this area at all and it's
-

7 certainly not rebuttal testimony.
.

3 (Doard conferring)

g CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think we will sustain tne i

10 objection, not on the ground of his qtmlifica': ions, but on the

jj grounds of I can't see how it cm.os in under rebuttal.

12 MR. BARTH: Sir, could I have the question read back

13 I could make certain I understand the Board'a ruling?n

MR. CONNER: I object. The Board has ruled and it14

15 d;ds "in the transcript whero it can be observed, and I don't know

!6 ihy counsel for the Staff would like to reopen accething that

has just been ruled on.g

C N RMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I think we can proceed en18 ,
I

jg|this. We're r.ot ruling on his qualifications because I'm not
.

20 nure that h3's not qualified to answer the question. I just
i

| don'tsee where it relatos to a matter that's proper for-

21

rebuttal.y

MR. BARTH: Sir, there 's been extensive testi-ya,,,

na to the type of testing performed and I don't want to wait tog

h j.eadthistranscriptinWashingtontoaskyoutotakaexception j,,

,

-
.

i :
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1
to the Board's ruling when I could do it now. I'd zather haar

2
the question so I could understand and maybe I could be per-

3
cuaded by sup.arior advice.

IG. CONNER: As Mr. Barth has pointed out many

5
times, exceptions are not required under NRC rules.

*
6

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think we can proceed here.

7 BT MS. FICHTER:.

3 0 You stated earlier today that you went to Husky with

9 the understanling that they were having problems certifying
to their welders. Now, in your opinion, is it normal practice for

11 a welder to take a test over and over again bnfore finally
12 being qualified to a procodure?

13 MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. There is no
,

14 avidence for rebuttal that has anything to do with a welder

15 allegedly taking a test over and over again.

16 MS. FICHTER: This would have a lot to do with the
17 quality of th.s welding.

18 MR. CONNER: It has nothing to do with rebuttal.

.
19 (Poard confcrring)

20 CHAIRMAN BECBHOEFER: Is this intended to relate to
.

21 hr. Uhrig's testimony? If it is, I'm not sura he said exactly

22 "over and over again," but he did testify as to the number of

23 hours that it took.

24 i MS. FICHTER: Well, Mr. Spiavack earlier testified

S i:th t ha understood they wore having a problem with getting25 a

i
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1 certified and I wanted to i'ind out what his understerding was

2 as to these problems.

3 MR. CCNNER: Your Honor, that's already been gono

4jinto and certainly Mr. Spievack cannot rebut his~own testimony
Li

J 5 or his own suggestions or Mr. Hofstadtor's.

6; CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER* I'm referrinT to Mr. Uhrig'u
~

1

7 testimony.-

i,

e

g MR. CONNER: Mr. Uhrig said nothing about weldersi

'

9 taking tests over and over again. He said they didn't take

10 tests over and over again in the example we asked him about.

3; CHAIRMPR BECHHOEFER: I think the "over and over
' again" is probably not anything to do with what Mr. Uhrig12

testified to. Ho did testify as to the num-er of hours it toch13

"81d*#8'14

15 l MS. FICHER: Ohy.

* *10
i

gj Q Ia your opinion, what la the normal amount of ts.mo

18 d W a M der 6 yac uce for a qual m cation test, or.s

the average number - what's the average number?g

I
,o p Ie. deponas on the test. It depends on what he's

.

g | qualifying to. I can't answer that.

Q Do you know as to stool TIG?

A Please?g

Q Do you know the averaga number of hours it woulc. be
;

h as to steel TIG, a str2cl TIG qualification test? Would you25 -
,

i
,

"" " ****'
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1 A Can I speak to something that doesn't involve the

2 question that will get me to the answer of that because I don %

3 think certificat %n is understood here?
i 4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Qualification.

5 THE WITNESS: Cr qualification, eithGr one.

*
g MR. CONNER: Well, the record - if I may interjoct,

. 7 that was mado clear in the record, but I think everyhedy will

8 stipulate the tems qualification and certification have been

9 used very loosely and interchangeably at times throughout the

10 record.

TbHWITNESS: I have tremendously studied certif?i-jj

12 cation, qualification, qualification procedures, and if you warst

13 uso de wrd cerWybg ee alden -- I vary nGas use thet

@
g word and I think I could bring como light on the whola thing

which may stop this line of questioning.,5.

MR. CONNEP.: I was trying to expedita the matter.16 i
t

'The ASME code Gection IX has already been taken official notice

;of and it will be brought in and it is clear in the record,18 .

l

although the uso of words has been very sloppy in the parcecding
. 19

by almost ovarybody, at:d I think that that would be generally -g
~

accepted an correct.

MS. FIC M R I'd like to have Mr. Spiovack's
opinion as to this matter.

j CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Woll, let's uso qualification

h Iunder Section II of the ASME code. The question is in termr ofza,

!
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'

1 using the phrase qualification under Section IX.

2 MS. FICHTER: I don't remember the question nov.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think you asked him hov
(

'

4 many hours it would take, average number of hours, it would. ta'te

5 to qualify TIG stool -- qualification under Ssetion IX. Cr.a

G you answer it in those terms?-

7 BY MS. FICHTER:
.

8 Q Explain in ycur own manner the answer to that.

9 A I will attempt to. First of all, I could probeJ21y

10 this afternoon, if I had the time, write 4,000 different pro-

3g cedures for TIG welding. In our particular thing, hho only way

I can indicats is if a person has had welding experience I can12

g train him for TIG wcld and qualify him in 30 hours. If he has

14 not had any welding 4:cparianco or training, it's going to tako

'semowhere in the neighborhood of about 600 hours.g

Q Okay. How I was spe king as to training for tentingg

techniques. In other words, techniques needed to taka the test.g

*# *# "' " *" #8 "8 # * #'10

used during the testing.
.

g

. : CMWon, You Honor. We h m20
- just answered that qusstion. Ha gava 30 hours as the answer.

| MS. FICHTER:
22 1 He was answoring as to the trainir.g to

pass the test and I'm asking him about preparing tho welder to
23

take the exam, in other words, the *cchniques of taking the v24
\g qualification tant.

25
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I CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I think the witnesc may

h 2 answer in terms of what - the Board would like to ma'to sure

3 that the witness' answers are answwering the same thing that

4 Mr. Uhrig talked about. I want to maka sure they're talking

5 about the same things. So to the extent the question goes to

6 that, I think 3t's permissible.
-

7
.

THE WITNESS: Can I ask a question?

8 BY MS. FICHTER:

9 Q Do you understand the distinction I'm making, M .

10 Opievack, between training a wolder to pass the test and

11 training a welder in the techniques of test taking?

12 A You're not going to liks my answer. I may ask you

13 what is the test? This is a procedure setting up a testing

14 method. Now you can writo probably in the neighborhoed of a

15 hundred or a hundred fif ty thousand different tests that apply

16 to TIG. I don't have a procedure in front of me. If you gave

17 me a procedure to look at, I could answer your question. The

la general testing method is the same for all those tests, but such

19 things that are called for is what the material thicknesses are
.

20 going to be, what the filler materials are, what the procesa

21 is. There are a million things that you have to evaluate to

22 tell.

23 0 okay. Would it help you if it were limited to TIG

24 steel?

25 A No, ma'am, it won't. It can be dono in about half a
,
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I
:lozen different positions which all aflect the testing.

2 DR. HOOPER: Sir, I would like to clear this up if

3 I can. Yesterday we had a gentleman here who testified that for
"

4 a person who already knew how to weld that he could qualify an<1

5 take the test with about 30 hours of training for TIG metal stue.1
6 welding. Now that's about what you have said. Now I don't

-

7 know exactly what the interrogation goes to, but this is what ue,

0 have heard, that for a person who aircady knew how to weld and

9j you want to take the test and you're preparing to take the tosi:
!

to and for a certain procedure that has already been qualifie.1 for

11 putting TIG walds togethor or steel, that an average time would

12 be 30 hours. 30 to 40 -- something like that. I dorft re:acaber.

13 C3 AIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Under those circumstancest. I

14 don't know if you have answered, but what's a reasonable time?
<

15 Would you any 30 hours?

1G THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe that's a reasonable

17 time if it is an experienced walder as you indicated.

10 B'I MS. FICHTER:

19 Q To clarify your answer, do you mean 30 hours in

10 preparing him to take the test; in other words, to teach h.On -

.

21 testing techniques?

22 A To practice using the procedure in order to prepare

23 for the test, knowing what the parameters of the test are.

24- Q OI:ay. Mr. Spievack, in your opinion, does the _tSME

25 j require that the welder quali#ication proccdure tost be pasasd
! |
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1 before any subsequent welder can qualify to that precedure?

2 MR. CONNE2: Objection, Your D nor. This witness

3 has not shown any qualifications and this is supposed to be

~

rebuttal. I fon't know how this witness could be offered for4

5 that purpose.

'

6 (Board conferring)-

7 MS. FICHTER: I believe Mr. Uhrig testified that you
.

a didn't have to wait for the results of the test before you

9 'could go ahead and test the welder.

10 MR. CONNER: To como back to the point, the proper

jj testimony wouM be to refer the witness to a page and ask his

if that's correct. Miss Fichter h.:ss yet to do that in any12

instance and trhat is solicited .:n cross-examination is notg

14 necessarily subject : 7 rebuttal anyway.

CHAIILcN B.IHHOEFER: Could you go back to thajg

particular tactimony and page? I have been trying to look at16

it myself and find it.
37

MS. FICHTER: You don't recall Mr. Uhrig making that
TO

statement?gg
.

CHAI N BECHHOM ER: Pardon?20
~ MS. FICHTER: You don't recall Mr. Uhrig making that

21

statement?g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't recall him stating itg

the way you have just stated it, counsel.
24

MS. FICHTER: I*,' you will give us a second, we willg

1
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1 look for it.

2 MR. CONNER: ' lour Honor, wa object to this. There' a

a ,been a pause hara in the evidentiary proceeding while couns.21

4 is nearshing for work they should have dono previouaIy to p e-

g pare their questions. At least lot them go forward and while

6 one of the other three or fcur counsel at the table look it up.

7 for them let's at least proceed. !
*

6

3 CAn I repeat my request? The delay is still con-

tinuing. Couldn't Miss Fichter go on to her next question whi.t3g

10 her co-counsel looks up the answer so we will not waste tinu?

3; CHAIRMAN BECHOEFER: Could you do th;t, Ms. Fic:tto;;7

He'll ccme back to it.12

MS. FICHT2R: All right.O

BY MS. PICHT2R:ig

0 . Spievac , a ter av g bsmed the walders at15

H ky, in your opinion, did the Husky welders need further
1G

|training in walding techniques and skills? i17

M2. CONNER: Objection. The question was asked at

the beginning. The question was asked at the beainning on theg
-

welding techniques and asked several times about skills and
- certainly that is not rebuttal of anything that we offered. j,

c1
g

M3. FICHTER: I don't recall that I askcd that,

question. I asked what problemn there may have been, but I l23 i

never asked 1.* he thought there should be further training. I

g | MR. CONNER: Your Honor, than the answer certinly
,25 j
|
.

;-
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is provided in tho letter that's been put in hara. This is th.),

tactic that the counsel for the Intervenors have followed for2

"" * *** "" #8 "9 @ 88 "' 9" "9 *3

it, and then starting the circle again, and we object to the4

redundant questioning.g

MS. FICHTER: I object to that characterization of.

our trial behavior.
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1C

17

10

.
19

20 l
.

21

22 '

23

"

@ as
I

!
l

I i
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4 david 1

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'm not sure whethar it'r

been answerod, but I think the witness can answer it agair.
take 10 3

if he wants to.
4

3Y MS. FICHTER:
5

Q Do you remember the question?
6-

A Yes. As I indicated in my report, there was
7

'

a necessity for further training of the majority of the
8

individuals. There was one I thought -- one or tuo -- I
O

don't remember exactly -- men that were qualif.ted under
10

some very short explanations of what they were going to de
11

that would be ready to qualify.
12

In fact, they may have been qualified. I don't
13

even know who was qualified and who wasn't, but as indicated
14

in my reporu to Husky Products, I did recommend training,

15
whether we provided it --- which is what I was looking for

16
strictly in a business situation -- or whether they provided

17
it in-house.

18
And as I remember now, I made the recommendation

,

-
19

at the time of my e: tit interview that maybe it would be

20
,

advfaable that would affect the operations of the plant,

21
which is no: in my repcrt, that they might train ons key

22
individuaN and have that individual train the rest, which

23
is a general recommendation I made.

24
IG. FICHTER: Okay. I don't have any further

25
questions o:i this witness.
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david 2
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Conner, do you want ;o

have your cross examination now? We're going to break

for lunch rather shortly. Uald you rather --

MR. CONUER: First, I want to move to mr.ke a

motion to strike. The intervenors have nou completed their
.

so-called rebuttal testimony. I want to move the -- to

' strike all of this gentleman's testimony on the grounNs that

it is not rebuttal testimony; specifically with regard

to that portion of his testimony dealing with his observatiens
,

of Husky welders and precedures on his visit to the Husky

plant in actober 1974.

I nove that it be stricken as having been shown

to have absolutely no connection with the Zimmer cable

trays or w;th the Zimmer job.

There is no nexus between what he observed in

' October 1974 and the Zimmer cable trays, which is the issue

in the dase.

I move that the next portion of his testimony'

dealing with the so-called incentive and disincentive pny*

avste: be'atricken on the basis that the witness spoke
,

only 'in general cerms and indicated that he had only the

slightest idea that such a system existed at Husky;without

having specific knowledge in tha.t area, it would be
,

totally improper tastimony.

With regard to the basis -- the rest of the
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david 3 testimony, ue move that it all be stricken as genaral

||k conclusiens unrelated to any rebuttal evidence and be

stricken from the record.

IIS . FICIi?ER: I believe Mr. Orig testified

that Husky velders did not need training, did not need

further training in welding technique and skills and.-

Mr. Spievack has absolutely rebutted that contention. He
.

has testified that they did need fuather training. So I

believe it does rebut Mr. Uhrig's testimony.

MR CONmsR: Mr. Chairman, that mischaracterizes

the record. Mr. Uhrig was put on the stand for the sole

and only purpose of talking about this episode with

Mr. Brock and so forth. That's all he testified. IIe made

@
no generality statements that all the welders at Husky

were fully qualified, which is what cotasel suggests.

He was asked about spccific matters and

responsded to specific matters. This witness's proferred

testimony does not even meet Mr. Uhrig's testimony on the

points of the men involved; specifically, Mr. Brock.
.

: In fact, this witness even testified that he

didn't how which welders were qualified and which weren't,-

so certainly it is not legitimate rebutral. It should not

even be considered in the record.

:iS. FICHTER: Mr. Uhrig testified that his onl'f

h purpose in being there was to train the welders in the
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david 4 techniques of test taking and that he did not believe than

they needed training in velding.

And Mr. Spievack has rebutted that.

(Board conferring.) t

!

CHAIIU4A" nNatOLTER: Before we rule, the board

would like to ask the witness a few questicns. Well,-

let's hear from Mr. Barth first.
.

MR. BARTH: Thanh you, sir. On page 190$ of the

transcript, line 15, I asked the question of Mr. Uhrig:

"Do you have any ki."d of expertise which would allou you :o

judge uhether there are good or bad welders while you

were teaching them" -- referring to the welders at

Husky - "whether they were any better, whether they do good
.

wor:C "

And the judgment of this by Mr. Uhrig was that

these were good welders.

Insonr as this gentleman has testified they were

bad weldars, I think this is rebuttal that might cross

FM . Unrig.
.

Of course, Mr. Conner is correct: it was not

-

in his direct presentation of Mr. Uhrig, but this does

rebut Mr. Uhrig's -- it may rebut it's related to--

:

rebuttal of Mr. Uhrig's statement in response to

my cross examination as in appears on page 1905 of th
e

(h transcript.

'1R. CONNER: I'm sorry, Mr. Barth, I don't see
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david 5 any reference to Husky welders on 1905 of the transcript.

||h MR. BARTH: That's no problem.

(Board conferring.)

:4R. CONNER: If the board plese, to make

sure the record is clear on this point, there's nothing on

- 1905 except general questions about the witness's

qualifications. It goes on to the next page, and there
.

are specific questions about Mr. Brock.

MR. BARTH: Come on, sir, page 1904, the

first question: " Sir, in answer to a questicn by Mr. Hei'.e.

you stated you were a consultant?" The answers to ?lr. He..le s

question was he was a consultant to Eusky. Everything ir

related. It's really kind of silly to say that t'e norda

@
" Husky" doesn't appear on page 1905. Uhrig's testinony

was on Husky. My cross was on Husky.

MR. CONNER: Let the record speak for itself.

(Board conferring.)

DR. COOPER: Sir, I'd like to straighten

out something t hat started in my examination yesterday, c.)
.

I think maybe I can get an answer from you; I think one

- of our witnesses yesterday said that he did make the

statement that Husky welders had had welding experience

when -- they had had experience before taking the tect.

!!is job was to p?epare them to take the test

(hh that they had - - this was the procedure that had been

qualified. And it was his job to prepare them to take ti .
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david 6 test for th2 procedure.

hk . low, ccn you answer this question: is there a

difference htween the time required to train a welder tha'.

has had no axperience in welding at all to qualify for

a given procedure versus one who has alnady welded on the

- board, but has not done this particular precedure?

Jow, which -- would there be a difference in t!.e
.

time to be taken to train them to pass the test, these two

different types of people?

I think you spoke to something like this earli4r.

PHP WISESS : Absolute. First of all, the TIC

process that you're referring to, which is known rorld-witie

was the gas-tungsten-arc process, is an advanced type of

welding.

It was developed primarily for welding of alle: s,

aluminum, stainless steel, magnesium, copper, so on. It is

also used for steel.

A welder or an individual that. is going to

qualify in that process has to have a general knowledge c-

welding before he gets to that point. I would agree that

*

the people at Ilusky products leeded minimal training --

I didn't state extensive training -- minimal training in

changing thair techniques.

They wers qualified except for one which I

(h remember -- except one,they were qualified to pass this

test -- they needed further training in techniques to
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david 7 pass the test. I'm saying to pass the test, not in the

welding process.

3ut to answer your question: yes, the person

who was a non-welder it would take probably somewhere around

10 times the amount of time of somebody who was a welder.

DR. HOOPER: Then you gave a figure of maybe

30 hours might be an average time necessary to train --

THE WITNESS: Somecne who has a welding backgrcunc.

DR. HCOPER: All right, thank you.

(Board conferring.)

CHAIPJWI BECHEOI:FER: I'll take into w: count tt e

answers I just heard plus pnvious answers. Certainly, we

will not strike all of the testimony. There's a certain

part of than testimony that is relevant to some of the

mattes that !!r. Uhrig testified to, so the broad motion,

at least. we deny.

(Board conferrig.)

CliAIR?WI BECHHOEFER: I think the better

procedure 13 -- while I'm not ruling thct every item is

responsive to -- to testimony presented by the applicants,
.

I think we'll leave the testimony in so -- for the cross

examination.

l now you did try to separate out various parte o

it, but at . east certain aspects of the connection are

clearly relevant.
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david 8 MR. CONNER: Sir, they may be relevant, but

they're not rebuttal. That's our main point. Everything

is relevant if it involves something --

CIIAIPJ4AN BECHHOEFER: I meant relevant ta

material presented either by Mr. Uhrig or Mr. Banta; not

on direct but on --

MR. CONNER: The main focus of a motion to

strike, of course, is to eliminate thing up hearing t!.me

with cross examination, which may be unnecessary. Your

ruling, in effect, forces me to take this witness through

all of the statements that he has made, and even in the

process perhaps lav the foundation that his own counsel

missed, and this is -- this le a discrimination against tre

@
applicant's case.

Now, they have totally failed to connect the

witness'n opinions to anything f.r iolving the Zimmer cable

trays. That is the issue in this proceeding: his opidan,

you know, the genral situation there may be fine. It's

all very interesting, but it has nothing to do with the

Zimmer cable trcys.
.

*

How, we're going to spend another afterncon

with everybody asking questions as it occurs to them, goir.g

through with this witness, and I think it's totally

unnecessary. I think it's the board's responsibility

(h under 2.718 to try to limit what is going to have to be

done hera so that hopefully we can make soma progress.
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david 9 (Board conferring.)

(h MR. CONNER: I would like to emphasize most

strongly that this occurred before any work on Zimmer
.

cables trays were welded; that's December 1974 a aft'er -

this is significantly after this gentleman's visit. And

there is absolutely no connection between this and t'he

qualification of Zimmer cable trays.

(Board conferring.)

CHAIPJ4AN BECHUOEFER: The board believesthe

testimony is relevant to material that came in yesterday

and tends to shed some light and therefore should stay

in the record. It should stay in.

Now, obviously it is subject to further cross

examination or further arguments as to what it does or densn't

prove.

So tha board will deny the motion to strike.

We'll go ahead with cross examination.

MR. CONNER: May I then request that our cross

examination be deferred until we've gone around the horn

so maybe we can save time that way.

*

MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, it's 12:22. It sound:s

like a good idea. I defer until lunch. That's the

horn of plenty.

(Laughter.)

( (Board conferring.)

4R. CONDER: Uell, I'd rather start -- I'd
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daidd10 rather start and get m.oving and see how fast it gees.

CHAIR >WI DECHHOEFER: Well, I think a lunch break

is about in order at this time anyway.

MR. CCIRIER: Can we make it shorter today?

(Board conferring.)

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He'll make it 1:30. Tha!?s

,
a little shorter.

We'll all work at it anyway.

(Whereupon , at 12:25 p.m., de hearing was recerset.

until 1:20 p.m., that same day.)

end 10

.

9

e

@
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Tp 11 1 AFTERMOOM SESSION (1:30 p.m.) .

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Is the Stafj! rsady to go? '

3 MR. BARTH: Yes, sir, wharavar~wo are going to 90,, |8

!

4 ~we will got, |.,

'

5 CHAIRMAN DI;CHHOE?ER: Mr. Connor, you may procoacL
i

-

6 Thereupon,
|

7 LEE SPIEVACK |
.

g resumed the wi boss stand, and having been previously duly

~ sworn, was examina.1 ar.d tautified further as fo11cws/9

10 CROSS-EXMiINATION /.

'

BY MR, CONNER:jg

Q Mr.Spievack, I believe you testified that you12
,

vant to visit Husky in a day in October 1974?
13

A That in correct.14

#" # * " "
15 .

'~ .n ..
A To the bas. af my comory.

16

0 ilas that your only visit to Husky?
37

*
18

'

Q Now at the tima you wara at Husky in Octooer ofl914,3g

did you esma anyona workhg on die Ws for %s Zhe
20

*

nuclear station? !

21 !

!A I casarved them working on trays. The word nimme

- tre:r n6 var brought up .during the whole tima I was the re..
23

,

O Thea you don' t know whether you saw Zi:Inar tre 3

h [ornot?
oi ,

IA I e tw both steel and aluminum W.raya balca9 -
,

'
'
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DB2 1 <mado, straight sections and I saw corner asctions boing

h 2 mada, but I had no idea whore they were going..

3 Q Do you know anything about the program at Husky

4 for welding ccbla trays such as those used in Zimmer after

5 your visit thcro?

'

6 A Mo, sir, I don't.

7 0 You vara asked questions this morning by the
.

8 Intarvonors' coun s el abcut what we called the incontiva and

g disincentivo programs at Husky, do you recall that?

10 A Yan, sir.

11 Q Aftar your visit, do you know anything about

12 what happened with this program af tar your visit?
!
'

A No, sir, I don't.13

14 Q I think yoti'said that the incentive system was
i

common to welding companias, and you talked to 50 or 50 !
15

companies chout it.
16

A No, I didn't eay it was coI:: mon. I Jaid soms of ;77

the problems I saw at Eusky Products are common to an7g
i

incentivo program. ;
_

gg

1
Q I thought you said 50 or 60 companies calle.4 you in20

i
'

and you talked 'ith them about their incentivo prograu. |g
!

A I said I probably have been to 50 or 60 companiet.

i

Ihey don't all have incentive programs. Thora are mau17 diff(xon61
23 i

i

typos of programs, you wouldn't believa how they exist.

Y" * '
25

A No , sir, I didn't, other thin, you know, ovaluati.ng

:
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.

I welders and mn' ting recor:nsndaticns of what I diought was '

2| necessary in order for than to qualify.

3 Q Nov you said as I ramambor that whan you w sro at

4 Husky, you didn't know which men were qualifind and which .

t

5 wara not, is that correct? -

6 A Thr.t's correct. I didn't knew that any were f
7 qualified at that point. I took for granted that tha [.

8 procedura had alrar..y bean qualifisd. Somebody must first

9 .p'nify the procodura before you can cartify or qualify welf ars

i.
10 to the procaduras. I

!
11 Q We understand that. j

l
12 A So I took for granted the procedura was ;

*
i
,

13 qualified. I never saw tha proccdura. !
1

14 Q So you don't know whether thers was a prccadure j
i

15 qualified or not at that time?

!

16 A I took for granted there was, because they were

17 trying to test woldors, and they were broaking out en their

18 testa, and that is why I was called in. Ono wolder will

. 19 qualify a proceduro. When he qualifies a procedura, ha also

20 is a qualified welder.

21 Q Thatis in the record already, although you can't :

22 know that.
>

23 You said that soma men were well along, as I i

24 raramher your testimony, in their training. Do you rat:all tinti

@ f . A I don't hacu if I used those words,. I said quita.m
-i

i

[ a few peopla 1.ad ganaral good knowledge, just thair tuchniqu13 .

I
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I were impropor ~ t the time, which is a problem with the
.

a
!

2 incentiva program. t

3 Q And you don't know which men those wera?
,

4 A By namo, no. I probably could recognizc a few

5 if I walked back into the plante

-

6 0 Aftsr five years?

A Yes, Ic an remsmber what people look like, but7.

never can romember naass.8

0 I balieve you also testified ths.t you recommanded9

in your manageT.ent meeting, or moating with managemant
|10

lat the time of your exit that one individual could train i
33

the rest of tha ,weldars in a procedure after he becama12

& ed?
13

A Absolutely.
14

MR. CONNER: Your Henor, I would renew my motion to
l a_

!s a n a p un a nw w ear a roc rd
16

thtt this witnass has no knowladge of the situation with

18

witness' visit, which the record alroady shows the welding
_

did not co=mance until' December 1974.
~

MS. FICHTER: Mr. Spiavack was at tha Husky plant I

21 !

around tho samo' tima pariod that MR. Uhrig was.I thin?. his

tastimony is j 1st as rolovant as would be Mr. Uhrig'a. i
23 ,

(Board confarring) h24 ;

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will dany the
25

,

motion to atrika.
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.

I{ MR. CONNER: No would not have any more cross- !
! i

2' emination except to the extant that somebody raises additional i

3 points that mat roquiro it on the noxt go-round in order

4 to try to gut to 15 and 16 this ax:'ternoon.
'

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Woliver.

'

6 MR. WOLIVER: I don't have any questions at this timo,

7 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Mr. Hailo..

6 MR. HEILE: Thath you. .

G BY MR. HEILE:

10 Q Mr. Spiovacke do,you know Mr. Uhrig?

11 a If you are talking about John Uhrig, yes.
1

12 Q Have you ever had occasion to train him in

13 your weldimg school?
.

14 A It seems to no that at ons point in time before !
t

t
'

15 Mr. Uhrig was with the Hobart Company ho was with Utachtec

16 and I think that in Whara I mot him. He was trained in our

17 facility by Utachtac. They used our facility for training.

10 0 Thora has been tastimony in this ca.so thar. i
g |

-

-
e

19 ' Mr. Uhrig assistad Husky ?rodud.s in training the Hui.<y ws". dors

20 in qualifying,for.a velding test. Do you havo'an opinion f
-

,
-

i i.,

21 'as to his competency to conduct a training pregram?
^

-
.

t

,
22 MR. CONNER: Wo~ object. This has nothing to do with j

~ (.

23 rebuttal. It would be diract evidence and it is an attempt

i I'

24 i by the City Intervenors to open up a wholo new line of
;
.

25 interrogation which ic impropar rebuttal. '

.

'acird confarring)
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The objection is denied. lho -

|2| question may La answarod. j

I
3 THE WITNESS: Would yc.1 please rapaat the question? !

'
4 MR HEILE: Would you read the que:3 tion?

l

3 (Qt.astion read)- |

6 THE WITNESS: My relationship with MI. Uhrig is f
'

. l

. 7 probably 12 to 10 years old. He in a salesman of welding i

8 products. I have been in the business for 18 years and I
i

9 have only known of one salasman that I would say han heen

10 capable of training wold e , becasso he spent 10 to 12 yeara

as a walder before he went into the sala field. I havo mada;3

12 a complaint all of my lifo, all my welding life, thct salesran

13 sell pr ducts and are not capable in helping the induntry

to use these products, bncause they are not Faldars.g

g s a howledgeeles na .y,
15 .

Parson, but I don't think he has the ability to train weldars.16

MR. HEILE: That is all.g

* #" " "Y " U* # *
18

the record inasmuch as it is clearly not rebuttal. Mr. Uhrig
, 7g

testified that he was helping the men learn the proceduras for20
.

taking the tst. This last testimony dealt only with training

'

welders as such. Theroforo the points do not meet a.nd shouldg

be stricken ar not proper rabuttal.

THE WITNESS: May I make a further statoment?

h (Bcard conforring)

! MR. HEILE: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Uhrig's professionni
,

i s

~iqualifications were brought into issue in this caco by
345 2'69
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1 31r. Barth's cross-examination. Ha ia a rebuttal witness
1

2 puh un by Mr. Connor for Husky products. '2) the extent he hca

t

3 'ths capability of training or assic'.ing in qualification ;.

1

4 training of Husky welders, I think it is critical that his~ l

5 Professicnal capabilities be addressed, if this witnass knows f
i

-

6 about it. I think it is very appropriato for this proceeding. }
I

, 7 MR. CONNER: I would ret 2ind the Board what Mr. |
i
'

g 'Barth may or may not have done has nothing to do with what wo

g called Mr. Uhrig for. I objected to that at the time and

i

10 to soveral othar things that were beyond the scope of our direct.i

jj| examination but the Board overrulod the objectico. Hero

12 again this man, or any witness in his position, could bo .

* " " "# "Y' " "*" "9"#13 '
,

discuss;.an on what was improperly brought out on cross-g
; ;

axamination.
15 ;

\
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board believes that tho |g

!

objection will be overruled, and the witassa apparentl7 wiahos Il e .

,

to - did you indicata you wishod to supplcment your last
I

answer? !
_ ,

8

M% CONNER: WB object to that, Your Honor.
.

CGIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board is intercatad in
21

finding out all of the facts wn can about this particular'

scattar. And 2. Uhrig uasono of the witnesses whose t.astimony
23 2!

h
!wa hava been ankad to take into account.

24 '

LiR. CONNER: Then will wahave the opportunity to

bring in sovsral other calsaman and other welding peepic to

i 345 270..
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l

i lina up and sea if we can count maybe 100 to their 607 !

Wo will give him an opportu.lity!2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:
!
'

3 to supp12 ment his answer and sea what he has in mind. You

4 may make your statament.
;

5 THE WITNESS: I just want to clarify my wording.~

I'

6 'I use . the word training every day in my life. Getting somebody

7 Prepared for a test I also consider, or helping them pass
.

8 -a test I considor a form of training. They questionsd whethar

9 I was ta:iking about training, and tir.Uhrig was talking about

to qualifying for a tost.

I
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Barth.jg

MR. BARTH: You have a motion pending, sir, to12

8 i *
13

N IRMAN BECHHOEFER: Wo denied the motica.
14

BY M. BARTH:
15

t

0 Mr. Spiovack, when you wara at uusky I boliave
16

you testified you felt that the welding was inadoquate, or j
g

" **# # 89"# "8 "" *

78

A Their procedures, techniques and methods were;g,

i
inadaoquata in order- to have their walders have the qualificati na

20
_

to cartify.
21

O tias this heaed upon your observation of the woldug !
22

i

techniquos? !
23 ;

A It was obsarvation of the walding techniques, tho |

@ method of walding, the safety practices, the use of fans
no_ :

i
'

| i
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i extansivaly for cooling, gotting flow through the shop,
#

z which is absolutoly dAaster to the two types of processos
j

3 they were using WIT 11Tn wara metal incrt gas, or as you know
.

4 :it, MIG, and hungsten inert gas, TIG welding. I think those

5j 'are the terms that havo boon used in this tostimoay. These

G hoth have an rixte nal inort gas shield and you put a fan i
I
i

7 'anywhere near it and it pulls tha shielding gn out, which
.

8 allows the con 4 nmination of air to got into tha wald.

g This is what causas porosity, cracking, undercutting,

'and thcce are the conditions I saw. So I am saying it10

was a series of many things. The waldars, I think the majority
33

f them were capable, with acco changes in their techniquoa,12

methods, uotting of machines, understanding the process,13

i
except for a couplo, wara tott.?.7,y abla to ce.rtify. At the

|14
t

tima I was thora, with the conditions, if the conditicna {15~

i

reamincd the &cma, I don't think those peopla would hava Ig

certified.g,

MR. CONNER: Mr. Chai m n, could I hava, in an
,8

1,s

affort to speed things up, a continuing objection to the !g

line of questioning on the grounds it is not relevant to gir wr.,

to
-

cable trays, so I won't have to maka it every tino?

CHAIRMAN BECHH0EFER: All right.
L_ i

MR. CONNER: If it gets really bad, I will.
1

SY MR. BARTH:
24

h
.

Q You testified, I bellavo, that part of your
,

hconclusion . ras based uoon porosity, cracking, undarcutting.
*l
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1 Did you inspect walda performed by these people

2 at Husky?

|
? A Did I? r

4 0 Yac, sir.

5 A Yes, I did.
|

' 6[ Q Were those walds on steel by a TIG method?

y A I cbsorved TIG walds on stsel of the actual products,
,.

8 and I also observed the test plates.

g 0 I eI2.t:Ning to hurry, so that is a fino answer

10
se-fart,

A Yes, I oL;d7M 4'd types of welding that they
33

were doing, including the TIG.12

0 How dd.d you emino it? Was it a visual e:rmination?
13

A Yes, sir.
14

Q Do you fool a visual examinatino of a wald is a
15

sufficient way to test a wold?
16

I
A It is one way. It is not the ultimata, no.

17

" " " * * " "
18

judgmant evaluation by an expert on welding?gg

A era are many ways. .

20
.

Q How about a TIG wold on 22 gage steal?

A Yes, sir.
!

Q Aro you saying a visual is sufficient? j
23 j

A No, I don't think a visual is ever suf:licient |
24 ! i

| for tor. ally ovaluating a weld. Yc2 can only see -
25|

| 0 We are going ta play g e m with tho words. I wan; |
'

:

i,

'
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1

an answer. You are an export. You would look at the TIG
'

2
weld on 22 gaga steel. Do you think this is an adequata

3

.-

examination by you to make some reasonablo ane.lsyein of that '

4
weld?

5
A Yes, sir, but it is not a total -- if the

6
weld does not have surface problems, than you can take it

~ 7 !
that it is adequate. But if you saa tha surfaco problams I

8 |
saw at the tira, then I think it calls for non-destructivo i

9 .

and dsstructivo tosting by other methods to datornina it. :
,

.

10 ,

Q So in the absence of any kind of surfaca damages,

11 f
'undarcutting, cracking or porosity, you feel a visual
'

i

l~o l examination is sufficient on 22 and 14 gaga steol?
-

,3" A Yot say if nothing is shewing? j

14
Q Yes,*ir.. ,

i

A I think it is sufriciant.
~

|15 |
16 t- ' ' ' ' -

Q Would the eyeballing shcw surface porosity, cracking,!
(

'
17 and undercutting? {

18 A Yes, sir. +

i

MR. BARTl! I hava no further questions.

20 EXAMINATION.BY THE BOARD 1
_ >

2, t .
~'

I BY MR. BRIGHT: |
:|

.

m i

| Q Mr. Spiavack, at one point you waru talking about i,
~

E3ftheboataffactedzone,andyousaidthattherewasachango '

i
24 1in the molecular composition, I think waro your words.

.v
" A The li rdng up of the coleculos, yns,

a 345 274-
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1 Q You aro refarring to a metallurgical changs rather
I.

2 than a chemicz.1 change?

!
3 A Thu.t is correct. Thorealso can be a cherical

_

|4 change. ,

5 Q The effects you aMs, what would you ascribe them to?
,

6 A I would say in the conditicna I cau on some

-
7 of the welds, where the haat affacted zono was in a crystallinc

i
(
'

8 form, I would say tharo was also probably a chemical chango

3
,

THis possibly could have come about because of thaQ--

f10 ' fans?

A Yes, and the --
33

'

12 Q Loss of tha gas shield?

A Thtt is part of it, and also the intense anparagos
13

,

'of host they were using.14

MR. BRIGHT: Thank you.
15

DR. HMR
16

Q Mr. Spievack, you have a slight acquaintance withg

#* 9' Y" "" *# * * * ""Y18

experienco in welding?,g

d "'A *8 ' *20
'

Q Coelu he have hed experienco since he tock

your clasa many, years ago?

A Well, I have avon purchased products from Mr.Uhr:.g
,

for,.at'laast the last tan yearsy so other than going to the-

24'j

@ 2,_|, sama tfpa of saminars that I have attended, that the J.mariczu |
,
., ,.

,

9' - :

345 z73
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!

!

1[ Society puta on, which ha is an active = amber of tho

i

2* Cincinnati Sectica, going to -trada shows, I would say as i

i
3 far as any formal education, I don't know of any. ;

!
-

4 Q Do you know if he has had any experience, other

5 than part-time work, in tha area of supervising welding, other|
ithan salling solding materials?-

a
,

A No, sir, my only contact with Mr. Uhrig in as a
, 7

.

saloce n for Hobart Brothars.B ,

I

Q We are awaro that was his primary job. Eou worad't jg
!

aware or the fact that ho was doing work outsida, econ 11ghting, j10

|
so to speak, in another capacity?g

A No, sir, I am not aware of that. !12

0 " " " *" ""Y "# # "#* "Y
13 |

basis for evaluating his qualifications, other v.han the fac';g
i

that he is a calesman, and you said salesman can't possibly !
15 :

be people who can qualify welders? !g

A No, Id idn't say that. I said I have not run !

,8| into any in the Cincinnati aroa, with all of the differant
,

. ,

companies I deal with, that I think is competent to qualify !

woldors.
20

|

Q I believo you did say ho couldn't posibly be I
21 ;

L '
qualified to cartify walders becauso ho was a salaaman, or

22
,

sonathing like that.

,

A Unless he is a designatad individual to qualifi
24

h j volders, under the qualification codes, he in not allcwed
=!

l
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i
I to qualify the welders..Ho can teach the people to tako ,

2
'

the test. But tither a company has to qualify one individual

3 Ln their plant to administer tasts, or use an independent

4 testing laboratory. i

5 Q I am aware of that. Do you think ha could have boca

5' qualified by Husky, allowed by Husky to gr.alify wolders?
|

~

. 7 A I am sure that is tl.z.1 decision, yes.

I
8 0 to loi know anything in his backgrotmd that !

9 says ha doon not have the ability to do this?

10 A No, sir, I don't.

11

12

13
.

14

15

16 i
i

17 |

18
f

19
i.

2L ,
-

||
21 i

,

|
22

23

|, .
. , , :-g .

.

23 ,
: :
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I Q Sir, you atate that one of your objections was chau

2 they were using too high cmperage in their welding, and yot

3 -suggected between 110 and 150 amps va you said theco people

4 were using somothing between 300 and 400 amps. Tell me now in

S; this process whero they were using too much ampersga, does the

6- speed at which they work have anything to do with the ampernge

7 which is used? In other words, if you'ra heating up metal and
|

8 you want to gat the haat thero quickly and you're not going to

9 have your vor's in your electrodo very long, shouldnt you usa a

10 higher amperage than if you wera going slower in the work?

11 A It depends on which process again you*ra talking
i

12 about, the TIG process or the MIG process. It's slightly

13 different wit ~1 each of thsm, but any time that you run a machine

14 at maxinum output you're go.tng to have to move fast 2r or you'ra

15 going to vaporize metal.In that condition because they were,

16 you know, noving very quickly, yes, thoro is an offect on it.

17 It does affect it. In MIG proccas it's probably affected more

18 by it becausc the speed of the wire ccming out through the beac'.

, 19 .of the gun is an amperage setting and a voltage setting. So,

20 yes, it does affect ~ the cmperage sett2.ngssame.
.

21 Q So if a person wero working preuty fast it might be,

22 possible that you would have gotten welds that were, say,

23 acceptable at 300 volt amps without aly damage, but if you wero |

g working slow 300 amps would have vapctlizction and very poor

S L 1gg hwolds?
|

! i

4 i
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I A Not nacessarily co. Scme people can control that
,

2 t:ype of amperages, but in this condition they were getting over
i3 100 percent penotration which means they're blowing metal to the

4 back of the wald. I would say under the conditions -- I hevo

5 soon po ple h adle thase high amparages, but the majority c
.

6 people do not handle them. You get an uneven weld. You'll not

7 got the same deposit of metal frca the beginning to your ending
8 point unless you'ro vary capable of doing it, and I havo not
9 seen many people who can do that. It's a bad practico z.ad

10 it's not spoken to in that code.

11 Q All right. But the skill of the workor does havo
12 seme. thing to lo with the. amperage that is used? In other warda,

13 | a skilled worker can han113, to use your words, a greatar

14 amporage than an unskilled workar?

15 A I would say yes, but they were exceeding the

16 I amperages.

17 Q Is the cutoff point when they make holes in the

la metal? Is this where you would say that one of the indications

19 vguld be that their amperage is too high?

20 A That's one of the indications. There are many more.

El BT CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:

22' Q I'd like to follcw up on that a little bit. I assume
|̂

23 if there we~:e vaporization that would be readily apparent?

R4 i A Y m7 sir.
h 1 l

25[, ' Q - To the oyo? I

|
. . .
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I A Yes. Basically, what happens is your wald .neta?.
I

2 falls cut, just drops cat.

3 Q What are some of the other indications? What e.'.soi

4 could happen if you had vaporization?

5 A Physically see holco in your material. The situation
~

6 you've got here is you'ra adding the welding proccas is a

7 matter of taking your two pieces of metal to be put togeths. ,

a putting them in a molten condition, adding filler matarial to 1.t

9 and it beccmes, in essence, one pice of metal. It cannot be

10 'rchanted and 3=pected to come beck apart. It has beceme, in

i
11 i essence, one piece of metal. The only way yeu can cut tho.o

12 two parts again in through a cutting process -- saw, cutting

13 torches, tha.s type of thing. Whenever tu have a vaporization

14 , you're going to have.something fall out on it -- it's only
i

15 i going to be tha parent metal or the weld itself. I have seen

16 i conditions wh m you see all the whole weld fall on tha flocr.
;

17 The metal has gotten to the point %cre you cannot coutrol it

18 any longer. You know, welding is putting metal in molton

19 condition but there's that happy odge right betwoon where it
g

20 becomes total liquid and when it is plastic, and that's the
.

at | ideal situation - whare you're welding - la when it's
t

I
22 plastic. That's why you're able to weld overi. cad and out en

i

a position or it would always be falling on the welde . They wara

24 | exceeding tha:. They were going to the point of past liquid to i
h '

i25 |} actual gas of the metal and that's vapcrization. '

. ,t

,!t
.:
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1 Nobody would ship a part where vaporization had happened becauce
2

there ' definitely wculd be a hole of some sort.

3
Q T.:at would be easily detected?

4 A Absolutely.

5
Q Now what about the other things that result frcr;

6 overheating? This is what I would like to find out. Are any of

7
the things that result from overheating not readily visible?

8 If you overheat I know there are some defective welds which

9 can't be detected visually, but I wondered if any of those

10 | results would ccme cut through --

11 A one exca which I mentioned earlier is c;:ystalliratior .

12 The only way I knew crystallisation was going on because I
,

13 actually saw acmc of their test plates and when a metal -- when

14 a weld breaks open you actually see crystalline forn. The

15 - metal is usually turned blue, a very vivid blac, no": just t:u
I

1G| sort of off-color stcol color. Crystallization is aoncthin~

I17 , that's very easily sean by the eye. You're not going to ce: i- !

! |
10 | until you see the inside of that weld.

!
19 Q So if the outar metal which you look at on the

20 normal visual inspection -- what I'm trying to detarmins is

21 whether that wuld be --

22 A About the only thing you can look for in visual

23 examination i.s surface cracking, undercut, which makes it very J

24 is a very ';ea:: area. It's really at tha toe of the weld wh::re

25 the wald actually joins the metal. If the weld is in the |
.,

t
*

l
I
\
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I
proper confernity between the two pieces you're joining, that one

2 part is not all in one or the weld is not all in ona piece,

3 you're not getting total heating through it. You can see

4 porousity which looks like - basically it 1coks li'to very

S little pin holes all through the weld. That ia most commonly

6
1 caused by lacic of shielding gases and also dirty metal. The
l'

- 7 place that you will probably see most surface craching is when

8 you break off a weld and you havo -- most velders will leave a

9 crater rather than backwash in those enters which is where I

10 saw a tremendous amount of surface cracking. You can visually

11 look at a weld and pretty well tell if it's good or bad. Once '

12 that weld has been painted or galvanised, forget it. There's

13 no way to toll any moro.

14 i Q Now this crystallization is one of the things ycu
I

15 | mentioned at least on sono occasions I guess you ::an ace a t'

.
16 crystallized condition from the outsido?

17 A Yes, you're going to see a -- if you've been with

'; 8 . welding as long as I have and somebody that's been at it, you're

19 going to be able to tell a lot by the boat sensitive or heat

20 zone outside the wold, by color of metal. The . darker the --
.

| actually where the weld is made you will actually see a dis-21

22 colori:stien around that weld. That can be polished right off of

23 most wolds. It can be polished right out. It's not all the way

24 through in most cases. If you have a situation uncre you see

@
23 { whero it is all the way through or tLere is, in the case of !

!

steel, a tremondous aucunt of blueing, nine times out of ten
f.
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1
you will find crystallization within and crystallization is

2 brittle metal. It's very breakable.
i,

3[ Q Bilt at least initially right after the veld is

4 done, you can see that condition?

U A That's correct. That's the only time ycu will see

6 those conditions, shortly after the weld ha- Leen dono.

- 7 C Now would a wald normally be polished after that?

8 A It depends on the type product. I would imagine

9 these cable t ays that I caw thsic, the aluminum are probably
10 s' lipped as is. They might cle.an the welds because uhan you

!

I

11 | wold aluminum you have a smoke Teposit. On steel, I would

|12 imagine to koop from rusting they woi'1d either galvanize, wt.lch '

13 I did see coma galvanized, and I saw some painted on their
i14 shipping dock, I even went to their shipping doc:t to see what
|l

15 ' the conditiona of the welds on units were that were ready fer

16 ' shipment. I'.'.1 have to admit that day thera it was primary

17 aluminum. In fact, I think there was cl1 aluminum on the

10 shipping dock, trays, and those should not have left the plant.

19 Just about every wold had a crack in the crater,
t

20 Q Now between the timo - confine it to a steel weld
.

21 'now -- between the tine the weld was made and the time when it's

22 galvani::ed, would there normally be any polishing done or

23heleaningoranythingdonetotheweldtochangeitsappearance
!

34 P!.a that period? -

'

@ g, . A Yos. There would be come type of cleaning, pro _2bl-fi
:
,

j
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1 through galvani=ation or bafore they galvanize it.

2 Q This is before galvani=ation.

3 A Before galvanizing, you're probably goirs to haJa ,

I
'

4 a chemical clm ning. Otherwise, the galvanizia would not adharc ;

because if the metal is oily it's not going to ad'mre. Probaaly
|5

in painting you also have a cleaning process of semo type befora j
S

i

you put primer on and finallyyour color, whensvar you're going !
~

7
l
I

to send it out, you have to clean because smoka and all corts
3

of things will deposit. Paint wu't readily adhre to it ar.d
g

it's going to eventually flake off.
10

I
Q Now does c1 caning as you have just described keep

;j

you frcm seeing crystallization?
12

A No. At the point of welding, at the point odg

f cleaning, you will still recogni=c thoso conditions unless the-eg

ap a ng a un n Wch I can ten you -- h only Ghg
15

g|,youreallypolisharealuminumsandstainlesssteel. You den': ,

'
polish steals.

I7 i
'

Q S that up until the time when a steel weld is
10

galvanized you're likely to be able to detect crystal 11::ation?
.

g

A That's right. Once you have painting and galvani=ing'

happening, it will fill cracks. It will fill porousity. You'

i

|might still -- you probably would still be able to sea an under--
cutting condition, but at that point. if you want to test a weld,

I the only way you can do it is through non-destructive testing er

h you might have scmo success doing soma ultrasonic testing.
,c_ ,

I

t i
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1 Q I was trying to develop the time period befot.- it'a

2 galvanized.

3 A Before you actually put the finish on tae raaterial

a you can pretty well see those conditions.

S| Q Nort I want to find out if I misunderstcod something.

~

e 'I think ycu tastified that 110 degrees to 150 degrees wo. the

- 7 propor amparage - was the proper temperature for materials twci

a or three inches in thickness.

9 A I said for tha type of mater 11s that they waro

10 working with, which I would guess nomewharo betwcen 16 and 14

3; gauge at the time I was there, that would be my recmsacr.ded }

12 | range to work in. The ranges thct, their machines woro set cn -

13 overy machine in that plant was set at maximum ampe tage; tha

.naximum you could get out of it would be the kind c 'ttings34

you would pu': for an inch to three inch material pin .. Ycc'rola_ ,
i

gonna - w era na e s gensathg at 300 ups1G

maximum you'ra generating almoct 400 amps because the machinesg

18 |
.are all underrated.

'

i O Well, that amperage I assuno would be proper if tne

"# # "" #920
.

A That kind of amparaga - the only place I have reen

j it is in the construction of tanks and larga vessela such at
22 i

! ships and tankars whero you'ro using heavy plate. i

23 i,
! Q Would any plato of that type be liable to haveu+

2ay|gonethroughUnisplaut? i
,
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I A The thickent metal I saw in their plant on the dry

I was there usa their actual test that they ran for the welders |
3 to goalify, and I think that was quarter inch plats. By welf.ing

4 quarter inch plata, that allows the welder to weld any frame

5 from 1/16 all the way up to I believe 3/8, possibly 3/4. He's
'

6 allowed to weld in that range of thickness of metal. Nobody

. 7 will take a qualification test except in the aircraft industry

E on anythirg umtally leas than a quarter inch material. That's

9 the thickness of the matorial that the plates are w3elded one

10 Q What I was trying to determine is whether there was--
.

11 A Most everything I saw was I would say 12, 14, 15
/

} ' <-
12 gauge in their entire plant, other than aluminum. Alumin *3m

,

13 was a little thicker. I think we're talking in the steel arta
>

14 right now..

'
>

#

15 Q Right. Well, you couldn't remember any names of

16 particular welders. If you were told certain names vould you
'

,
17 recognize them or place them or perhaps determina uhother they

< -

18 were - you said one or two appeared to be more qualified than
f

19 others...

20 A To be honest with you, I don't belic. ,e I would af ter.

9
21 that amount of time.

22 Q Let ne try it. Do you recogni=e a Mr. Broch? Would.
,

[, 23 that name mean anything?
,

24 A Well, I heard the name earliar. I really can't
-

h. ..'
25 relate it to any particular irdividual. l

.. . i
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I
Q. Or Mr. Allen?

($ 2w A Mr. what?

3
Q Allen, A-1-1-e-n.

4 A Nc, sir; I don't remvmber the name.

5 0 So you could not tell whether they were among those

- 6 who you thought were more qualifdad than the general run?

.
7 A The only person I ci.n tell you, there was a young

I

man there who was welding - 'le happened to be tha man that was f6

S welding without any safety protection, but he was probably the
t

10 most capable ue.' der they had.
,

11 Q Do you remember his name by any chance?

12 A No, I don't.i
,

13 Q Ycu have no recollection?
'

14 A Nc, I don't. He was a younger man at that timu and
-

.I
+

15., I can guess -- I can even visually tell you what he icoks like,

16 but as far as ytting a name with him, no. I don't know the.n I,,

i

17 was even intreduced to many of the: by name other than seeing
|

'

. .
. .

18 names on their shirts and that would only be first names.
s

19 Q Do you recollect anybody who had a nickname of '

. 20 "Juniog?"
.

, . -

21 A I do recollect that. i

> - - 52 . Q Well, was he the one that you wnre referring to?
- .' 1

- -

N /. Tz ! A That, I don't remember. I'm sorry. I'm terribia !

,

7

|
6 1 . . >,- ,

24 .'on names. ;
1.

.

!! '.=

. uI - '* .
- (. Board conferring) |

.
. iy ,v >, .
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Sdavid Q I'd like to ask a question which I'm not positive

aavidl you covered or was covered in your examination, bat if a

ta.:e 13 welbr is taking a qualification test and the -- the test

which qulifies the procedure, the results still aren't krcwn

, may -- or I'm trying to establish the time frame in which
.

a person may ta.ie the qualification test.

~

A I think I understand the question you'*e asking.

MR. CONNER: I object to that, your Honor. Ycu

sustained the objection I made on that earlier. Senebody

tried to bring that up -- on the grounds that thic was

not appropriate rebuttal, and noi' you're bringing it in.

You're reversing yourself.

!1R . HARTH: That's the privilege of a judge,

your Honor.

(Laughter.)

MR CONMER: It doesn't release him from being

in error.

(Doard conferring.)

*

CHAIRRW BECHHOE!'ER: Well, there's a lot of

. controversy in this hearing about this subject, and I at least --

well, several of us are still a little confused, and we

thought the questier might be product.vo, and -- well, I

think we have an expert in the field.

MR. CONNER: We object, sir. There's no

indication that this man has any qualificationn in the
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david 2 vorld on ASME code.

Mcw, it's just shopping at the corner drugstore.

If that's necessary, we're just going to have to 'aring ir.

more people.

I don't know what the witness is going to ansvcer,

but all Iknow is that we have to call a halt to this.

someplace. We object tocpening up another line.
.

THE UITNESS: Should I come back, then, with

; ..edentials?

MR. CONNER: Youmay have to at the rate we're

going now.

CHAIRI4\N BECHHOEFER: Well, the bos:1 would like
-

to hear the answer; if you would like to go over the furti.cr

qualifications, your experience with ASME code's -- I mean --

TIIE UITNESS : I will be glad to answer your

question because I think it's relevant.

(Laughter.)

But the situatia: is: you're asking about my

qualifications. I came here to explain a rqart and I,

_ ,

tell you I have'h6' axes co grinI ? hon I'm asking about this.

-

It happened to be that my school qualified every procedure

that built the Zinner Power Plant for Kaiswer Engineering

The question to your question: you are not --

you cannot certify a wolder to a procedure or qualify a

(|) welder to a procedure until the procedure has been quallii.ad

itself.
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david 3 And once the procedure is qualified, you then

can qualify the welders to the procedure. There is no

,_
procedure until it's qualified.

(Board conferring.)

MR. CONNER:. May I ask the witness be directed
.

to answer the cuestion.
.

*
' E Gristds: I thought that was the question,

Mr. Chairnan.

MR. COMNSR: Would you like me to ask the

question?

B'l DR. HOOPER:

Q No, I think the question is not exactly the

answer you gave. If the one welder qualifies the

procedure, now there has to be some testing of tha piece

upon the work which he was qualified.

Would that qualify the procedure?

A That's correct.

Q Uow, there has to be some tensile strengch

and so on. Now, the second welder, immediately afterwarda,

, also ccmes forth and does as good, but the results of the

tensile -- the strength tests are not known until the ner

day.

Now the question is whether the seccnd welder

is quslifiec or not.

A No, sir.
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david 4 O Even though, say, on a Monday you haven't

gotten the results back but they were done en the sam 2 picae

--
of work, and on Tuesday we find that the test on the

qualification piece was okay. And welder A, the first one.

was qualified.
,

The questien is whether the next day after the
.

results come back if welder B is qualified.

A Until the test coupon on any welder goes

through the non-destructive testing and there has beca

determined that the coupon passes and meets the cr teria

of the procedure, that person is not certifiad until

documentation is developed saying he is certified.

:1R. CONMER: Your Honor, ve stipulated to that

a long time ago.

THE UIT1:ESS: The qualifying of the procedure

and qualifying a welder to a procedure are two entirely

different things.

E7 DR. ECOPER:

Q I understand that, sir, but what I'm_ trying to

get at is if the procedure qualification is delayed one-

day for the testinc and the person makes a performance

piece before those results are at, that they would -- if

the results were available right afterwards, why his

piece u'idoitStedly uould qualify.

Tha question is whether the delay in the
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david 5 tsting piece makes the second welder's performanca invalid.

A I'm not sure I totally understand your questicn.

Until the specimen from the couponc are tested, you know,

it's got nothing to do with the weld, the coupons from the

man w?o is certifying to the procedure.

~

It is a matter of the guided bend test and

between those two plates if there is totally more than.

one-eighth inch ogning in either of those plates, total --

not just by itself -- he does not pass.

If the plate breaks in the weld area, he also

doesn't pass. If in breaks in the toe of the weld,

he doesn't pas?..

Until it goes through testing, he does not

qualify in the pr oc 2 dure.

3Y CEA ER? TAN BECHHOEFER:

O Well, we realize that. I think what both of

us are trying to decernine is: take this seq $ence. The

welder first doing the procedure q2alifications -- apparently --

say, he goes through all of the velding he has to go

through on the pieces; those pieces are in the process of
.

being tested.

Assume a welder takes a qualification test on

the same day that the original -- say A and 3, let's say.

A did the procedure test; D did the qualification test.

O Assums: B took the qualification test on the same day A

took the procedure test.
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david 6 Next day the procedure qualifies. As of that

second day, may the B welder who has taken the perfcrmance

test also be considered as qualified?

A t -- No , sir.
.-

.

BY DR. HCOPER:
!*
'O He's done the same welding?

A ! That's right. But in order to qualify the'

s.,

procedure -- I told you what it takes to qualify to
t

the procedure. In qualifying in the procedure, every

piece of metal is basted. It's not just a matter of

taking tuo coupons out of it. * hey go through tensile --

they can pocsibi -- if theprocedure reads out, it can2

ggg go through X-ray.

It goes through guided bend tests. It can go

through a series of nick breaks where you actually cut a

coupon in half, break it open, look at what's in it, without

sawing all the way through it.

Until that procedure is qualified and it

goes through all those tests and meets the criteria set.

up by ASME, you have no procedure to -- to qualify a
.

welder to -- at the tima that all those coupons p.ss, the

procedure qualification tests, that procedure is qualifiec

for the velder who performed the test. He's qualified, but

if another welder took the test the same day he d..d --

until his goes thrcugh the guided bend test, he is not

qualified. And he von't be qualified until it is
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cavid7 documented that he has passed and met the rcquirer. anus of

ASME and what is in that procedure.

The thing that really upsets me about this

thing is the situation you're asking -- vu're asking

all these questions about the amperage. The procedure

i

spells out what ranges they can work in and if thof go

out of that procedure, you know, if'-- it's a situation-

that they ara not performing certified welds. Then the
,

part ia not certified Nhether it stays together or not
.

or whether the welder is certified or not.

They've got to work in the reaks of that

procedure, not just for testing but for making the

product and every weld must be marked by the welder.

BY . CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER:

O We were assuming that all the problems -- we

were assuming that the procedure -- that the welders went

through identical procedures, but that the first one

qualified but you didn't have the results back until the

next day..

I'm assuming both welders did exactly the
,

same thing so that if the -- einher one had been a procedt.re

test it vould have passed.

A No, sir.

'

Q l'm just wondering if effective, as of t:.e

time the procedure qudifies, the persen who has Jons the

same tesu the day before or at the same time the pr:ced r

<
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david 8 qualifier of the test, whether he could also be con.2idered

a qualified welder in terms of performance qualifications,

assuming he went throt all the exact same approved

procedures.

A Not until the test is made.

'

Now, if-they want to run the procedure test at the same

time they also run the tests for the qualifying the weldcr.

to the procedure and they come back with the resubs at

the same time, yes.

But if they come back with the rsults for

qualifying a procedure one day and they come back with

the results on the man that they're going to qualify to

the procedure on another day, until the results of that

test -- it is a non-destructia test. It is no other

type test -- excuse me -- a constructive test;until they

come back with that result, that man is not certified.

MR. CONNER: We stipulated to that too.

BY CHAIP31AN BLCIIIIOEFER:

O What I was trying to figure out was effective
,

as of the time the procedure actually comes back, qualifiad;

may the other welder be considered qualified? He's donc

the same thing but not subject to destructive tects. He's

subject to whatever the welder qualification test required;

may he -- not as of the time he took the test -- bn: at t.:e

time the procedure qualified -- could he -- the o cher we. -br ---

also be considered qualified as of thattime?
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david 9 A No, sir.

SY DR. HOOPER:

O In other words, taking our example --

(Laughter.)

A I don't understand your example.

*

O Back to --

A Oh, that's right..

O Does a piece -- the worker does the same piece

and on the same day; now on the next day worker A, the

usults come back, the piece qualifies. The process qualifica.

worker B then would have to retake the test and do it all

again over on the next day.

A By the code he should.

O That's in the ASME code?

A Ye4 sir. Until the procedure is qualified

by the code, nobody can be qualified to the precedure.

O Bak then --

A That's right.

Q On the code it says this?
,

A Until the procedure is qualified, there is
-

nothing to qualify welders to. It is 7ct acceptable as

a piece of written paper. That is not the precedure.
_

That just starts the process; then the procedure must

go uhrough its testing, which a welder does.

And until that comes back, the results of that,

you cannot administar the test to other welderr bacause
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david 10 there is no established procedure.

(Board conferring.)

CHAIRiviAN BECHHOSFER: At this time, the board

has no further questions.

lis .Fichtsr?
-

EY MS. FICHTER:

'

Q Gn the last questioning, did I understand

your answer to be that if the procedure qualification
,

test results have not returned, only have the results havi

returned can any subsequent welders he tested. Period.

Did I understand you to say that?

A Mot the results return. Nobody can be tested

(h) to the qualification until the qualification has been

qualified, -n that means the results would have to come

back.

It could be that the results come back that thL

qualification test was not qualified. But until they come

back it's -- unless it positive qualification and the

- procedure has been qualified, uhere is no reason -- no way

.

thatyou can qualify any other welders to that procedure

because no procedure e:<ists at that time.

.

Q Now, did I also understand your testimony to be

that if polished you could not see crystalization?

A That depends on entirely the degree of crystaldzar. ion.

Caance.1 1re you would not.
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avidll There's a point -- some point when you've

overheated metal it is burned totally through and you

don't even polish it out. In that condition, yes you

would see crystalisation. You would see a multitude of

problems.
4

If you cannot polish out the -- the discoloration
.

in the bat effective =one, the chances are you have

crystalization in the wald.
,

O Now, before a weld is polished, can you --

MR. CONNER: Your Honor, we object to this

line of questioning. This obviously does not deal with

anything involving Zimmer cable trays. This is not -- we're

not talking about aluminum or stainless steel.

CHAIRNAli BECUHOEFER: I think that objection is

well takaa. I think the witness testified thi those welds

were not usually polished, the steel welds.

MS. FICHTER: There has been testimony that

they were polished, though, by other --

CHAIRMAN BEC3HOEFER: I think -- at ler.st in
.

. response to our questions --

I*.S. FICHTER: I thought other witnesses had

testified that the welds wre pdished.

CHAIRMM BECIHIOEFER: This is -- this is --

- 3Y MS. FICHTER:

q Can you always detect crystalisation by
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david 12 visual inspection at scne point in the welding process?

A No.

O Okay. Now, once a weld hac boon gibanized,

can visual inspection tell you anything about the quality

of the wrld.

4

A Minimal.

. Q Minimal?

MS, F'.CIITER : That's all I have.

CHAIP3.AN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Connar.

MR. CCNN3R: Yes, I'm nfraid we'll have to have

a few questions.

(Laughter.)

BY MR. CONNER:

O Mr. Spievack, let me ask you some preliminary

questions: you are a velder, is that true?

A Myself?

O Yes.

A :10, sir.

O Have you ever taken a welder qualificanicn test

successfully?

A Mo, sir.

O Did I understand you to say when you were givi:'g

your qualifications that you vere a welding enginaer?

A c,'o , sir I ' ra n o t .

O You are :he head of Technichron Schtcl of

Nalding; t e owner- I ~alieve you said.o
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davidl3 A Right, Tachnichron School of Welding doesn't

exist anymore. No changed the name to Vantional Institute

because we're now in other fields.

'

But at the time it was Technichron School of

Welding.

~

Q At the time you wrote the letter of October

30, 1974 it was Technichron School of Welding?.

A That's correct.

Q And you now have essentially the same business

under a different name?

A We have -- we're expanded into other training

fields, so we just call it Technichron Vocational Institute

with a welding training division.

O By the way, you said several times you had no

axes to grind in coming here. Is that correct?

A 'T Aen't - I mainly wanted to come here for

one purpose. I had been contacted by numerous people,

including the regulatory board,on this report since -- for

,
the last 10 months.

O I'm sorry? -

A I came here for the intention of answering anything

I can on the report I wrote, and to answer any questions

I can on qualifying welders.

O What reg 21atory board asked you to come here?

A They didn't ask me to come here. I talked to
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david 14 Q I'm sorry, ahve you finished?

A Yes.

Q You talked to this regulatcry bcard about

coming here?
-

A I talked to a gentleman in Chicago for quite e
,

period one afternoon.
.

Q '4ay I correctly infer you are talking about

someone from Region III of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission staff?

A That's correct.

O Now, did you -- were you subpoenaed to cong'here?

A No, sir, I was not.

O In other words you're here voluntarily ?

A Yes, sir, I am.

end 13

.

.

O
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!
1 Q You may not know this, sinco you are not a wald:r,

Tp14
DB 1 2 but does your school conduct training programs to qualify

3 weldors?

4 A Yos, sir, wo do.

5 Q Au part of the qualifying o f a class of welder. ,

6 say of tan - how many would be in an avarage class of
*

walIlars who wara being qualified in a precedura at your7

a school?

A Wo hava never qualified more than throa individualsg

10 at a time; Our school can not qualify. We can only adminis'.ar

the test. By law we can not qualify. We are authoricadto33

arimi nister the taat.12

Q W at law is b at?13

A Statsof Ohio. Schools can not aN n4 atory

licensing tests.
15

Q That has nothing to do with the MME cods?16

K No. Wo can adminiator tcsts. We havo to send thoj7

coupons to an indeperdent testing lab for rosults, whichgg

I would do anywar.)g
'

20 L t's assuma cn a given day, pick tha day, Mondz.y,.Q

yor have three wolders in a class who have been trainad in
i

wolding for. i..taking a waldcr performance qualification'

22

test in a given procedura. What dona your school de tog

~ qualify that procedurs?

h A Wo don't qualify tha procedura. Any tins we arn,

< ,

! ,
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1 qualifying a waldor, er ar%inisteing a test to qualify :

t

h 2 a welder, the proceduro has already been established.

3 Q You don't teach any new procedures? You just

4 teach things that ara already establishod?

5 A We teach all of the methods that are used in
1

c walding. There are no set procedures. Yon writo the procadduce'-

.
7 to the job you are doing. Specifications are set up and

a you writa the procedure to maat those specificati .

I !

9 q You pick the number of waldor qualificatica tost
|

10 that you ara aware of, and we will usts it as an avmplo.

11 That is the only purpose I want it for, i

|
12 A A particular number for a test?

!

Q Well, MIG, steal, horizontal, a procadurs?13

A We =d'ininter -- the one we adminiater the most is14 -

15 shield metal arc pitch welding test, which the proca_duras is

16 writton by Monsanto Chemical Company, established procedurr

'Q Doas it have a name or ne=bar we can call it?-

b..

A I don't know if it has a number. I an aura it18

does.19 , .
_, ._

!
*

Q h B en do you cortify that'if one of your20
'

class of threa wolders has passed his qualificAtica tast

'
on that particular proccdure?g , ,,-

p A You are sayintf the procedura is establinhod, yot. |4, ;
iu
Ifwant me to toll you how ws dotarmino if they are qualified
|J, ;
;

h _ [to that preceduro?
u

.
t

Q Right.} |
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1 A Wo first nay what the proceduro calls for,
g

2 what coupon, what electrodos, uhat heat ranges, and what

3 positions it in supposed to be waldad is. We administar

4 that test to the student. From thora, it is either sent t),

g Gladstono Laboratorius for the actual testing., or it is s

'

6 Sant to Notting Laboratorios for testing. .

. 7 Q Let's call that the ABC test for ,aase of refarano.

S In taht a'.1 right?

9 A Fino.
|
|

10 Q Supposa you didn't have this Montsanto procadura '

I
i

;j already qualifiad, and you have to qualify a proceduro you.:-

12 sc1f? Can you do that?
|

'

|

13 MR. FELDMAN: Objection. That is a mischaractoricatioil
I

of the tastimony. He has testified over and cvor again34

Way do not quamy procedures,15 j
!

MR. BARTH: It is a hypothetical question. !1G

MR. CONNER: That is not correct.g.
'

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: I think the question isgg

3g . propor. It is a hypothatical, but proper. Objection overru.'.cd.
,

MR. CONNER: Lo you recall ths question?20
'

ITHE WITNESS: I would profer that you repeat it.21

BY MR. CCENER: |ui..

i

Qg Assuma that the Montsanto Company didn't have

this AB,C test procedura qualified. Can your school do itg

h _ now itssif? '
o ,

:

!~
'
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1 A Yes, we have dona it.

2- Q I thought you said you had not dona it?

3 A No, I said if a proceduro is established, that '

4 maana semobody writas what they want in a precadura, I can

S qualify tha proceduro. I just will not writo the proceduro.
!

8
6 Q New 1pt s say, for example, that the ABC procedua,*

.
7 you are now going to qualify tha procedura. Now are you

8 tolling na that if the thraa welders in this training clas:3

9i thatyou have had this procedure in front of them and if they, !

I
jo all at the same timo, on the same day, took the performance. I

;; qualification test following thoso proceduras and cno of

12 them, as parmitted by the ASMF. Code, may have dona tha
{

13 | procedure test, or acnebody also did it, and they want out
!

and did the guido bend test and other things that ars14

no esaary and it came back approved, that thess thrau men15

w me s w d not hwa bem qMnod?16

^ hhor twoA Ho, sir, 'they would not, until the ~c37

men, 'hg ABC qualification test, had ' 3 r cou' pons testad.g ;

'

But normally if I was qualifying a proceduro -
19

.

0 N , stick with my question.20
'

A Okay, the other two men would not be cortifisdg

until their coupons went through the testing process.
C.2
,,

'

O The coupons for all three men, if they had been,

sent out at the same timo and the tasts all came back satin -
ih factory, wouldn't'all three men have qualificd?

! A Yes, they would.
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1 Q And the carti.fication of that would come af tarwards?

2 Isn't that correct?

3 A I don't know what you are talking about,

4 cartificatica. You cortify a welder if the nacessary papeta

5 showing ' 4 ::ssults have baan paocessM. If E2a threo

c coupcas go out for :c2 ABC qualification to 7n the sa=a-

, 7 day and the tasting . labor. . tory knows they hava to qualif r

a the procedurn, they aro goj g to do that set of mupons first

9 and establish that the procedure is qualified. They may on

10 the same day go ahead and tast the otehr two. If tho

jg procedura has been qualified, then they can test the

12 other two sets of coupons and if thoso also pass, you have

13 a condition of the procedura being qualified, and thrso -

14 individuals cartified to tha procedura or paasing r.ha

procedura, and thorafore you havo three cortified uelders,gg

1G But until the procedure is qualified, nothing clae can happan.

Q Nobody is arguing with you about that. Let me1,/

try this now. L et's assume that one of our three walders.g

in the sans example for somo reason has to laava a cay;g

carlier Wan We tast wodd oWomias bo Jiven, and20

your school appreciated his reason and decided he was fary ,
-c )

,

enough along, so you said okay, this is tha procMuro we a a

going to follow, exactly as you indicated, and you say Mr.u_

JonSS fron the WGlding D6partment, or Whah0Vor, is going

h to qualify tha proceduro. sut you go ahead, Mr. First Han, !
-

e-
,
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1 and you can taka thes performance test and if the procedurs

$ 2 test passas and if ycur coupons pass,you will be
,

3 qualified in that precedure and thereafter cartified.

Would that be correct? Would that be a proper4 .

3 way to do it?
i

6 A It could be dona that way, but -- yes, it cou2.1-

7 be.dono. .
.

a Q Would this ba propor under your interpretation of the :

9 'ASME codo?

10 i A It is absoluto'.y proper as long ar. the individucl

11 has been dusignated to csrtify the procedures tast is tasted !
!
l

12 first. I could very well havo weldars taka the tast six i

13 : weeks ahoad of timo, but until the procedura is qualifiad,
.

34 you can't test their coupons.

Io Exactly. -
ig

1G That is what I have been saying.A

Q I think we have had a lot of confusion on this.37
!

i! DR. HOOPER: I think the problem we had baforo, sir, *

18

is you wore talking about the laboratory test and I wasgg
.

20 talking about the tests the welders wara taking. Wo were i

21 . talking about differsnt tests.
4

|
THE WITNESS: That might be.g,

3Y liR. CONNER:, , , ,

a

! O Mr. Spiavack, you were asked many many questionr. j,4<.

h about amperags, and I am talking about tha Eusky plant anc.
n i

~jyour visit, specific questions, not general questicas. ,

!
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1 I think you said at one point that they wers

2 using machinos on sonothing you observed which ucre running

3 between 300 s.nd 400 amps. Do you recall that?

4 A Yes.

5 Q on 16 to 14 inch material.

-

G A I said all machinas in the plant were set on

7 maximum voltcgo and amperage that can ba gotir,an out of a
,

a machine. Most of the machines I observed were rated at 300

g amps. A 300 amp machine will give out, if it is in

10 good condition, 400 mps., So thereforo I ~rade tho statement tha

11 macMnes being in the m"imum setting conditions, thcy wara-

12 welding betwaan 300 and 400 amps on the day I was tharoe oncept

for ne machino that was set properly.139
14 0 What kind of usiding war. that?

15 The one set proporly or the type uolds theyA

**** 0*5"??16

Q The ones you said that were not e the taximum?37

A
10 Bc2 Me TIG and MG @pment woro not at es

um.
,

19
,

Q Ecw high was the HIG?20

g The avarare welding machina usod in productinnA

is about 200 taps. A MIG is set a little bit different3

than for a TIG wold. A TIG walder is set by controls.- g
I

A MIG weldsr, you have a wire coming out through the head

h of tha gun, which in ycur consumabla alactrode. Jn TIG f,2a.
,,

|.weldi.ag, the electrode is not consumable. And,thu speeds of
!

1
I!
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1| that wiro moving through the head of the gun has alao

i
2L a voltago and ampel.;ga catting.

3 0 Did you say that a man using a cachias s.at.on

4 m.winum amperago will inovitably produce a bad weld?

5 A No, I have sean some that can do it. But the

6 majority of paople can not. You have to move very quickly-

acroca your w.31 ding joint in order N keep from vapori=atic ..7

8 of the metal occurring. |

9 Q A very goed waldar could use maximum sottings 12

10 he could kcap up with tho amparago?

1 |
A I w uld say in my situation, whoro I have acan what I

would call highly akillod welders, they wouM't even tm1
12

doing it.
13

Q How could you tell how high the a=porage wasg

act en the nachine= you observed <# Husky?g

A The dials all have indications of whet tM
16 1

I

l ., i sottings arc.
e

Q Did they have a volt or amp notar on tham?g

A Tha MIG weldern do, yes.
39

.

Q What kind of machines were thero thoro?c0-

A Make of machinas?g3
F
1 Q Do you romssber?,

t2

A Offhand, no.

I Q Isn't it a fact there was a Millor machine thorn,
|,,l:->

' '

Q which has a zrnamum catting o2 200 amps? i
., o_

; ,

:

i, , .
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Thoro could havo been. I really don't ramamber
1 A

2 the equipmenf. that well.

3 0 You just really don't renmher exactly what then
i

4 the high amparage - !
,

I rame.aber the basic configuration of equ.tpment. t
5 A

1

I know they had somo Millar TIG equipment. I know what that |
- 5 ,

equipment does, becauns I own acmo of it. But the situation
i

i

.

is these machines wra set for m-r4 mum. New a TIG rachina3

doon not have any maters or gages on it for sottir.g the,

9
,

voltags . A MIG machine has both the voltage and c.mp
to

33
gage.

Q You can buy a TIG machino now that has amparago
12

gages on it, can't you?
13

A You probably can. I don't know. I have navar
ja

b ught any.
15j

Q You talked about in your opinion welding calesmas,I

g,
i

! with one exception, can not be qualified to train wolders, j
:

i,
i

i In that correct?g ;
i

A I didn't say that. I said I have just never run
3g

into any in my 18 years experience that I would say is
g

|; qualified.g -

.{ But you are not a wolder? .

Q ',,, , ;
t":.

q No, I am not. I can Wald, I have never voorked at ,

iI A
23

i
! it as a profesion.

24

Q You havo never bean qualified as a woldar? !

' l,
.

t

it :
:;
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|

A No, sir.
7

2 Q You are a salesman, aren't you?

A No, sir. I am an educator.3

Q Don't you sell your educational product at your I2

achool,formerly named Technicron?
a,

{
A Personally, do I? No, I an an administrater of '

,,
;

o tho school.
7

a

r, O At the tina ycu sont this letter of Octe:>sr 30, ;3 '

!'.1974, weren't you trying to sell a program to Husky Products?;

' A I was ask::d to go in and ovaluata why thsyg
1

!
. i i. could not get their peopla qualifiM. At that time I made

i
! rocmmrmdations I falt they neaded training, and, yss, if

you want to call that selling, I said we could provide the,

i training.
,4 a,

Q Your lottor said: "Thoraforo, I sincarely h'opo'
-

is ,

uI have been of servica to your Cciay and that wa may .i6
haarveyouagaininthefutura.'

O ,

'

A Yos. 1

;. !

j Q You talked about visual arnminaMon of welds,
19 ;-

;and you said you felt that a visual e-inatin navar gave total i

.. y
(something, reliability or something. Do you ramambor that?

; i- <

,

i A That's right.
'l2

Q What did you say, visual emination give s what?.
. , >

MR.FELDMAN: Ths record speaks for itsalf, yon:
]'t

Honor. Lot him consult the record.
.

213. CONNER: That is not correct. I thirk ha saii
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total rolisbility, but. I don't think that is tha vord he

used. I want to use the witness' own phrase.

CHAIRMAN E2CliE0EFER: I think the ques .icn is

proper. You may answer.

THE WITNESS: I am net sure if I remember. 71sua?.

inspect. ion is not going to givo you, I think the uord w.is

the total picture, or total reliability of what is in tnat

weld.

BY MR CONIElR:

O Uords to that affect. Would you say short of

' destructive testing --

FL No, thero r.re a series of non-destructivt.

tests that can bei used.

Q Radiography, UT, dyn penetrant, and so fore?

A Right, even ultrasonic.

O I said UT. Is that requirad by the AbAE ccda

for welding of tite type used in the Zimmar CabJ.s trays?

A It cvan be. I don't know that it is. I don't

have -- tho code that I a::. sura they are working on, uhicn
'

I have in iront of me, doesn't spell it out. It is the

procedure, if it is required in tha procedure, it must gc

through that.

O I asked you if it was required by the AS;' code.

A Radiograph can be required.

Q '.'cu don' t know whetner it was or not?
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A It states right in tha coda 'that it is ach

caandatory.

IIR. COMIER: I ask that be strickan so I can ask

my quection.

.yg tR. CONNER:

Q iou don't know whether or not any of tha Zi.nmer

procedures for cable trays doas or does not requira.

rad:1.ographic or othar type of nondestructiva testing?

MR. FELDMAU: Objection. The witness already

stated he doesn't hava any knowledge of what the precedures

were on the Zi:raar cable trays.

CilAIlb!A:I B3*JHOEFERI lic can answer the question.

MR. CONNE32: Wo will taka counsel's ropcceen-

tations,

CHAIRMAN BEC11HCEFER: Answar the question.

THE WITNESS: I have never saw the procedura, so t.ar -

fore I don' t knou 'what is in tiram. SO I don' t kncw.,

MR. CONHER: I think that is all.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Staff?
,

MR. BARTII: We have no questions, your Fonor.

CIIAIRMIdi BECIUI0EFER: Mr. Haile.

MR. HEILE: Just two.

3Y MR. HEILE:

Q :-ir. Spieva:k, if the qualification test grocedur'

is dena, ta3 heat on .ha picco that the qualificati7n test

:,rocedure - 345 313
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MR. CC'nlER: Could you speak up, Mr.11aile? Our

regular three o'clcck gho:st has arrived and I a:n having

trouble hearing you.

May the record quickly reflect that I am talkins

about the ghoat noises on the PA system. The Appeal Board

might bo highly confused.'

_

f

,

e

@
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f15 ngl I LY MR. HEILE:

2 Q If you take, for example, the laboratory that you men-lonc

|3 that does the tests on the pieces to find out if the wslder

4 qualifies on a test picco, likes Gladstone Laboratories, if tha

5 laboratory test qualifying procedure ots the procedura piece .~.3

3 not done until after the laboratory analyzes the piece that @.o

7, welder did a performance test on, how does the laboratory know
t3 whether the procedure that was qualified at a later date vac '

9 fof. lowed by that welder?

10 A First of all, a laboratory, until they have a writted
i

11 procedure that has bosn established or if they're doing the

12 procedure of scalifying that proceduree *vould not test to a

13 procedure that cocan't exist. They've got nothing to test to.

14 Where it's Gladstona, if you gave them a situatien |
|

15 where you gave them a series of tests before there was a precedr.:e
i

16 and they certified thoaa tests to just that standard procedure I
t

17 becauae there are scme that exist, you know, and certified thosa
1

la welders, and then another procedure came down the read later !

19 :on which was applici. to the product of the company that had &c !
l

?.0 . people cortified to, those welders would all have to be '

'

| i

,

21 r< certified to that new procedure. !

'

22 Q Wouldn't tne laboratory have to know 'that the

23 , qualifying procedure w.as before t. ley could certify that the test ,
! i

g 24 |]biace done by the welder or before they could qualify and rai;
|-

15 the te-t piece was dona adequately and passed the teat?
}

ii
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A Absolutely. The lab will always ask for a procedurc

before they will do any test.

O How does the lab kno's when the piece comas in dc.e

by the welder that it's done in accordance with tl:e qualific?
.

' procedure or a proceduro they have already qualified? How t o

they know that?
i

A Thare's a repart that has to come in dith the ccepoa.
*

'
O Who fills that repcrt cut?

A It's filled out at the time the test is administ re...

In our particular school the instructor would fill it out ac he s

administering the test. It spells out all the specs and thn : h..s

to be part of the test.

Q If the tests were administered at Husky ?Ioducts

then somebcdy frem : ushy would fill cut the piece of paper . yi:sg

what precedure they follows?

A (Kitness rods head.)

Q And that's how the laboratory knotts tuhat procedtte

was followed?

A That's correct.
.

'
MR. EDILEs All right. Thank youa

CHAIRMAN SECHHOEFER: Mr. Woliver.

MR. WOLIVER: Mothing.

'
(Ecard conferring)

CHAI:GAN DECHHOEFER: The Board has no q 2estient

Before I release the witness, does anybcdy else have any quc ;ti .:c?
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MR. BARTII: Staff has none, Mr. Bachhse:ie .

C:IAIRMAN BECIIHCEFER: Okay. Tha witn3ss is exc ;3ec .

(Witness excused)

MR , FELDICdi: At this point, Your Honar, .E'd li''a to

*

report on the witness we had proposed by the nuae of Donald

Blanch. We have tried to contact him but we have been unabia~

'

to do so. IIe's still in court and has --

CHAIRMAN 3ECHHOEFER: We asked for th3 nane of :he

court and the proceeding.

'
MR. FELDMId1: We talked with his wife on the phate

and she did not want any adverse publicity to coma out to affec:_

that case and would not reveal that information to us, so w-i. hs/s

notyning to raport on that scoro.

'
(3 card conferring)

MR. FELOMAN: Your Honor, we do know it's a civ il

action and he's 'he claintiff, but we don't know anything 31st.

(Board conferring).

CIIAIRMAN BECHIIOEFER: The Board has decided thau

paragraphs one and two of Mr. Blanch's affidavit are, at best,

I
cumulative and absent a specific reference to the particular

' case that Mr. Blanch is at, we would not be willing to hear

'his testimony at a later date. We will allow such advice te

'be given at a later date, sometime prior to Augusu 5 when we ar2

meeting again- but absent such specific information the Scard :

@
,

not willing to grar.t a delay. If we have specific idormat ' :n

that Mr. Blanch was rgired to be in court tod 27, a speci: ic
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court and a specific case, we w>uld view that as good cauce f ar

delay, but with nothing less than that specific infor nation u -

will not listen to Mr. Blanch't, testimony at a lateI dato. 10 I

said, we do expect the staff will interview Mr. 31anch in any

event, but I think paragraph one and two are likely to be --
.

paragraph ana anyway is likely to be reviewed, and paragraph two
. . is of questionable relavance so that before we would. grant a

delay for that particular matarial wa would want thu specifirm

which shou that Mr. Blanch could not be here today, but that

'may be supplied at a le.ter date for reasons of tha': litigation
*

and you could reveal it.

MR. FELDMIdI: Thank you, Your Honor. I would lika ta

at this time proffer this affidavit into the record as an

indication of uhat Mr. Blanch would testify to vere he to ha';3

'been here.

MR. CO;iNER: We object to that, Your Honor. I c.;jec;

" to anything being put into evidence until the witnoss is her a te

-support it.

MR. FELDMAN: Not in evidt tee, just a proffer of

waht the witness would say.

MR. CONNER: It's identified already for that ma 2ter .

CHAIRMIdi SECHHOEFER: It's identified and for appaal

' purposes you may proffer it. We are not going to accept it '. n

evidence.

9
:in. FELCMI.N: dot in evitence, Your Renor, but ? st

a proffer.
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CliAIRMIdi BECIFIOEFER: We will not accept it as a
,

exhibit at this tine either. It is proffered. It was prol?er:1

earlier and the record will show that.

'

MR. BARTII: Mr. Bechhoefer, I object to anything

:being put in the record even as an exhibit for identificati.3
.

!that contains material you have ruled against. I uould have no

'

iobjection to the introduction of paragraphs one ar.d t'ao and hha

hsignature,butthematerialisspecificallyexcluded. It should

tnot be in the record in any kind of form, either c.s an exhibit

' cr identification or anything else.i

MR. FELDMAN: Your IIonor, it already has been

' identified for the racord or admitted for identification at
hieast.

MR. COMIER: Mr. Chairman, I don' t think 'e shot .'.d-

get begged dos n in this, but I want to bring up one coint

quickly. If I understood yot.r ruling, some time prior to

August 10 they may come in with some information rhowing abc'J.t

what this witness might be able to testify about.

'

CHAIRMAN BECHI!OEFER: No, ycu misunderstood me. :het

have to give specifics in terms of the excuse. He want the

specific court proceeding and the specific reference to the ner.

'of the witness to be there today.

MP. CONNER: You mean before even that would be

admittad?

C!! AIR'4AN DECII1!OEFER: That's correct.
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MR. CC:HIER: Hell, my point is I don't vant the man

to have something admitted unless he's subject to cross-

' examination.
'

CE\IIU!AN BECHHOEl'ER: We're not admit .ing anyth '.ag.

We accepted this as a proffer. I believe -- I tras scing to
.

' chek the rules -- but I think the rules provide that evidence
.

which is not admitted --

MR. CONNE2: But, sir, if he cannot appear later in

the proceeding you're allo'11ng evidence to come in thich is not

subject to crcss-examination.

CHAIR'1AN BECHHOEFER: We did not rule that and un are

not allowing anything in.

MR. CONNER: If the Board may ever rule that th. .a

'should be admitted in evidence, we want the right to discove ry

'to find out what the man is talking about. Now my point is

this: rather than keep this open-ended for the next :tix

weeks, I request that any proffer or any compliance with you:-

direction that was just made by MVPP be done immediately so ve

can discover whatever is going to be done if we have to, rather

'than wait and let this thing be open-ended. It may drag on

until Christmas.

CHAIRMAN EECHHOBFER: Well, our ruling was based on

the excuse of the initividual not being here today.
'

MP. CONNE3: But that doesn't mean it's admissil.e

evidence.
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MR. FELCMIG: We're not asking that i be ulmittad.

CHAIRMAN DECHUGEFER: I have not admitted it in

evidence at all. Off the record.

(Discussion held off the record)

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record. The . 3aul.

views our ruling as a postponement of bringing in a rebutta.'
.

' witness, a witness that otherwise would have been he.re toda: art.

subject to cross-examination. We are accep ing no part of :.ais

affidavit into evidenca at this stage. What *>e hava said i- ttnt

under the Ccmmission rulec Section 2.743 (e) it may be an offor

'of prcot and we are accepting this as an offer of prcof. T'.2t's

all we'ra construing !1r. Feldman's motion as constituting. The

'partits may always make an offer of proof. As of this time se

'have not accepted the witness. If the information comes to our

' attention that Mr. Blanch's excuse for not balng hele today is

ovalid, and we consider a valid excuse being the require ~nent -ha. .

~he participate in a specific court proceeding -- if tha:

'information is suppliud to us, we will allow Iir. Blanch to
.

appear as a rebu!.tal uitness as he would have appeared toda: ,

- IG. BARTH: Nould you set a date for thz.t, sir?

'Semething 2.ike 48 hours? They should be able t> find cut i.i he a

"in court and where. It shcelin't hang forever. There should ba

an excuse.

g CI'. AIRMAN 2ECHHOEFER: At what point would your

witness be able to tell the particular proceeding he 'u i.n?
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31R. FELDMAN: It's my understanding that it is :

jury trial and I hope it's over scon. Maybe if m had ten d ayc.

I'm sure it would be over within ten days.

MR. BARTH: These things are filed in tha county

: clerk's office. It's a matter of public record. There's ncthing.
.

! to hide abcut in a civil suit.
.

MR. WETTERIUdCI: 6uits don' t go on all day and 2 2.1

night. He can contact this witness and find cut within 48 cc

'72 hours.

MR. FELDM di: Well, I'm leaving to n this afterraon

and I won't be back until Monday.

MR. BMTH : To formalize it, ths Staff movos tht:

the Board sat a tight limit of 48 hours. We consider a filf..g

of the suit and a list of witnessos, which is a matter of pt; ilic

' record, to be --

MR. FELDMAN: Rather than 48 hours, how ". bout a'

specific day next week, because 48 hours would bring us to T..ndly?

MR. WETTERHAHN: Next Tuesday is fine wibh us.

~

MR. FELDMAN: Fine.

. MR. WETTEREI.HN: Cne final thing, if t".e Ecard C.aes

grant leave for this gentleman to restify, we would ask lea" o:

'the Board to pursue discovery since this is new and surprist

'infcrmation.

CHAIRMAN EECHECEFER: This is a rebuttal witnese

: iR. HETTEn!DdC;: The rules do not limit disco'/a:'
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in this respect. It's surprise information. Na have asL2d or

discovery against the Miami Valley Power Project ashing for

documentanion uith regard to ccntention 14,15 and 16, and t.2

answer we received is they had none in their possecs:.on. We

.

were surprised to find they had three, four or five pieces ci

' surprise information. We don't want this to happen with reg:.rd

.

to this gentleraan and, again, with regard to contention 15 a nd

;16, I would ask the Board at this time to direct the Miami V:d.lin

Power Project to supplement their response to our discovery

' request wit's regard to 15 2nd 16 such that thsre is no surpr ce

' documentation.

" (Board conferring)

MR. BARTH: We support the motion inscfar as it

goes to supplementing the response to discovery on 15 and 1(

'by the Applicant, sir. I riuld like to point out that we

specifically asked Mitmi Valley Power Project and thair con-

'sultants for all documents, all graphics which they might ut -

I to support 14 and we had an answer of none. We had papers

~

coming in like tissues.out of the sky all the time. This ir

. ' not criche".. If it's not cricket for us it's not cricket fc

:them to stand up and expect others to do it.

MR. FELDMAN: First cf all, we didn't use those'

'docr.nents in this direct case and, secondly --

MR. BARTH: That wasn t the request. h'e asked i3ri

documents that suppor: their case and I really what's fair .3

fair for evarybody. }4} }}}
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CHAIRMAU EEC2HOEFER: Tho rules do call for supp'1-

mentation and .re do dircct Miami Valley to supplomant 15 ance 16.

In addition, the Board saes no objection to some diecovery at

to this othcr witness, but I don't think the discovery vill re

proper until we find out whether we are going to haar frcs him.
.

MR. WETTEEHAU11: Certainly. That's my undarstanainc.

.

MR. COIRIE2: May we prcceed with 15 and 16?

CHAIRMAN BECHHCEFER: I don't think we have set :n

official dace. Did you agree that by next Tucaday you could

supply the name of that?

'
MR. FELD2!AN: Was this postmarked by ner.t Tuesc2 ' 02

do you want us to call you?

CHAIRMAN BECHUCEFER: Postmarked. As for settir s c r..e

time for ciscovery, assuming it's nailed Tuescay, ho:t long tcul.

'the Applica..cs take to m epare further discovery? I want tc ser

some limit so we get this in some frame.

MR. CO:nIER: Well, here again, we don't know wht

they are going to say, but I would probably propose taking 1'.c

- . deposition as soon as possible. When will he be available cm:t?

_

I'll ask Mr. Feldman to respond to that. If he's availabic

' Tuesday, we'll take him Tuesday.

MR. FELDMAM: I cannot answer that question

' honestly and therefore I can' t answer it.

'
MR. CC:mE2: Certain.l.y I' thin the non three ve :s

and certainly before the 1st of .'sugust or scenar then tilat.
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MR. FELDIOU: I imagine we coulci work that out <. '.ons

ourselves.

MR. CONHER: Here again, in all fairliess to thi:,

person, I have no idea what his situation is in time, but

certainly by July 27 we should be able to find hia and arrar.Te
.

to take his depositior.. If not, we could advise the Ecard, but

.

' that would be well be,'oro -- I'm assuning the Board sil.'. inc. ica . a

what it trill do before we take any deposition.

CIIAIRMAN CECHHOEFER: Well, the Board, |f we are

'suppliad with the infermation we mentioned, will allow him to

' appear as a witness ar.d we'll let you undertake your discova ry,

'whether it be by deposition or interrogatory.

MR. CO HER: My objection to that course of t ct J. )n ,

'I trust, is clear on the record; but in any event, by the c .-

'of July I'm sure we could depose him.

CHAIRMAN 3ECHHOEFER: Yes. If you're going to 1sk

' interrogatories --

MR. CONNER: I just don't think we have t.5e to foc.1

-

with interrogatories. They wait until the last minute ard

everything else -- they don't answer them all.

@
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T 16 CUAIR*4AU 3ICliHOEFER: The 27th appearc r. .3onib.2,
-

- 31
to us, if that is satisfactory.

MR. FELDMAN: I hope we can work it out, fes.

CHAIR'4AU BECHHOEFER: Of courso this is assuninc

.
you inform ur by next Tue.sday --

' MR. FELDMAN: Yes, then thoro is no need to taka
.

his deposi"icn.

! Your Honor, I recall you mentioned earlier you
4

| wanted to ask certain quastions of Mr. Vandal,
,

CHAIRMAN SECIUiOEFER: That is what I t;as going

' bring up, yes. I would liko to ask Mr. Vandet a f ew quustic :s .aout

pressurized doors.

.I MR. CONNER: If tna Board please, I would like

to renew my motion that this is not a contention. Aad I

' wonder if this couldn't be donc by questions from the Boarc

in writing and answered in writing.

CHAIRMAN EECHHOEFER: Well, this will take less

than fivo ainutes.

~

MR. BARTH: What also can we do? We can' t finiE.:

15 and 16 today, so it seems reasonable.

Thereupon,

THOMAS VANDEL

was called as a witnass, and having been previously duly

sworn, was ax2 min - d ud tastified further as follow 3 :
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DB2 DI:GCT EXAMINATION
~

W MR. BARTi,4 ' -

Q. Will you idantify yourself for the record, please
~

A Thomas Vandsl.

Q Hava you appeared hera pravdicualy on behalf of
.

the Staff and been swcen?

- A 'les , I have.

O I show you a document and ack you to identify it

for the record.

A Direct testimony of Thomaa Vandel regarding

pressure testing of doors,

Q Was this dccu ent prepared by you, or undar your

direction?
.

A It was,

Q Nan this in rnsponso to an affidavit of Robart

Anderson, which I provided to you and asked that you .cok

into the afi:. davit for the Board and prepara testimeny for

this hearing?

. A That is correct.

Q Do you have any cortsctions to make in your locu..mt.
.

sir?

A No.

O Are tha statemeats mndo thorain true and correct

to the bast of your knowledge and ability?

A 'lan , sir.

:L% EARTH: At this time 1 : novo the adniscion --
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" 3 I have provided the reporter with copics. This appears

following page 1643 in the transcript and is already bound

into the record.

I nove the Board accept the Direct Testimony of

Thomas Vandel regarding the pressure testing of dcora,
,

'which includes the affidavit of Anoarson attached i.ito
.

evidence.

At t.he same time, since I slipped previoualy, I C.so

move that the Board accept the direct testimony of Thomas

Vandel and Hal:ry Wescott regarding contention 14 He

already heard '.nic, but it was not moved into evitence.

That appear. following traascript page 1643.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe the Board had

already admitted the testimony on 14. If I an wrong, tho

' Board Will a ait it.

Any objections to the ta_ simony on the prescura a : als'.

MR. TELDillG : No objaction from Liiami Valley.

.'iR. WCLIVER: No objection.

'

CHAIRMAN BECHEOEFER: The testimony will be

admitted. Sin.:e the purpcso of this was to enable the Board

to ask questions, I think we will begin by asking a faw

questions.

@
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CHAIRMAN BECCHOEFER: What T wanted to clJrify for

my own purpose is the significance of the 20 psi pressure tist,

emphasi=ing the number 20. It is stated that that's a cont 2ct r.:

approved test. Can you explain that?

THE WITNESS: It was something that the contrac :or
.

' chose. to do themselves, to try to establish the acceptabili.y ci:
.

*

their own work. It does not establish cr would not establi .1

'the acceptability of the material as a safety related

component.

CHAIRMAN 3ECHECEFER: Now are there any recuire- ant :,

staff requirements or NRC requirements either by regulation sr .y

regulatory guides, which would specift scme sort of tast or

scme degree of test?

THE WITNESS: There are none.

CHAIRMAN BECHHCEFER: For this particular compo 2 ant '

THE WITNESS: There's none chat I know of, sir.

CHAIPl4AN BECHHOEFER: Your paragraph five indic:tec

that currently some tests are being performed. Are those s:il2.

'

' underway or have all of the doors been tested?

THE WITNESS: At the thae that I was at the sit .

last and obtained this information, there were some doors tn t

ilad been completed and the testing was done and acceptance

indicated. At that time also thero were other doorn that h d

not been completed. So my answer would be that it :,s curre: tlf

in testing.
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CWl51AN DECH:ICEFER: New what are the numbers .3

and 17 that are in paragraph five, what is the soIrco of th a

numbers or why that pressure?

'
THE WITIIESS: It is a procedure that Uas develo:3d

- 'by Kaiser Engi.ieurs who completed the work of the dec s and

' developed this testing procedure for acceptance. It uas

nothing -- we had nothing to do with the developments of th :.se

' numbers.

CUAID WT DECHHo?EER: Insofar as the str.ff is c: 2-

corned, it is a testing program that Kaiser Enginaering is

carrying out; is that correct?

THE WITNECS: We think so, yes.

CHAIP31AN 3ECHHOEFER: How why the big differenc:s

in the next ncnber, which is 82 psi? That seems to be a di .Jer :nt

order of magnitude.

TLI: WITNESS: True. The 82 psi is that door :3 e. : 1.

KThere's a gasket material that when the door is clcsed is

compressed to make the seal for the water-tightness. Prestr 7.b] ? --

on my part it is a presumption -- that the hydraulic water

pressure must Le that amcunt or thereabouts.

C::AIPlIAN EECHHOEFER: To your knowledge, if tha te1t

is passed, that is alco satisfactory for that purpose?

THE WIT:1ELS: If that test does pass, did you s q?

g CFAIFJWI EECHHOEFER: 'les .

TI.E NIT'IEES : 'le s .
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CHAIPlM BECliHO2FER: Insof ar as Ibiner will s iti .ne
1

to test all of the doors of this type?

THE WITNE3S: That's correct. That's my under-

' standing; yes, sir.

. CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Will the staff chech this it

soute point or what is the procedure there?
.

'
T!iE WITNESS: We had indicated in the last senti.lce

' here that we would follow it and review the mr tter. It is

hoped wenight have an opportunity to witness one of the test..;

'

before they ara completed.

'

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Those are all of tha questf.onJ

I have. Do any of the parties have questions? Mi.ami Valle:' '
'

MR. CON 17ZR: I object to that, Your Honor. Thi;. is not

a contention. This is a Board inquiry.

I ME. BRIGHT: Mr. Vandel, on the first page here it

says doors located in the pump house and fire doors located :n.

the reactor building.

THE WITNESS: You are correct, sir, that should 2e
.

'five also, not fire.

CHAIPl O EECHHOEFER: I think that concludes the

Board's incuiry on this 'atter. I think cross-c::r.mination .;

not required en a matter such as thic. It was not admitted 'a.

a contention. So as far as we are concerned, Mr. Vandel is

~ excused.

(Nitness excuccd)
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CGIPOIAII DECli!IOEFER: The Applicant'3 ua, procce:

with conf.ention 15.

MR. CONMER: May I rcqucst Mr. Ve non Pence be

sworn, please? I'm corry,?'.r. Pence was previousLy svorn.

Whereupon,
.

VERNOU U. PENCE, EARL A. BORGMAN, and W . ;i . .3CIIWII:.1 S

took the witness stand and , having been prevional7 c.u..y swc :n,

were e:camined and tesuified as follous:

DIRECT EXAME.'1 TION

BY MR. CO:mER:

Q Mr. Pence, did you prepare a statement of your :co-

fessional qualifications for use in this proceeding?

A (Mitness Pence) Yes, I did.

O Do you have any corrections to make to that

statement?

A One minor ccrrection in the second pa::agraph. .:

says a Master 'c DtNrec in Engineering. That should read a

Master's Dcgree, Engineering-Mechanics.
.

O Are there any other changes to your statae.ent?o-
~

qualificationa?

A No.

Q Is it truc and correct as changed?

A Correct.

h iU.. CONNEF: I woulci request that Mr. Pcace 3 gn ni -

'fications ta received and physa.cally incorporated into the
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DB 5 transcript at tnis point as if read. Copias hava bean

h previously furnished to the reporter.

C111d1CWi BEC11110EFER: Any objection?

MR. FELDMiel: To the admission of the qualificat..ons ?

C11AIRMA I B2CIIIIOEFER: 'ics.

MR. FELDMd'4: No, your Honor.

' CIIAIRlWI B2CHilOEFER: Mr. Helle, or the Staff?

MR. HEILE: No, your lionor.

CinIRMAII BECHlICEFER: The qualificaticas will be

admitted.

(Gualifications of Pence follcw)

,

e

@
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
VERNON W. PENCE

MANAGER
DRIVE LINE COMPONENTS

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

My name is Vernon W. Pence. My business address is

175 Curtner Avenue, San Jose, California 95125. I am

Manager, Drive Line Components for the Boiling-Water Reactor

Systems Department of the General Electric Company. In this.

position I am responsible for the design, manufacture and

field service of major components such as the control rods,

hydraulic control units, control rod drive system hardware,
and other components associated with the control rod drive
system.

I have a Bachelors Degree in Mechanical Engineering from

California Polytechnic State University, a Masters Degree
in Engineering from University of Santa Clara and a Masters

Degree in Business Administration, also from the Universi "
of Santa Clara.

I was employed for approximately six years by Lockheed

Corporation in Sunnyvale, California as a design engineer
where I was respon 'ble for design of aircraft and missile
components.

. In 1968, I joined General Electric Company as a Design

Engineer responsible for design and manufacture of compcnants

for boiling wate.r reactors, including stress evaluation and

@
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compliance with applicable codes. As stated above, since

1376 I have been Manager of the drive line components where

I supervised the design, manufacture and field service of

control rod and other components for boiling water reactors.

I am a Professional Engineer in the State of California.

.

.

@
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, SB 6 BY MR. CCL Ulm:
T ,

C Pa. Penca, did you prepare a document entitim.

" Applicant's Testiraony R31ating to Contention 15, Manufactt .o

of Control Reds," consisting of three pages for tse in thit
. procanding?

A Yes, I did. (Witness Pence)
.

Q Ara thoro any correcticas to that docume:..t?

A Mc,

Q Is it true and correct?
A Yet, it is.,

Q Did you :;lso prepara a document entitle.d " Appl ' -

cant's Caat.inny RF,lating to Contention 16, Centrol Red

h Seals"?

A Yes, I did.

Q Arc thero any changes in that docunant?
A No,

') Is it true and correct?
A Yas, it in,

.

4R , CONNER: I would request that these twa docume to

just identified be phy sically incorporated in tha trc.n::cript.

of tha proceeding as i ? raad and received in e'ridenca as

Applicant s evidence in recponse to contantions 15 and 15.

CD.:RIVOI BECH1IOT?ER: Any objection?

JR. Z1LCMAM. I would like to voir dire it.. Vi .r. ;c

braifly on ti.- before the testimony is admittad ut: 3vidan 1.
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CHhIR:!A:1 BECH30EFER: You may procecri.

Oand

.

b

o

O

9
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VOIR DIRE EXAMINATIOM
6 david

BY I!R. /ILDMAN:
_avidl

O Now, ME. Pence, what year .id you rc-ceive yot

bachelor's degree in mechanicrl engineering frcm Califort .a

Polytechnic State University?

A In 1962.

,
Q And what year didyou receive your mcster's

degree in engineering mechanics?

A In 1969

Q And hcw much education have you had in nuclear

engineering?
.

T None.

Q And in the six years that you were empicyed

by Lcchhned Corporation, did any of your wcrk 'avac

any ~~ng tc dowith control rods or control rod seals?

A No.

Q Did any of your education at California Polytc.hnic

State University have anything to do with control rods

or control rod seals?
.

A No, not directly.

O Did -- ctrike that. Would you say it aculd

indirectly?

A Yes.

O Would you explain that?
.

A These ara mechnical components, and I studied

nec:enical engineering.
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david 2 Q Did your s:2 dies for your master's degree in

engineering mechnics have anything to do with control rois.,
or control rod seals?

A Indirectly, yes.

O And would your answer be the same with ragard

to how it was indirectly related?

,
A The field of engineerinc rechanics deals

mainly with stress analysis type work, and since you

evaluate stresses in these mechanical components, there

is a correlation.

O Now, what year did you receive your mas ter's

degree ia business administration?

A In 1972.

6
Q Now, at this time, would you consibr yourself

mainly an administr:itor?

A +to .
-

0 What would you consider yourself, then?

A > An administrator in engineering.'

O i Now, in 1968 you joined General Electric Compa y

as a design. engineer responsible for the design and

manufacture of components for boiling water reactors.

Did you actually design these compenents?

A Yes.

Q And were any of these components control rods
4

or control rod scals?

A Not at inat time.
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david 3 O Isell, at a later time did you do this for the

General Electric Company?

A Mo.

O Now, since 1975 you've been manager of the -

drive line components. ilhas does that mean?

,
A That means that I managed the group

of responsibic engineers thct handled certain piece.; :
-

i

equipment that arecategerized as drive line compon2nts.

O Is the -- we ald you consider the control rod

a drive line. enmonnant /

A Yes, it '. s .

C And so you have superviced -- excuse me. Striis

that.

Are you the manager of d2:ive line components ar

te General Electric Company?

A Yes.

O Uow, as you are testifying today, ara you

speaking as a representative for the Ge.__. ectric

Ccmpany or for yourself?

A I do not know --

- MR. COMN3R: Objection: that has nothing to c.

with voi.: dire enantination, even if it were otheriise

relevant.

CHAIRMAtt BECHHOEFER: Sustained.

@
3Y MR. F3LDMAN:

0 ITere you involved at all with th a desip of t1
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david 4 paruicular rede in question?

h A Yes.

MR. FELOMAN: I have no further quentions on

t voir dire, your Honor. And no motions to make.

Wait one moment, your Honor. Let me consult.

~

Your Honor, I would like to move at this time

that the testimony not be admitted in evidence.

(Laughter.)

MR. BRENNER: Why not?

Your Honor, he hasn't stated the tjrcunds.

CHAIRMAU BSCHHOEFER: Yes.

MR. FELDMAN: I don't believe he's qualified

to testify concerning the matters in his r.estimony.

MR. BREmiER: Why not? Your Honor, he still

hasn't statad any grounds.

CHAIRMNT BECHHOEFER: Right, right. Why?

MR. FELD; TAN: Hell, he 's -- well, firs t of all

he's not a' quality assurance engineer. I think that's

probably the kind of person we would need for the testime.y

that he's made. The fact that he helped design such

parts does not mean that he is capable of examining

then < *~'ey're int,allad to determine the infor*mtion

which testified to.,

MR. CONUSR: Mr. Chairman, I mean, this is a

frivolous objection. If ever a man is better qualified,

I haven't heard; but I think counsel for MVPP has
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david 5, probably overlooked als contention, talking about quality

assuranca, which the man is also qualified in,

contention 15 cays: " Control rods v.hi;h must

be easily inserted to and removed from the reacter core

have beca inadequately manufactured so that they lo not

.

meet the size specifications for such control rods. ' The

- man is caviously totally qualified in that area. He made

them.

Contention 15 relates to a component on the

control rods, to which his qualifications are equally

applicable, and the manufacture ..thereof.

CHAIM172i BECHCEFER: Does any other party have

any commants on this motion?

Does staff?

MR. BREEME2: Uc think he's qualified.

CHAIRMAN DEC3HOEFER: Mr. Heile? Mr. 1 oliver?

MR. WOLIVER: I feel there are some merits to

tha motion in that maybe qual.ity control is not directly

related to the contention that he purports in his tectimc y
.

to know quality control. In paragraph 2 he discusses

quality assurance procedures and states that they were

satisfied, Jo I would hope that he does hav2 ccme experti a

in that nrea. And I haven't heard it yet.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The City cf Cincinnati?

(No response.)

The motion till be denied and t.aa a' . duce ad i. t t : . . .
(Cocumectu follow.) }p} }f}
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APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY RELATING TO CONTENTION 15
MANUFACTURE OF CONTROL RCDS

In Contention 15, the Miami Valley Pcwer Project as-
serts that the size specifications for control rods were not
met. As demonstrated below, there is no basis for such
assertion.

~
~

The control rods are de' scribed in detail in Section 4.2
in the FSAR beginning on Page 4.2-31 (See Figures 4. 2-11 and
12 for specific dimensions). The control rods were manuf ac-

tured at General Electric's plant in Wilmington, North
Carolina. All quality cssurance procedur,er at the manu-
facturing facility were satisfied. Control rods were in-

spected pursuant to General Electric's quality assurance
O

procedures to assure that design specification requirements
are met before being released for shipment to the Zinmer
site.

Control rods were packed and shipped according to

special requirements which have been established to maintain

the intagrity and configuration of the rods and thus assure
- delivery to the site in the same condition as when they were

packed at Wilmington.

After the control rods were uncrated at the reactor
site, and before installation into the reactor, they were
Tspected for possible shipping and handling damage. As a

- _ alt of this inspection, six control rods did not meet
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General Electric's inspection criteria and were returned t.o

Wilmit.gton and replaced. Six other control rods had minor
dimensional var: tions. After an engineering analysis and4

subsequent inspections, these six were accepted for use.

As a part of the inspection at the reactor site, gages
were used to check envelope requirements. A forty pound

_ spring clamp was used with these gages to remove normal

sheath waviness. The forty pound load removed waviness of

the sheath without permanently deforming the sheath. Wh.Ae

certain damage such as significant dents or bent rods could

be a reason for rejection, normal waviness, which is ceer-
come by the clamp, is acceptable. The control 1cd is cesigned

to operate with substantial rubbing friction between the

control rod and the fuel bundles which is substantially in,

excess of forty pounds. Therefore, the forty pound inspection
clamp icad has r.a effect on safety er normal operation. The

NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement has verified the

acceptability of the rods and has witnessed certain of the
inspections.

In January 1979,
.

during initial fuel loading at the

Fukushima 6 reactor, it was noticed that several fuel chan-

nels hit the small ledge that existe in the corner of the

control rod wings at the top of the velocity limiter just
before the fuel bundle seated on the orificed fuel support.
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Under maximum material tolerance conditions, this ledge9
could nick the corner of a fuel channel. While nicking does

not affect fuel channel or control rod life or reactor
safety, the ledge was chamfered to eliminate the pcssibili-
ties of nicking. This chamfering was done with a handheld

-

high speed air motor containing a small milling tool (burr).
_ The ledge nicked 'be fuel channel only at maximum material

tolerance conditions. Therefore, a gage was utiiired which

duplicated the fuel channel corner. If the cage hit the

ledge, the ledge was chamfered. If the gage did not hit the

ledge, no action was taken. The result was that all corners
of all control rods had to pass the gage before the control
rod was accepted. As the result of this operation, all

control rods which have been installed 11 the Zimme. reactor
meet all requirements for operation.
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APPLICANTS' TESTIMO!!Y RELATI"G TO CONTEtITION 16
CONTROL RCD SEALS

Miami Valley Power Project charges that the seals on

the control rods which prevent radioactive water fro.a leak-

ing out when the reactor is shutdown for maintenance do nct
.

meet minimum specifications for smoothness. As demonscrated

. below, there is no basis for such assertion.

Under normal :onditions, the primary saal which retains

water in the reactor is that created by the mating surfaces

of the control rod drive and control rod drive housing
flanges. The seal noted in Contention 16 is the velocity
limiter to guide tube backseat. These seals are shown in
FSAR Section 4.2 in Figures 4.2-12,- 13 and 14. The only

function that these control rod seals in question serve is
to limit the leakage of water from the reactor vessel

during the time when the drive mechanism is disassembled for
maintenance. Therefore, these seals wauld only see the

pressure caused by the head of water in the vessel and are
not subject to operating pressure. They serve no other

function. The specifications for the seals, which are AISI

Type 304 stainless steel, are a 63 RMS finish and dimensional

constraints in size and shape.

To determine that these specifications were met, control

rod seals were subjected to visual inspection with a compara-

tor and a dimensional check in a special inspection fixture.

9
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These inspections are performed at Wilmington as a planned

hh) part of General Electric's Quality Assurance program.

After the control rods were shipped to the site, the
seals were inspected for possible damage in shipment. The

visual inspection was conducted with a comparator. One

, control rod was returned to General Electric and replaced

because of a scratch across the seal surface. All control
.

rod seals installed at the Zimmer reactor meet design speci-
fications for operation.
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david 6

MR. COIMER: The witnesses are ncw available

for croca examination.

MR FELDMAN: Uould you like me to proceed new

C 1 AIRMAN BEC:IIIOEFER: You can start.,

CROSS EXA51INATION
.

BY MR. FELDMAN:

Q Mou, Mr. Pence, you indicate that thaco contro.

rods were manufactured at CE;s plant in Wilmingten,

North Ce.olf.na. And you've asserted that all quali y

assurance procedures at the manufacturing facility were

satisfied.

IIow do you know this?

A We make periodic audits of the procedures in

Wilmington. We have our engineers down there on a routin.

basis to check all of the proceduros that are asscciated itt

their equipment.

O Do you have any expertise in auditing, sir?
.

MR. CONNER: That's beyond voir dire ncw. I

- don't know what auditing means in the contnat given.

LY b. t. FELDMAN:

O Could you explain?
.

A Auditing _; simply checking to make .;ure tian

the requirements thnt you have are being fulfi. ef..

O Did you personally do this auditing?
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david 7 A I have, yes.

Q Of the control rods in question?

A Yes.

O And have yoa personally made inspections to thc. --

of the cont;ol rods at the Wilmington, North Carolina

* plant?

_ A Yes, I have.

Q And when you say that all the quality cssurance

proceduras were qualified, did you personally loo'.: at eac.;

procedura yourself?

A No.

O Then how do you know they were all satisfied?

A 'cle have inspectors at the shop that insure

that all of these requirements have been met and that the

proceduras are always signed off by the QC engineers.

We cluays make the assumption that they do the job they'r.

supposed to.

Q So you'ra telling me that you believe all

quality assurance procedures at the manafacturing facilit:

ure satisfied because other engineers told you so?

"

A ilo, we have a procedure in the shop that is

highly controlled to maka sure that all procedures are

followed.

Q Are you familiar with that-- with all the

(hh proceduras in the saop?

A Not with all the procedures.
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david 8 0 Ira you daniliar with the qua.ity assuranc+

program at the Wilmington, North Caroli.n facil:.ty?

A Yes, I cu.

O could : ou tell me what they involve?

MR. CONNER: Is thin ihmited to control rods?

*

MR. FELDMAU: With regard to the con'rol rodc

und the control rod seals..

DY MR. FEDMAM:

O Should they be manufactured there

A That's a rather long and compicx thiag,if

somebody really wanted to cover that much materia:.

O Uell, I'd like to know.

A Is there any particular arec you would lika me

to start in? Do you have any specific concerns?

O My specific concern f.s with regard to the

control rods and every aspect of their manufaucure.
"

You may start uherever you wish.

MR. CONNER: Your Et,nor, we objer:t to this. I-

the testimony we referenced pertinent sections of the FSA:
.

for the details on the control rods. There are -- I
.

do~ ' t knew -- 200 pieces or parts to a control red drive

mechanism.

Counsel, for proper cross examination should

ask -- i f h 2 wants to tik about one or something, pick

kh out a re?arance and ask questions about it.

3ut to n2ve this man describe a controi red,
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david 9 the manufacturing and QA process related thereta, is ac :

proper cross exaination and certainly is not tFe ' fay

to conduct an NRC proceeding on a matter like this.

If he has (_.estions, let him ask specific

questions and not just ask for a geenral descriptien
*

which could take dayu.

(Board canfarring.).

MR. BAR"'H : Staff supports the power plant's

position, sir.

(Board conferring.)

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that cbjection V2.11

be sustained; the questions ought to be more specific.

tae area is quite broad.m
Y '

BY MR. FE NiAN:

Q Could you describe the quality assurance prcgr.:m
for i i blades of the control rod?

A Nould you rephrase that? I don't understand

what you're asking.

Q Would yea describe r quality assurance.

program of the general electric plant in Wilmir.gton
.

North Carclina wimh regard to the manufacture of :he

blade of the control rods for the Zimmer Nuclear Taciliti_

located in Moscow, Clermont County, Ohio?

A I'm sorry. The terminology " blades" and

hh " control rods' are the same thing. I don't understand wt t

you're aaking.
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david 10 Q Was tha thickness of the control rods -- strikc

that.

Was the measurement of the thickness of the

control rods part of the QA procedure?

A Yes, it wa s.

.

O Would you describe that procedure.

A The thickness is determined by a gauge that-

is moved along the blade to determine that there are no

spots that are out of tolerance.

Q 7.nd at what part of the manufacturing process

is this doney

A It's after final assembly.

Q And what precedures take place between the

time that this is measured and the time that this is mecs rec

and the time that the blades are packed up and shipped

off to Zimmer?

A There's one additional quality control

inspection procedure in the packaging.

O What is that procedure?
,

A There's a final overall inspection of the
.

control rods just before they package them.

Q 'Tas this a -- what type of inspecticn is this?

A This is mainly a visual inspection to make sul

that there are no types of damage anyplace.

There is also spot checks af the major di~ ens: :na
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davidll of the hardware.

O You indicate that special care is ta':en in tne
.

packaging of these control rods to prevent any damage te

be done to them, yet you indicated six control rods were

damaged in shipment.

*

How did this occur?

A I have no knowledge of how the damage cccurrtd..

Q How many control rods have been shipped to

Zimmer from the GE plant in Uilmington?

A That may be a little bit confusing. There wers
.

originally 137 of them shipped plus the spares.

Q 1:ow many spares were thera?

A There were five spares. There were six of the'.

returned, and there were six new ones that were

sent to the site.

Q And out of this total of - I guess it's 142 --

were only six returned?

A Correct.

O Now -- now, you indicated that part of your
.

quality assurance program at your plant in Uilminc ton,
'

North Carolina included measure of the rods 'iith a gauc a.

Can you describe the kind of gauge that was used at the

quality assurance check.

A This was a gauge that -- well, it sort of look:

||h like a tuning fcrk, and that tunina fork is put ovar r.he -

each wiar of the control od, and it's passed oter the
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dividl2 surface.

s/ Q And what are the dimensions of ;his gauga?

A It has a thickness requirement of .280 inches.

O How much -- what length -- what surface length

of the blade does the gauge cover?
<

A I'm not specifically -- I don't remember that.

*
I'd have to look that dimencion up; it covers the whole

surface of the wing, frem the outside clear to tha

inside of the control rod.

Q What about the length of the control rod?

A It is moved along the whole length of the

control rod.

O Is only one gauge -- onc size gauge used for

this purposa?

A For this purpose, yes.

O Is it -- can this gauge detect all irregularii.es'.

A No. gauge can check all irregularities.

Q Isn't it true that on some occasic os other

type gauges are used to check the dimensions of the contral

rod?
.

A For other pu.Tposes other than thickness, corr: 7t.

Q Are any other gauges ever used to check the

thickness?

A In some cases they : sed what is referred to

as a deco throat micrometer.
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davidl3 MR. CONNER: A tool of many years age.

4 BY MR. FELDMAN:

Q Was this instrument used as part of the CA

procedure on the control rod?

A Where?
e

Q At the Wilmington, North Carolina pinnt?

A Cn occasions, it is.*

O Is it used as part of the QA procedure on ever,

rod?

A No.

O Uhy not?

A Decause it's only used for finding the dinensi a

at specific locations if scmething does not pass that
9

gauge.

O If during the -- during this GA inspection

which we've bcer discussing there is a point which would .ot

pass the gauge taat was used during the QA inspection,

would this deep throat micrometer be used?

A Yes, it can.
,

O It can be used, but was it ever used?
.

A Yes, it has been used, correct.

O When you say "yes," you mean as part of the

QA procedares?

A Yes, it's not something that's candatory or

O anything like that, but it's something that can be ased

to investigate the sis.es. It's a much more accurate pie'2 c
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.avidI214 measuring equipment.

Q If it's more accurate, why isn't it used in

all cases?
1

A It's much more expansive and time consuming,

and it's not really necessary.,

Q "hy do you say it's not necessary?
,

A The other gauges do a very adequate job.

CHItIRMMI BECHHOEFER: We've gotten to a good

breaking point; it's 4:00 o'c1cck now -- somewhere in th.

ne:tt ninute.

I1R. FELDMA!!: Okay.

BY MR. 73LCMAN:

hk Q Is the standard of the General Electric Company

on these control rods just adequate?

A No,

MI'.. CONMER: Objection, your Honor -- well --

MR. FELDMIdi: I have no further questions at

this time. I will Lave more questions.

*

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: All right.

Before ws adjourn, the board would like to.

know if the applicants and staff in particular have any

idea of a time frame that it would take to do this study

we outlined on contantion 6, the cost-benefit study.

"

"R .- BART:I: Ua hava no idea, sir. I'll have

to consulu uith the technical peop.'a for a realis.:i:
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davidl5 assessment.

6 I'd ba delighted to write the board when I havi

something more definite.

I CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: All right. He would likt

to know whether we can take this up at the August hearing
4

or not.

* MR. BARTH: At the earliest possible tim? I'll

address that to the board, sir.

MR. CONNER: We will also write the board as

soon as ue've had time to look at it. People have been

sitting here, as you know; it's kept them from doing the

work that could be dono on this other thing.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay. Fine. He don't h.ve

to take it up in August, but if we can, we will.

MR. CONNER: Oh, I'm sure that by the time the

next hearing comes along we'll have an answer.

CHAIRMAN DEGHOEFER: Right. It might be

more convenient to take it up then.

So we will adjourn. A tentative date for.

reconvening will be August 7, hopefully in this room. Bu:
.

we haven't gotten that word yet.

MR. WOLIVER: Your Honor, I wanted to :.aise

a questien. You may have answered it: whether or not

August 7 is the day and whether or not this question coul.

be given -- brought up then.

I have a personal commitment. I will ao b be c ,le
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david 16 to attend the hearing the week of August the 7th nor the

following week. It's the two weeks out of the summer I

won't be avilable. I prefer to have that question raise

( at another time, if the hearing does convene on August 7.
.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, we will -- as I sa.,
w

we hope to get it out of the way before later in :he fall.

'
but I think August 7, that that week is probably -- probc:.ly

that week ia the only possible week we could conycne. Sc

it would be ,t problem.

MR. WOLIVER: It would be for myself.

MR. CONNER: If you; Honor please, we know

personal commitment:: are no justification for not making

meeting responsibilities.

CHAIIU4AN BECHROEFER: We will considar the

schedule at a later time. But it is our hope that we

can consider it in Augast and I hope you can perhaps --

when we find out whether the' study will be availabic --

IIR WOLIVER: One further point --

!!R. FELOMAU: I was going to support Mr. Wolivtr',

request. It's my unders tanding he's getting married that
.

week, and that should be a valid reason for delaying it.

IIR. WOLI7ER: I had another matter, and that

pertains to discovery on the other issues that will be
!.
'

heard in the fall. Is it my underutanding that discovery

isstill open at thia 7oint?
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davidl7 |1R . CONNER: Discovery is closed.

O MR. BAR1"I: Discovery is closed.

CHAI2iAN BECIIHOEFER: Discovery is closed aftet --

( if there should be any developments, the Commission possiHly

might -- further discovery might be. in order. But we
<

would have to see what the requirements are.

!
Basically, discovery is closed on those issues.

If the rules or the standards should not change, I should

expect we would go to hearing without further discovery. If

the situation changes, new infcrmation that might give

rise to further discovery --

MR. WOLIVER: Is the staff able to give us any

ggg time frame on that?

CliAIRMA11 BECHHOEFER: Well, anyway, leb's adjcr.rn.

We can discuss that later.

(Uhereupon, at 4 :05 p.m. , the hearing was

adjourned, cubject to the call of the chair.)

.
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